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Abstract

Recently, there has been a substantial surge in the availability of digital music through
online subscription services. While these have given the user access to an almost endless
variety of content, the sheer size of this choice space can also turn the user’s selection process
into a burden. While the purely algorithmic approach of recommending items with minimal
user control has been the most popular method in commercial systems, several studies have
shown that it can suffer from issues such as lack of transparency, limited user control, and
pigeonholing the users. On the academic front, novel interfaces have been proposed that
strive to alleviate the above issues. However, most such tools target large screens and often
depend on complex user interactions. This is in discrepancy with the usual circumstances
in which we listen to music, such as during commuting and work, and increasingly on our
phones.

We report on the design and evaluation of TagFlip. A mobile app featuring a novel in-
teraction framework designed to fit within typical music listening scenarios, organically
transforming them into more interactive music discovery experiences. Acknowledging the
fleeting nature of music listening in the age of streaming and the smartphone, TagFlip was
designed to require little effort from the users, while still granting them a high degree of
control over the recommended music. This is done by describing each played song to the
user through its most popular social tags and allowing the user to easily specify which of
the tags should be considered for upcoming songs.

To understand the merits of tag-based music discovery and especially our unique design,
we compared TagFlip to Spotify’s mobile app, both in a controlled lab experiment, and in
the field. In these evaluations, TagFlip came out on top in both subjective user experience
(control, transparency, and interaction) and our objective measure of number of interactions
per liked song. Our field study participants found it fun and engaging to discover new tags
and styles of music they had not heard of or liked before, and our logs indicated that they
ended up actively seeking music within these new styles for significant portions of their
time with the app. Our users found TagFlip to be an important complementary experience
to that of Spotify, enabling more active and directed music discovery with minimal effort.
Furthermore, we found that current mainstream approaches to music discovery may be
incapable of exploiting the full potential of massive online music libraries.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the rapid rise of online music streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music,
the range of choices easily accessible to users has become huge and diverse, to the point
where selecting a song or artist to listen to can be a negative and obsessive experience; a
phenomenon called the “the paradox of choice” by the psychologist Barry Schwartz [139].
While this issue is not exclusive to the realm of digital media consumption, the new wave of
subscription-based services have elevated this issue to a new level by completely removing
the user’s monetary commitment to individual items, as no item is actually purchased.
Without such a commitment to persuade the user to fully experience a piece of content, the
“maximizing” user [139] can fall into the endless cycle of jumping to other yet to be found
media that might be more desirable, and end up spending much more time on analysing
the choice space rather than enjoying the content.

In recent years, music listening has been shifting from personal offline libraries to online
cloud streaming services rapidly [92]. These days, some music streaming and recommen-
dation services contain more than 50 million songs [145]. Contrary to other content such
as movies and books which take longer to consume, the short length of songs, the ease of
listening during other activities, and the simplicity of skipping mean music listeners in the
age of streaming are frequently exposed to recommendations. As such, music is arguably
one of the most important and difficult domains of recommendation.

Recently, there has been a surge in both academic and commercial efforts to build inter-
faces and algorithms that can integrate these growing online libraries into our daily music
consumption routines. Some solutions have focused on minimizing user interaction and rely-
ing on advanced recommendation algorithms [127]. In such cases, the user’s immediate role
has been reduced to choosing a starting point (like a song, or a genre), and liking/disliking
songs, with the rest being decided by other factors such as the user’s preference profile, the
context of listening, or various measures of content and user similarity that are typically
hidden from the user. While these solutions excel in simplifying user interactions, they suffer
from issues such as black-box behaviour, lack of user control, and pigeon-holing the users
in their preference profiles [68, 149, 151]. The first of these refers to a lack of transparency
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on the inner-workings of the system, making it difficult for the users to understand how
each item was chosen to be recommended. The second shortcoming is caused by how the
extent of user control in conventional recommenders is typically limited to choosing seed
items and rating the recommended ones. With no clear feedback on how exactly these in-
teractions alter the system’s recommendation process, they can feel rather inconsequential
and ambiguous to the user. Finally, pigeonholing happens when users feel trapped in their
recommendation bubbles [118] after long-term use, with no way of breaking out. The im-
portance of all these aspects of user experience toward building trust and improving user
satisfaction has been well-studied in the literature [2, 68, 100, 103, 108, 149, 151].

Contrary to the trend in mainstream commercial services, there have been valuable con-
tributions in the academic literature toward designing and evaluating novel interfaces that
give the user a significantly more active role in the process of recommendation. Although
these interfaces have been shown to overcome some of the above-mentioned issues of rec-
ommender systems, they are generally complex and are designed with large screens and
prolonged periods of user engagement in mind. This is in discrepancy with the typical situ-
ations in which we listen to music, such as when commuting and at work [29, 56, 57, 109].
To fully exploit the potential of massive music libraries, it is crucial for novel methods of
music discovery to naturally squeeze into these periods of everyday music listening. Com-
mercial recommendation services like Spotify and Apple Music have identified this need and
strive to provide simple interfaces to their vast libraries. This has, however, left them suffer-
ing from the usual issues that plague non-interactive recommender systems, as mentioned
above.

In this dissertation, we report on the design and evaluation of TagFlip, a novel interface
for active music discovery based on social tags of music. The tool, which was built for phone-
sized screens, couples high user control on the recommended music with minimal interaction
effort. Contrary to conventional recommenders which typically only allow the specification
of seed attributes and the subsequent like/dislike of songs, we put the users in he centre of
the recommendation process. With a library of more than 100,000 songs, TagFlip describes
each of the played songs to the user through its crowd-sourced tags and lets the user quickly
and efficiently pick and choose which of tags they would like to keep and which ones they
would like removed from the system’s set of considered tags for recommending the next
song. As each song can come with a variety of tags, some of which are quite different from
each other, TagFlip organically encourages the user to try new tags and thus new styles of
music.

Apart from several formative user studies, TagFlip went through two stages of summa-
tive evaluation, both in the lab and in the field. In these studies, we compared our design
to Spotify’s mobile app, which represents the current status quo in mainstream music lis-
tening/recommendation, and was used regularly by most of our participants. These studies
helped us gain valuable insight into various aspects of our tag-based recommendation in
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comparison with more traditional tools. In addition, TagFlip was found to be superior to
Spotify in several areas related to recommendation capabilities, with the majority of our
participants finding it more effective, engaging, and fun to use when it came to discovering
new music.

In summary, the main contributions of our work are twofold:

• Providing insight into the design and evaluation of a tag-based interactive music
discovery tool, along with design considerations and topics for future research on
incorporating tags into music discovery interfaces.

• Presenting both objective and subjective insight into the real-world adoption of a
tag-based music discovery interface, identifying the strengths and weaknesses of such
systems, and providing evidence that social tags can be effectively employed as direct
means for user control in music recommendation.

As we investigate music discovery and retrieval behaviours of our participants and com-
pare these between two different interfaces (TagFlip and Spotify), we expect our results
to be of particular interest to the music information retrieval (MIR) community. In addi-
tion, seeing as music consumption has become increasingly mobile within the past decade
[57, 70, 91], we put particular emphasis on supporting small screens and short sporadic in-
teractions with the music source. Hence, we also expect our findings to be especially relevant
to the field of mobile HCI.

In the next section, we will first discuss the typical ways in which music is represented
as a data point in order to be fed into recommendation systems and interfaces. We will then
explore the unique challenges that exist within the field of music recommendation compared
to other types of digital content.

1.1 Music as Data

A piece of music can be described through several different types of identifiers, each of which
addresses certain aspects of the underlying entity, ranging from sonic and musical charac-
teristics to semantic attributes such as genre. From a mathematical point of view, music
is fundamentally a function describing the amplitude of different frequencies of sound at
each point in time. This continuous time-series can be converted into a computer-readable
discrete function through sampling at specific intervals of time, leading to digital music.
Building on this digital representation, several audio-related characteristics such as beat,
rhythm, timbre, and tempo [38, 136, 156] can be computed using signal processing tech-
niques. This is often called content-based representation, which involves describing music
through a number of high-dimensional vectors. Having computed these vectors, the simi-
larity between two pieces of music, which is the building block of most recommendation
algorithms, can be calculated as a function of their distance in the high-dimensional spaces
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defined by such vectors. This could be Euclidean distance, Jaccard distance, or any other
measure deemed appropriate for the specific data and purpose.

Moving to a higher level of abstraction, music is described by a variety of meta-data,
including the names of the artists involved in the creation of a piece, the titles of albums and
tracks (songs), the year of release, and so on. These attributes are the main types of meta-
data on which digital music libraries are typically organized. In addition, further layers
of semantic descriptors exist which have their roots in the cultural context surrounding
music as an art form. The music genre is the most popular of such elements, defined by the
Oxford Dictionary of Music as “a class, type, or category, sanctioned by convention” [132].
Thus, contrary to the above discussed objective attributes of music, genre classifications are
inherently subjective, with genres often overlapping. Another fairly subjective characteristic
of music is the emotions or moods that it can induce [36, 54, 167]. Despite subjectivity, genre
and mood help identify music on a semantic level which is understandable to most regular
music listeners with little technical or musical background. In fact, previous studies have
shown that these two are amongst the most pertinent for music listeners when it comes
discovering music, choosing what to listen to, or creating playlists [29, 57, 65, 87].

In a more general sense, music can be semantically described using a group of words
that can cover a variety of its attributes. This can include the ones described above, as
well as others such as instruments used, accompanying activities that the music might be
appropriate for, whether there are vocals, country of origin, and so on. These words, which
are commonly referred to as tags, can be extracted from a number of resources, such as
lyrics of songs, online reviews and posts, and social tagging websites. With each piece of
music being described through a vector of tags (possibly containing weights for each tag),
pairwise similarity between two pieces can be calculated as their proximity within the high
dimensional space defined by all tags.

1.2 Music Recommendation

Music recommendation poses a number of challenges that make it unique and arguably a
more difficult problem to attack compared to other types of content such as movies and
books. Being familiar with such issues can help us better contextualize the requirements of
interactive music discovery and recommendation tools with regard to their intended users
and situations of use. Here, we briefly summarize a number of these challenges:

• Contrary to most other types of content, music listening is a continuous and sequential
experience. Most pieces of music are of short length (3-5 minutes), which means the
time it takes to consume a piece of music is much shorter than what it takes to read
a book or watch a movie. Moreover, since music listening (and discovery) happen
mainly during other activities that might also require the user’s attention [57, 91,
109, 131], people’s interactions with their music source in-between songs are usually
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minimal [14, 91], especially in mobile contexts. Therefore, there is little time for the
typical process of finding a fresh and desirable piece of content to consume during
music listening, whereas users might spend longer periods of indulgent searching and
comparison before they settle on a movie or other type of content that takes a longer
amount of time to experience. This imposes certain requirements on interface design
in order to target minimal interaction effort and mental load.

• Another challenge caused by the short length of songs is that one session of listening
usually includes a large number of songs rather that one. This leads to a need for
achieving a pleasant flow between songs [48, 101, 147] and is in contrast with other
types of content, where one item might take hours (movies) or days (books) to finish.
Therefore, modern interactive music recommenders should make it possible for the
users to maintain a natural flow between songs without jarring changes.

• A user’s taste in music can hinge upon several different factors at any given time,
changing rapidly depending on elements such as context of listening and time of day
[1, 60, 168], the user’s emotional state [36, 125] , and the activity accompanying music
listening [40, 109]. In addition, previous studies have shown that people can have a
variety of intents for listening to music, such as intensifying emotions or getting into
moods [12, 54, 96, 134, 135]. This can further complicate the recommendation process
and necessitate a need for user control.

• With music’s potency to alter moods, users often desire a change in the mood of songs
even during one listening session [57]. As such, in addition to helping users maintain
a pleasant flow as discussed above, interactive music listening tools should allow users
to gradually steer the trajectory of their path within the music library by facilitating
control over important characteristics of music [57].

• As music is consumed mostly passively while paying attention to other activities [29,
57, 109], the users’ skipping behaviour does not necessarily reflect their preferences.
Not skipping a song can not be construed as a positive attitude toward the playing
music, as skipping or initiating a new stream of music through switching playlists
might not always be plausible depending on the users’ context. Likewise, skipping
a song does not definitively indicate a negative response. Incorrect interpretations of
skipping behaviour can lead to inaccurate preference profiles with users being unaware
of the problem or having no clear way of fixing it. This is another issue that necessitates
increased user control during music recommendation.

As is clear from the above discussion, there are certain challenges associated with music
recommendation which make the problem of creating interactive systems unique fascinating
and unique. In the next chapter, we will present a comprehensive overview of the current
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state-of-the-art in interactive music recommendation and discovery interfaces. We will then
identify the possible shortcomings of current approaches and potential avenues for further
research. This will lead us into the third chapter, in which we discuss how we came up with
TagFlip’s design, the important decisions we made, and the evolution our designs went
through during several stages of iterative prototyping and refinement. In the fourth and
fifth chapters, we will delve deep into the lab and field evaluations of TagFlip, and discuss
the lessons we learned and the remaining challenges.
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Chapter 2

Survey of Interactive and Visual
Approaches to Music
Recommendation and Discovery

In this chapter, we review interactive music recommendation, exploration, and discovery
interfaces that have been designed with the aim of improving one or more of the previously
discussed aspects of user experience, such as control, transparency, diversity, and so on.
We put extra emphasis on designs that provided novel interaction techniques and frame-
works that have helped shape the landscape of interactive recommendation and discovery
through-out the past two decades. These seminal works have contributed significantly to
elevating the user’s role in recommendation beyond the limited scope of conventional ap-
proaches such as merely providing ratings on retrieved items or specifying favourite items
in order to be presented with similar ones. Despite focusing on the music domain, we will
also include a number of prominent works that did not target music recommendation, but
nevertheless introduced valuable interaction ideas geared toward granting the users more
control and agency in the process of recommendation. We structure our review on the
six attributes of presentation, interaction, data, targeted screen size, input modality, and
evaluations performed.

Presentation concerns how the interface presents the current state of the system, the
recommended items, and the music library to the user. These range from providing the user
with an overall view of the library through visualization techniques, to the more conventional
list-based approaches. Similarly, the interfaces we review offer a great range of possible
interactions. For instance, tools that visualize music libraries often allow the user to pan,
zoom, and draw lines on the visualization to play songs or create playlists. This is while less
visual tools usually offer interactions such as filtering the library based on specific criteria
of music, or manipulating aspects of the recommendation algorithm. Examples of the data
utilized include editorial meta-data such as artist or year of release, web-mined or social
tags, and content-based features which are extracted from the audio files. Targeted screen
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size is another crucial factor in the design of interactive music discovery tools, as it forces
designers to find the appropriate balance between interface complexity and simplicity of
user control. This leads us to input modality, which concerns how the system receives input
from the user, e.g. touch, mouse, keypad, etc. Finally, we will look at how the authors of
our surveyed studies evaluated their tools in order to understand the extent to which they
met the objectives they set out to accomplish.

2.1 Survey Methodology

To achieve the final list of reviewed papers, searches were conducted using a list of queries
on Google Scholar1 and ACM Digital Library2, limiting the year of publication to 2000
and later. Considering the rapid rate of growth and change in the landscape of music
recommendation and consumption, this lower bound is a reasonable cut-off point. The
earliest works that started to incorporate novel presentation and interaction methods within
music recommendation and discovery started to appear in the early 2000s.

Two kinds of search queries were used, one specialized for music, and one for all types of
interactive recommendation or discovery interfaces. The music targeted search queries were
built through combining three base words, as shown below:

“music” + type 1 word + type 2 word

The list of type 1 words was:
• recommendation
• recommender
• discovery
• visualization

And the list of type 2 words included:
• interface
• interaction
• interactive
• app
• tool

Our general purpose search queries, which were not formed based on the above formula,
included:
• recommendation interface
• interactive recommendation
• discovery interface
• interactive discovery

1scholar.google.com

2dl.acm.org
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• mobile music recommendation
• mobile music discovery

The retrieved results for all 20 possible combinations of the three-word query, plus the
six general purpose phrases, were inspected up to page 20 of Google Scholar and page 10 of
ACM Digital Library, both of which equal 200 results. In addition to these searches, included
are all relevant papers from the author’s personal reference library, which has been built
over the course of nine years. These were the criteria for selecting a paper for final inclusion:

• The paper introduced an interactive framework for discovering new music or under-
standing a music collection beyond the traditional list based hierarchy of folders,
artists, albums, etc.

• The work was the first or the main paper to discuss a particular interface or ap-
proach, unless substantial changes were made. With this criterion, works that built
incrementally on a previous approach were excluded.

• The interaction or visualization method is sufficiently different from previous work,
or improves upon it in significant ways.

This search and screening process led to a collection of 63 papers. As we explore the
space of each of the six attributes of Presentation, Interaction, Data, Targeted Screen Size,
Input Modality, and Evaluations Performed, we mention and discuss the various approaches
and techniques used by the surveyed works, as well as the most prominent papers that
made significant contributions to the field, in correspondence with the attribute discussed.
Throughout this chapter, there will be several tables that summarize the included works
according to the aforementioned attributes. In these, short-form labels will be used for each
combination of attribute and approach; these are called tags. All tags start with a prefix
that signifies the attribute they relate to, for instance, presentation-related tags start with
“PRES-”.
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2.2 Presentation

The reviewed systems come with a wide variety of methods for presenting the user with the
current state of the system and the recommendation/discovery experience. In this section,
we explore these presentation techniques. This attribute, along with interaction, are the
two principal building blocks of how each reviewed interface attacks the music discovery
problem. For each element or approach discussed, the corresponding table tag is mentioned
as well. Tags related to presentation start with the prefix “PRES-”. Tables 2.1 and 2.2
summarize all 63 surveyed papers according to presentation tags that will be discussed in
this chapter. The papers are sorted based on their year of publication.

It is worth noting that as each work can utilize one or more presentation approaches, we
are not pursuing a classification of papers here, rather, each paper is tagged with all relevant
tags. This is true throughout the rest of this report for all other discussed attributes.

2.2.1 Library Overview Visualization (PRES-Lib-Over-Vis)

Visualizing music collections is by far the most popular approach in the literature, and it
is used in 28 of our 63 reviewed papers. Such interfaces aim to provide the users with a
high level overview of the kind of music contained within a collection, through building
a spatially meaningful “map” of musical entities such as artists, songs, or albums. In this

Figure 2.1: Torrens et al.’s [152] disc-based library visualization interface. Each slice rep-
resents a genre and is further divided into sectors that represent each individual artist in
the collection. Year of release is encoded on the radial axis, with older tracks closer to the
centre of the disk, and newer ones closer to the edge. The parts highlighted in red indicate
playlists.
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Presentation (PRES-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

Lib-
Over-
Vis

Aural Word-
Groups

Node-
Link

Local-
Vis Images Stream-

Vis
Input-
Only

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X X

Lübbers & Dominik [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X X X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Pohle et al. [120] 2007 X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X

Table 2.1: Summary of presentation techniques used in all reviewed works (Part 1).
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Presentation (PRES-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

Lib-
Over-
Vis

Aural Word-
Groups

Node-
Link

Local-
Vis Images Stream-

Vis
Input-
Only

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Muelder et al. [106] 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X

Kato & Kurabayashi [63] 2014 X X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X

Table 2.2: Summary of presentation techniques used in all reviewed works (Part 2).
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map, entities that are similar in the original musical space are placed in close proximity.
Due to the high popularity of this approach, a number of our presentation-related tags are
exclusive to this technique. Table 2.3 summarizes all papers with regard to these tags.

Direct Encoding (PRES-Vis-Dir-Encode)

Systems that utilize data with a smaller number of dimensions, such as a limited set of ed-
itorial meta-data, typically encode as many of the dimensions as possible directly through
layout, shape, and colour variations. Torrens et al. [152] proposed three visualization tech-
niques that follow this direct encoding approach. Figure 2.1 depicts one of these, in which
the library of songs is arranged on a disc, divided into slices, each of which represent a genre.
The size of each slice is proportional to the number of tracks in the library belonging to the
corresponding genre. Slices are further divided into sectors that represent each individual
artist in the collection. Year of release is encoded on the radial axis, with older tracks closer
to the centre of the disk, and newer ones closer to the edge. The second approach follows
similar ideas in a rectangular form. These two techniques also allocate one dimension to user
chosen criteria, offering a choice between play-count, rating, or date (last played or added).
The third approach visualizes a tree-map of the library demonstrating a genre, sub-genre,
and artist hierarchy through nested rectangles that are sized proportionally to the number
of items in each region of the library.

The MusiCube [130] is another system that directly maps attributes of songs to a low-
dimensional representation. This music recommendation system gives the user the ability
to choose two of 11 audio-based features such as tempo and RMS energy, and organizes
the music library based on these two on a 2D scatter-plot. Further, based on user feedback
on previously recommended items, one of four colours is assigned to each song, indicating
positive and negative feedback, whether a song is currently being suggested, and if the song
has not been listened to or suggested yet. The goal here is to have the users gradually find
out which two dimensions create a more meaningful spatial layout that adheres to their
taste in music.

Dimensionality Reduction (PRES-Vis-Dim-Red)

As the number of dimensions in the data grows, various dimensionality reduction and clus-
tering techniques are used in order to transform the high-dimensional space of music into
one, two, or three-dimensional visualizations. The majority of our reviewed studies that offer
library overviews utilize some form of dimensionality reduction to build their visualizations
(25 out of 28).

One of the earliest systems of this kind was MARSYAS3D [155]. The tool was designed
mainly to facilitate research on content-based information retrieval on large collections of
audio, making it easier to explore their contents. With the primary platform being the
Princeton Scalable Display Wall [90], MARSYAS3D provided several different views into a
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Figure 2.2: The SOMeJukeBox by Rauber and Frúhwirth [122]. The image shows a SOM-
based grid of 230 songs in which tracks that sound similar acoustically are grouped together
in one cell, and similar groups are placed close to each other.

music or audio library, combining 2D and 3D visualization with other tools such as a wave-
form monitor, spatial auralization, audio analysis, timbre-based colouring, clustering, and
so on, all of which were updated synchronously. The provided visualizations were achieved
through applying PCA [119] on spectral features of the audio signal, leading to a timbre-
based representation of the library.

MARSYAS3D and a number of similar tools that came later were targeted primarily at
expert audio browsing and editing tasks, and did not provide overviews of the library in
terms of tangible attributes of music such as genre or mood. One of the first studies to make
an attempt at creating a genre map of a music library was the SOMeJukeBox by Rauber
and Frúhwirth [122]. The tool used the Self Organizing Map (SOM) [67] neural network on
frequency-based features of audio to create a grid of clusters in which tracks that sounded
similar acoustically were grouped together, and similar groups were placed close to each
other (as seen in Figure 2.2). The tool created a grid of songs without a clear indication
of the kinds of music in different areas. Each cell of the grid contained shortened versions
of the names of the songs included in it, and the example test library contained 230 songs.
The concept behind SOMeJukeBox was later improved both in terms of feature extraction
and methods of visualization, resulting in Islands of Music [116]. Audio processing was
performed based on Scheirer’s music specific models of psychoacoustics [123, 137], which
explain how humans perceive elements such as tempo and style of music. The authors found
that in the resulting SOM layout, each area mostly contained music that was of similar style
and genre to adjacent ones. The authors used Smoothed Data Histograms [117] to visualize
the results of the SOM, achieving a topological map of the library. The map was colour
coded to resemble islands with oceans between them. The islands represented denser parts
of the library, with mountains depicting the most populated areas of the SOM. This is while
oceans indicated less crowded areas that separated different styles of music, and narrow land
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Figure 2.3: Islands of Music by Pampalk et al. [116]. The map was colour coded to resemble
islands with oceans between them. The islands represented denser parts of the library, while
the oceans indicated less crowded areas that separated different styles of music.

passages depicted less prominent styles of music which were hybrids of other more popular
ones. To represent each area of the map, the authors proposed using both representative
songs and corresponding musical characteristics such as perceived genre or beat strength.
In a similar effort, the PlaySOM and PocketSOM [107] offered 2D SOM-based grids of the
library, but strived to add more meaning to the spatial layout. The authors used colours
to encode one of four characteristics of the audio (users’ choice), including beat strength,
bass, non-aggressiveness, and low frequency domination. As such, the density of each cluster
was communicated through text instead of colours. A number of other studies built upon
the core ideas of these papers, but they focused mostly on improving the feature extraction
process and similarity measures used, rather than the aspects of visualization or interaction.

Another innovation in this category came from Van Gulik et al. [159] in 2004, who
developed the artist map (Figure 2.4), which was designed to provide an easy to understand
and navigate map of artists in a library, laid out based on content-based similarity and meta
information such as genre and mood. In addition, with the rising trend of music listening
devices becoming smaller and more capable, a special focus was placed on supporting small
screens. The authors started by defining artist similarity based on spectral features of each
artist’s songs. A SOM was trained for each artist, resulting in a feature vector which was
then used in calculating pairwise similarities. The goal was to achieve a “nice” visualization
that placed similar artists together while still showing clearly distinguishable clusters and
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Figure 2.4: The Artist Map by van Gulik et al. [158, 159]. Force-directed graph drawing was
used to create a map of 200 artists using content-based data and meta information such
as genre and mood. Part (a) shows a mood-map with colouring based on tempo. Part (b)
shows a year-tempo map with a sample user drawn playlist.

vertices. To this end, they employed a force-directed graph drawing algorithm [39], with
vertices acting as bodies that inherently repel each other (like identical electrical charges),
and similarities acting as “springs” connecting the vertices. Additionally, to keep a notion
of geographical orientation where artists belonging to certain moods, genres, year, or tempo
where kept closer to each other, horizontal and vertical “magnets” were utilized in the
algorithm, each representing a user defined dimension. The artists were shown on a 2D
plane clustered based on their pair-wise similarity. Each artist was also colour coded based
on user chosen meta-data.

Later studies integrated various kinds of meta-data and introduced interactivity into
library overview visualizations. Knees et al. [66] took the idea behind Islands of Music [116]
to three dimensional space and augmented the map with both auralization (discussed later)
and web-mined words and images, as shown in Figure 2.5. While the underlying audio
features and SOM were similar to Islands of Music, the authors mined lists of relevant
words for each specific track on the map, in order to label the SOM output. They then used
Lagus and Kaski’s SOM labelling strategy [74] to choose words for each cluster of the SOM
that best represented it. The method takes into account both the frequency of the word
and its uniqueness in the cluster. Another example of exploiting 3D space was the Globe of
Music [86], which placed songs (represented through their album arts) on a sphere, using
the GeoSOM algorithm [169, 170]. This was done in order to diminish the boundaries of
the conventional SOM grid. Lübbers and Jarke [98] took the 3D paradigm a step further,
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Figure 2.5: A 3D version of Islands of Music by Knees et al. [66], augmented with both
auralization and web-mined words and images.

and placed the user inside an explorable virtual landscape with seas and mountains, akin
to a video game. Songs were visualized as cubes textured with their album arts.

The traditional SOM algorithm has a randomized nature, meaning that every time it is
run, the location of songs and the overall mapping of musical styles to sections of the grid
changes. This can make it difficult for the users to understand and remember the location
of each genre. Collares et al. [24] set out to alleviate this issue by utilizing Anchored SOM
[41], and giving the user the ability to specify tracks as anchors that would attract similar
sounding music to their neighbourhoods. Thus, the users would be able to more easily tell
which parts of the visualized library contained which styles of music, and could personalize
this to their liking.

A number of other studies have used various dimensionality reduction techniques to build
2D or 3D layouts. MusicalNodes [27] placed albums on a 2D plane using a force-directed
graph algorithm [154]. The method was solely reliant on genre data provided by the user,
who could assign more than one genre each with a different weight to the same album. This
resulted in a number of clear clusters for each style, with albums that belonged to more
than one style hovering between them. The Tonic tool [18] went beyond genres, and let
users place social tags (genre, mood, etc.) on a 2D plane, and utilized clustering methods
to organize songs on the same plane based on their degree of relevance to the selected
tags. Proximity to a tag node indicated the strength of song-tag association, whereas the
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height axis depicted how relevant the song was overall with regard to all selected tags. In a
similar vein, the creators of myMoodPlay [3] argued that social tags could provide a more
meaningful basis for visualization than low level audio features. As shown in Figure 2.6, they
used mood tags from Last.fm and the Multi Dimensional Scaling [71] technique, to populate
a 2D mood space with songs. In addition, the location of moods and neighbourhoods, and
the colouring of the space was based on Russel’s popular circumplex model of affect [129].

One dimensional visualizations have also been investigated in a number of works. Typi-
cally, a dimensionality reduction algorithm is used to transform the library into a 1D stream
so that users can easily traverse or “scrub through” the library with a rotation-based in-
put device, such as a knob or an iPod wheel. The MusicRainbow [114], depicted in Figure
2.7, was controlled using a physical knob and arranged artists on a circular visualization
consisting of multiple concentric circles. The higher-level genres such as rap and jazz were
placed inside this “rainbow” and represented its main sections. Each circle also signified one
of these genres, and parts of the circle where the genre was more dense were coloured more
brightly. This is while more specific words such as guitar and beats were placed outside the
rainbow. The final level of granularity was individual artists, which were shown in a list that
expanded on the right side of the circle, indicating the current location of the user in the
1D stream. Pohle et al. [120] followed a similar concept, and arranged songs in a circular
playlist by solving a Travelling Salesman problem which minimized the distance between
consecutive tracks. While this version did not offer much in the way of visualization, the au-

Figure 2.6: MyMoodPlay by Allik et al. [3]. A 2D mood space is populated with songs using
the MDS algorithm. Location of moods and colouring of the space is based on Russel’s
circumplex model of affect [129].
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thors later augmented their tool with a visual 1D stream of genres [138], in which songs were
coloured based on their genres. The colourful strip of songs was also labelled with high-level
genre terms, and for each track played, a group of relevant tags mined from Last.fm were
shown. In a study on user engagement with music selection, Boland et al. [13] also utilized a
one dimensional approach and visualized the music library as stream of album arts ordered
based on the mood of the songs, with each album art acting as a representative for a part
of the library with a specific mood. The interface was controlled with a pressure-sensitive
knob that allowed for more granular browsing through different levels of applied pressure.

Layout Algorithms for Library Visualization

As our focus in this survey is interaction and presentation, we do not delve deep into
the algorithmic side of music recommendation. However, the choice of algorithm used for
creating visualizations and dimensionality reduction can significantly affect the kind of
outcome achieved. As such, we briefly review the most popular of such algorithms used in
our reviewed papers.

Self Organizing Maps (SOM) - (PRES-VisAlg-SOM)

The most popular algorithm for achieving low-dimensional library layouts is the SOM
[67], which was used in 15 papers. The SOM is a type of neural network that creates a
topologically correct 2D grid of clusters, each of which is represented by a feature vector
of the same dimensionality as the input data vectors. In the resulting grid, items that are
close to each other in the high dimensional input space are mapped to nearby clusters. To
achieve the final grid, the clusters are initially assigned random vectors. Through multiple

Figure 2.7: MusicRainbow by Pampalk and Goto [114], which was controlled using a physical
knob device. Quick turns of the knob would result in jumps between regions of the rainbow,
while with slow turning the user could explore the artists of the current region. Pushing the
knob would select the artist for listening.
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iterations of introducing real data, each representative vector is gradually adjusted so that
the set of all vectors best accommodates the input data. Once training is done, new input
data is simply added to the grid by assigning each data point to the cluster which has the
closest representative vector.

The earliest amongst our surveyed works to utilize the SOM to create a music library
layout was the SOMeJukeBox by by Rauber and Frühwirth [122]. Some other examples of
early systems that used variations of the SOM are Islands of Music [116], the Sonixplorer
[97], PlaySOM and PocketSOMPlayer [107], and the 3D landscapes of Knees et al. [66] and
Lübbers and Jarke [98].

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) - (PRES-VisAlg-PCA)

PCA [119] is a statistical technique for transforming data described over a large number
of correlated variables into an often lower dimensional space defined by new orthogonal
variables, in a way that most of the information is preserved. The resulting dimensions,
which are called Principal Components, are built in such a way that the first component
accounts for as much of the variance observed in the data as possible, with each subsequent
component describing smaller amounts of variance while being orthogonal to all previous
components.

Contrary to SOM, PCA leads to variables that are linear combinations of original fea-
tures. As such, it is sometimes possible to describe each principal component in terms of its
actual meaning in the musical space. However, being a less complex linear method, PCA
can be less powerful compared to the more popular neural network based SOM in preserv-
ing the topology of the original space. Notable reviewed studies that utilized PCA include
MARSYAS3D [155], and MusicBox [93].

Force-Directed Graph Drawing - (PRES-VisAlg-FDG)

These are a class of techniques3 [33, 39, 154] that strive to draw graphs in an under-
standable, clear, and aesthetically pleasing way, with as few crossing edges and as uniform
an edge length as possible. Although numerous different methods have been designed based
on this goal, these algorithms typically operate on the basis of two principal forces: attrac-
tion between connected nodes, and repulsion between all nodes. Force-directed algorithms
go through a number of iterations with the goal of minimizing the “energy” in the graph,
the formula for which is defined differently in each individual technique. In the resulting
visualization, nodes without edges in-between tend to be placed farther apart, and nodes
with fewer connections to the rest of the graph tend to be clearly isolated. In some use-
cases, other forces are introduced into the system in order to pull certain nodes to specific
parts of the layout. Examples of this approach among our reviewed works are the previously
discussed artist map [158, 159] and MusicalNodes [27].

Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) - (PRES-VisAlg-MDS)

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force-directed_graph_drawing
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Presentation (PRES-) for Library Overview Visualizations
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

Vis-
Dir-

Encode

Vis-
Dim-
Red

VisAlg-
SOM

VisAlg-
PCA

VisAlg-
FDG

VisAlg-
MDS

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X X

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X X

Lübbers & Dominik [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X X X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X X

Table 2.3: Presentation tags exclusive to tools that offer library overview visualizations.
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This iterative technique [71] uses pairwise distances between items in order to place
them on a Cartesian system, resulting in a layout that preserves the original relations
between them as much as possible. MDS is different from the previously discussed PCA
and SOM techniques in that the only information it requires is distances between data
points, and not a fully defined high-dimensional space. As such, it can be used in situations
were only pairwise data is available without further need for data processing. For example,
co-occurrence of two songs in listeners’ manually created playlists can be an indication of
their pairwise similarity. Among our reviewed works, Sonixplorer [97] and myMoodplay [3]
use this technique.

2.2.2 Auralization (PRES-Aural)

This attribute refers to any novel method of playing corresponding music as an exploration
aid when a user navigates through a music library. As such, this does not include playing
tracks when they are chosen or the mouse pointer is hovered over them.

The Sonic Browser [19] was one of the earliest works to include auralization techniques.
The tool was initially developed for the purpose of helping musicologists efficiently search
a collection of tunes. The authors argued that with traditional interfaces, such as file ex-
plorers, the audio channel is under-used, as it only plays a single stream once a file is
selected. Humans have a high capability of understanding similarities and distinguishing
differences between a large number of audio streams played simultaneously [20]. Based on
this observation, the authors developed a tool that displays a library of sounds on a 2D
scatter-plot with the axes and other elements such as size, shape, and colour of points be-
ing user-mappable to attributes such as file-size, sampling rate, date modified, etc. A grey
circle around the mouse cursor represents the users’ aura, which is their current area of
perception, allowing playback of 16 streams of audio from the files which fall within the
circle simultaneously. The sound-scape was formed through stereophonic spatialization of
the audio streams, where each stream’s loudness in the left and right channels was decided
by its proximity to the mouse cursor.

The Sonic Radar [97], which is portrayed in Figure 2.8, visualizes a hierarchical clus-
tering of the music collection, which is achieved through successively applying the k-means
algorithm. At any time, the user is exploring one cluster. A drawing in the centre symbolizes
the user’s head, and representative songs from all sub-clusters are placed on a circle around
the user. The circle can be rotated around the user’s standpoint and as this is done, the loud-
ness of each stream of music is inversely proportional to the size of the angle it makes with
the user’s straight line of sight. The authors call this concept the aural focus of perception.
Clicking on each of the representative songs takes the user to the corresponding sub-cluster.
The authors also introduced Sonic SOM, which augments the SOM-based library maps dis-
cussed before with an auralization technique similar to Sonic Radar. This time however, the
focus of perception can be moved between a number of predefined “standpoints”, each of
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Figure 2.8: Sonic Radar by Lübbers [97]. The user explores hierarchically organized clusters
of songs one at a time. The list on the right includes songs from the current cluster. On
the left side, representative songs from all sub-clusters of the current cluster are placed on
a circle. When the user rotates the circle, the loudness of each stream of music is inversely
proportional to the size of the angle it makes with the user’s straight line of sight.

which partitions its neighbourhood into a number of slices, and plays representative songs
from each.

In the previously discussed video game like landscape of Lübbers and Jarke [98], the
authors also employed a method of auditory representation that involved playing the most
relevant songs surrounding the user. Besides the songs’ angle with the user’s line of sight
(similar to Sonic Radar), distance was considered. In addition, to prevent overwhelming the
user, only one song was played from each general direction. The previously mentioned 3D
SOM-based landscape by Knees et al. [66] (Figure 2.5) also made use of similar methods.
As the user walked through the map, the closest pieces of music were played through a 5.1
channel surround system.

2.2.3 Word Groups (PRES-Word-Groups)

A number of our reviewed papers use groups of words in order to describe songs and the
state of the system. These are often social tags that are mined from online services, or words
extracted from lyrics of songs or other web resources.

Pampalk et al. [113] presented a system that used a SOM-based hierarchical clustering
of artists in order to make exploration more efficient. They used tags mined from the web
to describe each cluster with several words. The interface displayed a rectangular grid of
clusters, with the top row depicting top level clusters, and the rows below displaying deeper
levels of the hierarchy. Clicking on each cluster would change the lower level cells to reflect
child clusters of the selected one.

The MusicSun [115] artist discovery tool also used web-mined tags as labels for describing
the currently chosen seed artists and indicating/specifying which aspects of the song were
used for further exploration. In this interface, the selected artist was displayed inside a small
circle, resembling the core of a sun, and tags relevant to this artist were displayed as rays
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around this core. Selecting each ray led to a different list of recommended artists, each of
which was also described using several tags.

The idea of tag-based discovery was used in a number of other works as well. The Music
Explaura [115] represented a selected seed artist through an interactive tag cloud, where
the size of each tag was proportional to how relevant each tag was to the artist, based on
web-mind social tags. A similar interface was built by Wang et al. [165], in which the colour
of each tag was mapped to how important it was (Figure 2.9). Mesnage and Carman [105]
proposed a similar system (Figure 2.10) for finding songs through selecting combinations
of social tags from Last.fm. Every time a tag was added to the selection, in addition to
updating the set of retrieved music, a small tag cloud would update to show other relevant
tags to the currently chosen set.

A number of discovery tools outside the music domain also made use of tag-based pre-
sentations. A notable example is the Movie Tuner by Vig et al. [161]. This tool represented
the current item through a number of social tags, with bars indicating how relevant each
tag was. Another interesting tool is tagFlake [30], which formed a tag hierarchy based on
an analysis of the available document collection, and allowed the user to explore it by start-
ing from one tag and gradually expanding its surrounding neighbourhood of tags in a tree
visualization.

2.2.4 Node Link Visualization (PRES-Node-Link)

This tag refers to usage of node-link graphs to visualize relations between entities in a music
library or a visualized recommendation algorithm.

The RAMA tool [133] built graphs of artist relations based on data on 538,000 artists
retrieved from Last.fm. Once the user chose an artist, the tool selected between 15 to 20
other artists to display as its neighbours in a node-link visualization. These nodes were

Figure 2.9: Wang et al.’s tag-based music discovery interface [165]. The colour of each tag
indicates how important it will be in retrieving the next song.
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Figure 2.10: Mesnage and Carman’s tag-based music discovery interface [105], which allowed
the user to combine tags selected from a pool of related ones, in order to retrieve songs.

Figure 2.11: The RAMA artist similarity graph by Sarmento et al. [133]. Based on a user-
selected root artist, the tool selects between 15 to 20 other artists to display as its neighbours
in a node-link visualization. These nodes are chosen in such a way that there is a balance
between similar artists in the immediate vicinity, and farther artists that would encourage
the user to explore further.

chosen in such a way that there was a balance between similar artists in the immediate
vicinity, and farther artists that would encourage the user to explore further. A sample
graph, built for the artist Radiohead, is shown in Figure 2.11. The edges of the graph
were labelled with tags that were common between pairs of artists, while the artist nodes
were labelled with their unique tags, giving the user an idea about the similarities and
differences between artists. Hence, this tool is also an example of the above discussed Word
Groups approach. MusicLynx [4] took a similar approach, building a graph of related artists
to a selected one. The tool combined multiple web-based data services to calculate the
pair-wise relevance between artists and build the graph. Furthermore, an added layer of
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Figure 2.12: Bossard et al.’s small-screen music cluster visualization [16]. Part (a) shows a
selected song inside its cluster. Songs in the same cluster as well as neighbouring clusters
of songs are spread out in a radar-like visualization. Part (b) depicts a single cluster. Infor-
mation is provided in text, and a pie-chart like “cake metaphor” that indicates the genres
inside.

similarity was presented through colouring the nodes. Hovering the mouse pointer over
each node highlighted all other similarly coloured nodes in the graph and popped up a
short explanation for what the group of highlighted artists have in common, for example,
“similar artists by tonality”.

The Rush playlist creation interface [6] procedurally revealed neighbourhoods of selected
songs as the user thumbed through consecutive song selections. Each time a song was
selected, the whole interface slid down one level and five related songs were revealed and
connected through visual links, giving the user a choice between them for the next song.
With each neighbouring song being chosen based on a different recommendation algorithm,
this essentially allowed users to explore distinct neighbourhoods of similarity based on their
current song.

Muelder et al. [106] investigated various graph drawing algorithms for exploring a music
library using content-based features. Each song was represented with one node and an edge
between two songs indicated a pair-wise similarity that was higher than a user-defined
threshold. The authors discussed the merits of different algorithms with regard to legibility
of nodes, egdes, and clusters that formed in the graph.

A number of visual recommender interfaces that did not target music also used node-link
presentations for various purposes. The PeerChooser [110] visualized the popular collabo-
rative filtering [35] recommendation algorithm on social networks through a graph which
included the user’s node in the middle, with friends that were considered in recommenda-
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Figure 2.13: The Rush playlist creation app by Baur et al. [6]. Through a perpetual swipe
motion, the user continually chooses one of five songs presented by the system, each of
which is recommended based on a different strategy.

tion as well as the recommended items placed around it. The graph explained which friends
were influential in recommending each item, and let the user manipulate the algorithm
by changing the weights of various factors. Other interfaces that followed similar concepts
of algorithm visualization through node-link graphs were SmallWorlds [46] for Facebook,
TalkExplorer [160] for exploring talk schedules at a conference, and TasteWeights [17] for
obtaining musical artist recommendations from several online sources.

2.2.5 Local Neighbourhood Visualization (PRES-Local-Vis)

This is an approach that we have touched on earlier, while discussing works such as the
Sonic Radar [97]. Essentially, this tag refers to any method of exploring a library of music
through the lens of smaller neighbourhoods, rather than the holistic overview approach
taken by the layout visualization works mentioned before.

The AudioRadar by Hilliges et al. [51] is another example of this approach, which placed
the currently selected song in the centre, and its similar songs around it. The axes of this
2D space could be changed to display different dimensions, including speed, rhythm, and
tone of the music. When the user clicked on a song, the view was moved so that the new
song was centred. Bossard et al. [16] took a similar path, but visualized clusters of music
(rather than songs) in a radar-like fashion, as demonstrated in Figure 2.12. For a selected
song, which was the centre of the radar, they displayed similar songs from the same cluster
as small solid circles in the first concentric circle of the radar closest to the centre. Other
similar clusters were shown on the outer circles of the radar, each depicted as a pie-chart
like “cake” with information on the genres contained within.

The Rush interface [6] discussed earlier also utilized local neighbourhood presentation,
as evidenced by the way selecting each song revealed five related songs (Figure 2.13). The
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successor to this tool, Rush 2 [7], also belongs in this conversation. The authors introduced
a wheel metaphor, where the currently selected song was placed in the centre, and related
songs were arranged around it. There were four wheels available, each of which utilized one
version of similarity. The wheels essentially offered different views into the neighbourhood.
The options included similarity without categorization, as well as categorization by genre,
tempo, and “only from the same artist”. Each side (spoke) of the wheel then corresponded
to one or a range of values. For example, the tempo wheel had spokes for 80-100, 100-120,
and so on. These spokes attracted songs to themselves, making the layout easier to read. In
addition, the above discussed continuous playlist creation swipe interaction from the first
Rush was integrated into each spoke of the wheel, with the starting point being the current
song.

2.2.6 Images (PRES-Images)

Displaying images is another way of describing song and music playlists or enhancing music
maps. The SOM-based 3D terrain by Knees et al. [66] (Figure 2.5) had the option of
displaying images related to the music of each region, instead of tags and genres. These
included concert photos, pictures of the artists, images related to lyrics and so on.

A playlist recommender built by Holm et al. [52] used a cartoon-style avatar to repre-
sent the kind of music contained within the proposed playlist. The user built this avatar
from three parts: head, body, and background (5 choices per body part). Each part’s look
represented a specific music genre, and each contributed to one third of the resulting playlist.

MoodPic [85] was a collaborative playlist creation platform that let list creators choose
images based on the mood of the included songs in order to represent their playlists. Other
users could then add songs to these lists based on their interpretations of the images.

Finally, a novel interface by Kato and Kurabayashi [63] allowed users to describe their
requirements for the mood of the recommended music through uploading a sequence of
images. The system analysed this query by calculating colour changes in the images and
altering the tone of the music accordingly. The system also provided several tools for the
user to edit the colours of the images before uploading.

2.2.7 Stream Visualization (PRES-Stream-Vis)

This tag describes an innovative technique used by one of the reviewed works. In Musicream
[43] (Figure 2.14), musical pieces streamed down the screen from three differently coloured
“taps” at the top right, each representing one mood. The songs were represented as circles
whose colours followed a similar scheme to the taps, but with a larger variety of colours
depicting a finer-grained spectrum of mood intensity. The user could pick any of the pieces
to listen to it, or drag it over to the left side of the screen where pieces could be sequentially
attached in order to create a playlist.
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Figure 2.14: Musicream by Goto and Goto [43]. Musical pieces stream down the screen from
the three coloured “taps” at the top right, each representing one mood. The user can pick
any of the pieces to listen to it, or drag it over to the left side of the screen for playlsit
creation.

2.2.8 Input Only with Lists and Grids (PRES-Input-Only)

With these tools, the user’s input, which is usually provided in the form of specifying a
set of criteria for the music to be retrieved, along with some form of list, act as the sole
methods of presenting the current state of the system. Input controls could include sliders,
knobs, and so on. These tools generally do not put much emphasis on presentation apart
from the controls already provided for user interaction. They typically utilize conventional
information browsing elements such as lists of titles and grids of album arts to present the
retrieved items. This tag is given to tools that do not utilize any other technique mentioned
in this chapter.

2.3 Interaction

The papers we review offer a variety of interaction frameworks so as to include the user in
the process of discovery and recommendation. These range from the simple like or dislike
interaction possible in most commercial recommenders, to more intricate actions such as
modifying the parameters of a recommendation algorithm. This chapter focuses on this
spectrum of user control and interaction. All of the tags related to this attribute start
with “INT-”. We include two tables for summarizing interaction related tags. Table 2.4
includes only tags that are relevant to interactive tasks supported on visualization-based
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presentations, including tools which we previously tagged with PRES-Lib-Over-Vis, PRES-
Node-Link, PRES-Local-Vis, and PRES-Stream-Vis. Table 2.5 includes all other interaction
tags.

2.3.1 Interactions on Visualization Tools

A number of our interaction-related tags are exclusive to presentation methods that are
based on visualization. Table 2.4 summarizes our collected works according to these tags.
The interaction methods we discuss here are closely related to Heer and Shneiderman’s tax-
onomy of interactive dynamics for visual analysis [49]; however, there are certain differences
that reflect the specific domain of music. For instance, none of our reviewed tools offer inter-
actions that fall within Heer and Shneiderman’s Process and Provenance category of tools.
This category mainly concerns research oriented tasks such as sharing views or guiding
researchers through the necessary steps for achieving informative visualizations. As most
of our reviewed tools focus on novice users, such interactions are not usually facilitated.
This is while within the categories of Data and View Specification and View Manipulation
of Heer and Shneiderman’s taxonomy, there are several similarities to our tags, which we
shall point out as we introduce the relevant tags.

Navigation (INT-Vis-Nav)

Following Shneiderman’s “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” mantra
[141], most of the reviewed interfaces that create one, two, or three-dimensional maps of the
music library allow the user to pan and zoom the map. In some cases, a SOM-based grid is
visualized as a literal grid, and the user can click on each cell in order to further explore it.
This and other semantic zoom methods are all included here. This tag is analogous to the
Navigate task from Heer and Shneiderman’s visual analysis taxonomy [49].

Most of the relevant studies here were also discussed earlier in the Presentation chapter.
Examples of pioneering tools that support panning and zooming operations on 2D library
visualizations are the Sonic Browser [19], the Artist Map [159] (Figure 2.4), and the Sonix-
plorer [97]. Interfaces that used 3D visualizations also offered 3D operations such as rotation
and first person exploration [66, 86, 98] (Figure 2.5), all of which are included under this
tag.

Visual Playlist Creation (INT-Vis-Playlist-Create)

In addition to navigation tasks, a large number of library visualization-based tools incorpo-
rate various methods through which the user can directly draw paths or select areas of the
map in order to create playlists. This is similar to the Select task from Heer and Shneider-
man’s taxonomy [49]; however, we put extra emphasis on allowing the user to create music
playlists. As such, the task of simply selecting songs or other visualized entities to have
them be played is not included under this tag.
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Interactions on Visualizations (INT-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Vis-Nav

Vis-
Playlist-
Create

Vis-
User-
Dims

Vis-
Filter

Vis-
Coord

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X X X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X X X X

Lübbers [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X X X

Knees et al. [66] 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X X X X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X X X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X X X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X X X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Table 2.4: Interaction methods that are exclusive to visualization-based presentations, in-
cluding PRES-Lib-Over-Vis, PRES-Node-Link, PRES-Local-Vis, and PRES-Stream-Vis
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Amongst our reviewed tools, one of the first to facilitate novel and efficient playlist
creation through visual interaction means was the previously discussed work of Torrens
et al. [152] (Figure 2.1). In their disc and rectangle-based visualizations which mapped
user chosen attributes of songs to various visual factors such as different axes and shapes,
the user could directly select sectors of the map, each of which were defined by one or
a combination of meta-data such as genre and artist, to add the songs contained within
the sectors to a playlist. Furthermore, playlists could be graphically manipulated through
performing union, intersection, and difference operations on previously created playlists and
sectors of the visualization.

Another innovation came from van Gulik and Vignoli with the second generation of the
Artist Map [158] (Figure 2.4). Users could draw paths on the visualization, or designate
regions of interest, and receive automatically generated playlists. Furthermore, the number
of desired songs and the length of the playlist in minutes could also be specified. The
PlaySOM and PocketSOMPlayer [107] offered similar methods of playlist creation through
dragging rectangles for area selection or drawing paths for a more refined sequence of musical
styles.

The MusicBox [93] introduced a number of interesting techniques for playlist creation on
top of a 2D library visualization. Path drawing was also supported similar to the above tools.
Area selection was possible through both drag-drawing rectangles and specifying areas of
interest around single songs with a user-definable radius. Additionally, a tour feature could
be used to automatically select a user-specified number of evenly spaced songs in the current
view of the library. This functionality, which is portrayed in Figure 2.15, allowed the user

Figure 2.15: Playlist creation on the MusicBox [93] using the “tour” feature, starting from
the song highlighted in yellow. Part (a) shows a tour with a small inter-song distance, while
part (b) uses a larger distance.
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to quickly experience an unknown region of the library. Finally, a smart shuffle tool was
included. The user would select one song as the starting point, and specify both the number
of songs desired, and the maximum distance the system could jump when transitioning to
the next song. This would lead to a more cohesive and smooth shuffle experience, with
fewer unpleasant transitions, unlike completely random shuffle methods of conventional
music players.

Later works proposed techniques of similar nature. The MusicSim [22], which presented
a clustered overview of the music library, allowed users to create playlists by clicking one
or more clusters. The SoundAnchoring interface by Collares et al. [24], which used a grid-
based SOM visualization, allowed the user to draw a finger over the grid in order to add
songs from each cell to a playlist. Finally, myMoodplay [3] (Figure 2.6) let users specify a
sequence of “trail marks” on a library map which were then used for generating a playlist.

User-Defined Visualization Dimensions (INT-Vis-User-Dims)

Interfaces with this tag allow the user to specify which characteristics of music are encoded
visually. This can include specifying the dimensions of a library map or mapping attributes
of music to aspects such as node colour, size, etc. This tag can be considered a subset of
the tasks which Heer and Shneiderman [49] categorize under Visualize, with the caveat that
our reviewed tools typically do not allow the user to change the main visualization method.
Therefore, we chose a more specific name to reflect this difference.

The disc and rectangle-based visualizations by Torrens et al. [152] (Figure 2.1), which
we discussed earlier, were among the first to offer this functionality. The user could choose a
numeric attribute such as play-count, last played date, ratings, date added, and so on. The
system would colour the songs based on this attribute, and the sector of the visualization
based on the aggregate colour of the songs within.

The Artist Map by van Gulik et al. [158] (Figure 2.4), which used a force-directed graph
drawing technique, allowed the user to modify the colouring of the nodes based on attributes
such as tempo, mood, and year of release. In addition, the tool made use of “magnets” to
organize the visualization and create meaningful spatial layouts. Users had full control over
what the magnets represented and where they were placed. The previously introduced Tonic
interface [18] allowed users to select tags in a similar manner along with weights for each of
them, having them act as magnet-like entities that pulled songs toward themselves.

The recently discussed MusicBox by Lillie [93] (Figure 2.15) also provided control on
which attributes of songs affected the visualization. With a PCA-based approach, the tool
allowed the user to include or exclude elements such as duration, tempo, loudness, attach,
and web-mined tags as features fed to the algorithm. In a similar fashion, the previously
mentioned Rush 2 [7] interface allowed users to create different spatial views of a song’s
neighbourhood based on attributes such as tempo, song similarity, genre, and being by the
same artist.
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Filtering (INT-Vis-Filter)

Similar to Heer and Shneiderman’s Filter task, this tag identifies visualization tools that
allow the user to filter out musical entities according to various criteria, such as genre and
year of release. This can help users quickly analyse their music libraries within specific
scopes, for instance, understanding musical trends during certain periods of time.

Coordinated Views (INT-Vis-Coord)

Similar to Heer and Shneiderman’s Coordinate task, this tag refers to visualization tools
that provide multiple connected and synchronously updating views into the library of music.

2.3.2 Criteria Specification (INT-Criteria-Spec)

With this tag we move away from visualization-focused interactions and expand our scope
to other interactive methods, an overview of which is provided in Table 2.5.

Criteria specification involves allowing the user to specify values or ranges for one or
more attributes or facets of music. While the simple method of specifying an artist or genre
in conventional players also falls within this description, our focus here is on novel interfaces
that propose innovative ways.

Lifetrak [124] was a context-based music player that used the five attributes of time,
location, user’s velocity, environment, and weather in order to play music that was “in
tune” with the user’s life. The interface included a “context-equalizer” that allowed users
to specify the degree to which each of these elements were taken into account for retrieving
songs. Mapping of attributes to songs was based completely on user input, by allowing the
users to attach tags such as driving and walking to each song.

Another example here is the potentiometer-based interface of Lehtiniemi and Holm [84].
With a focus on learnability and simplicity, the user was given a choice of genre, plus two
knobs, one for tempo and one for gain (energy level).

Taking the opposite route, Zhu et al. [171] built i2MUSE (Figure 2.16), a more com-
plex criteria specification interface that facilitated control over tempo, beat strength, genre,
mood, instrument, and vocal. In addition, the weight of each of these 6 attributes in re-
trieving music could be specified.

Interfaces that support faceted search and filtering can also be described as criteria
specification systems. Although those works generally target a wide range of domains and
data, they can often be a natural fit for musical attributes. The FacetZoom [26] was a
zoomable interface for browsing hierarchical data. It used an interactive tree visualization
that displayed each level of the hierarchy as a horizontal bar divided into the possible
values. The example given was genres and subgenres of music, letting the user clearly see
and explore a hierarchy from the top level genre rock, to alternative, and then to the final
level containing smaller genres such as emo, grunge, indie, and screamo.
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Interactions (INT-) Other than on Visualizations
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Criteria-

Spec
Weight-
Spec

Tag-
Based-

Rec

Rec-
Item-
Rating

Alg-
Manip

Rec-
Sources

Choice-
Based-

Nav
Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X X X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X X X X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X X

Table 2.5: Interaction methods that are not exclusive to visualization tools.
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With a focus on smaller screens, FaThumb [62] was designed for performing efficient
searches of large hierarchically faceted data sets on older mobile phones, when an exact
search target was not known. Each facet of the data was mapped to one key of the keypad,
and selecting each facet would remap the keypad to its sub-facets. For example, the location
facet would lead to a choice between nearby cities, and then neighbourhoods.

2.3.3 Weight Specification (INT-Weight-Spec)

Allowing the user to specify weights for various criteria of the retrieved music, or different
parameters of the recommendation process is another popular method of providing user
control. As we saw earlier, some of the interfaces that facilitate criteria based recommen-
dation or user-defined dimensions also provide weighting functionality, including Lifetrak
[124], Tonic [18], and i2MUSE [171] (Figure 2.16).

Another approach to defining weights is to let the users influence how similarity between
items is calculated, by having them define weights for each dimension of similarity. The E-
MU Jukebox by Vignoli [163] gave recommendations based on a seed song, and depicted
the current measure of similarity as a radar-like visualization. The user could drag around
attributes such as genre, year, mood, and tempo. The closer to the centre an attribute was,
the higher an impact it had on deciding similarity between songs. The MusicSun tool [115]
which we described earlier when discussing word-based presentations followed a similar
paradigm, giving the users the ability to determine how each of the three dimensions of
audio-based similarity, web-based sociocultural similarity, and similarity based on the user’s
selected word (ray of the sun) impacted the final list of artist recommendations.

Figure 2.16: i2MUSE by Zhu et al. [171]
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Several of our surveyed tools operated based on combining multiple tags. Among these,
some also allow the user to provide a weight for each tag. Wang et al. introduced two
similar tools for this purpose. In one [166], a set of 36 pre-defined tags covering a range of
genres, instruments, and tempos (e.g. “fast” and “slow”) were placed in a grid, each with
a dedicated slider that would let the user specify a weight between 0 and 1. Upon clicking
on the search button, a list of songs in the bottom would update to display the retrieved
items, along with their list of associated tags. In the other tool [165] (Figure 2.9), queries
were formed through manipulating tag clouds in which the colour of each tag indicated its
weight in retrieving the next song, and the size of each tag represented its popularity in the
music database. The user could change the colour of a tag, and thus the course of music,
by long pressing the left mouse button over the tag. This interface was not limited to the
same set of 36 tags.

Another innovative approach came from Kangasrääsiö et al. [61], who made it possible
for the users to generate a query through manipulating a radar-like visualization of tags.
Moving tags closer to the centre gave them a higher weight in the user’s query, whereas
moving them farther decreased their impact. In addition, moving any tag would cause the
arrangement of all tags to automatically update in a way that would reflect the underlying
data. This gave the users an idea of how much the system was able to accommodate their
request.

The final form of weight specification in our surveyed interfaces comes in the form
of visually manipulating aspects of the recommendation algorithm, which typically entails
altering weights of various social connections and items. As these interfaces have a dedicated
tag (INT-Alg-Manip), we will delay their discussion to a later section.

2.3.4 Tag-Based Recommendation (INT-Tag-Based-Rec)

It is evident through-out this chapter that tags play a large role in presentation aspects
of music recommendation interfaces. In fact, the majority of our reviewed interfaces that
utilize tag-based interaction methods have already been introduced.

The Music Explaura [45] depicted a selected artist using a tag cloud. User control on
this “textual aura” was provided through allowing the user to force a tag to be present or
not in the next recommended artist’s cloud by making it “sticky”, or “negative”. This is
similar to how Wang et al.’s systems (discussed above) operated, that is, assigning weights
to 36 tag sliders [166] or colouring tags in a tag cloud [165] (Figure 2.9).

Diaz et al.’s TagGalaxy [31] started by receiving a single tag from the user and visualized
its neighbouring tags through a 3D galaxy metaphor, and thus helped users explore the tag
space. Clicking on each tag added it to the user’s query, and shifted the view to a new
galaxy of related tags. As we saw in our section on Presentation, Mesnage and Carman’s
[105] tag navigation interface (Figure 2.10) enabled a similar task of gradually choosing
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multiple tags and exploring related ones. Querying by tag combinations was also the route
taken by Tonic [18], which we talked about in the Weight Specification section.

Kangasrääsiö et al.’s above explained radar-like query manipulation interface [61], along
with Movie Tuner’s [161] (Figure 2.17) tag-based critiquing method (explained in the next
section) are other examples of this approach.

2.3.5 Rating or Critiquing Recommended Items (INT-Rec-Item-Rating)

This tag encompasses various methods of having the user rate or critique the recommended
items. This includes the simple like/dislike action, which is the most popular approach
toward soliciting user feedback in commercial recommender systems, and is offered in three
of our surveyed tools [82, 84, 130].

Kaji et al. [55] built a playlist recommendation engine that let the user rate each song in
a recommended playlist according to three factors: if it fit the current listening situation, if
it was liked by the user, and if it should be changed. The system then used this information
to update the list to the user’s liking.

Critiquing [23] is a more elaborate way of rating recommended items, giving the user
the ability to provide feedback based on multiple aspects of the currently retrieved item,
for instance, requesting a “more energetic” piece of music that is “shorter” than the current
song. Although critiquing-based systems are well established in the literature, few works
have experimented with them in the domain of music. A notable critiquing-based system
which did not target music was the MovieTuner [161] (Figure 2.17). As mentioned during
our discussion of word-based presentations, this interface described the currently selected
movie in terms of its social tags from the MovieLens [126] service (e.g. “violent”, “clas-

Figure 2.17: The Movie Tuner by Vig et al. [161]. The currently selected movie is described
through its social tags. The user can specify whether the list of recommendations should
have higher, about the same, or smaller relevance with each tag.
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sic”, etc.). User control was facilitated through letting the user specify whether the list of
recommendations should have higher, about the same, or smaller relevance with each tag.

2.3.6 Data or Algorithm Manipulation (INT-Alg-Manip)

These systems let the user directly alter their underlying data or manipulate elements of
their recommendation algorithm in a tangible and understandable way. This is typically
achieved through visual means.

Changing the locations of entities on visualized libraries is one such approach. MusicSim
[22] is one example of this. The application depicted the music collection in the form of a
2D map of clusters and gave the user the ability to drag and drop songs from one cluster
to another. Likewise, Stober and Nürnberger [146] granted the user control over clusters of
songs. On their SOM-based visualization of 282 Beatles songs which resembled a honeycomb,
the user could drag songs between clusters and this would affect not just the song, but also
the underlying similarity measure, thus updating the whole layout.

If we expand our scope beyond music, we find several tools that are worth mentioning
in this context. During our earlier discussion of node-link presentations, we described the
PeerChooser [110], which allowed the user to specify how impactful each social connection
was in obtaining recommendations. A similar tool is SmallWorlds for Facebook [46], which
visualized a collaborative recommendation algorithm through five vertical sections. These
sections housed the user’s avatar, user’s favourite items, friends with similar items, recom-
mendations from items that friends like but the user does not yet, and lastly friends who
do not have any common items with the user but like some of the items in the previous

Figure 2.18: TasteWeights by Bostandijev et al. [17]. The interface lets the user visually
modify the weights of each favourite item and recommendation source.
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recommendations sections. Items and users were shown as nodes, with edges between them
signifying a relationship. The user could drag items from the friends section into their own
layer, which added the item to their own list of favourites on Facebook. All nodes could
also be dragged back and forth horizontally in their own section, and this affected their
allocated weights in the recommendation process.

2.3.7 Recommendation Source Control (INT-Rec-Sources)

Another approach similar to the above is to allow the user to specify the impact of different
sources of recommendation. TasteWeights [17], portrayed its recommendation process based
on a number of different contexts, such as Wikipedia, Facebook, and Twitter, and let the user
specify how much weight should be allocated to each context, as well as how consequential
each item within a context (e.g. topics in Wikipedia or friends in Facebook) should be.

The TalkExplorer [160] used a node-link visualization to demonstrate a similar concept.
Recommendation sources were displayed as single blue circle nodes, while talks were yellow
circles that were grouped together in large nodes based on the sources that recommended
them. Thus, each possible intersection of sources with at least one talk produced a new
node representing that set of talks.

Finally, the MovieMixer [94] allowed the users to combine a recommendation engine
based on collaborative filtering with a facet-based criteria specification system, while being
able to specify weights for each source of similarity.

2.3.8 Choice Based Navigation (INT-Choice-Based-Nav)

With this approach, users continually choose one item from a set of recommended ones. If
each item represents a certain recommendation strategy or similarity dimension, this act
essentially steers the experience to the corresponding direction. Thus, the users gradually
refines their preferences. The Rush interface [6] introduced this innovative framework, and
it along with its second version Rush 2 [7] are the only tools among our reviewed ones that
employ it. While Rush’s interaction technique was designed for playlist creation, it can be
applied in a music recommendation scenario as well.

2.4 Data

While discussing Presentation and Interaction, we often made references to the type of data
used in the discussed interfaces. Here, we delve deeper into this topic.

2.4.1 Data Types

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 provide an overview of the types of data utilized in our reviewed works.
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Data Types (DATA-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

Edit-
Meta-
Data

Content-
Based

Social-
Tags

Ext-
Tags

Collab-
Social

Web-
Mined-

Sim
Faceted

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X

Lübbers [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X X X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X X X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Pohle et al. [120] 2007 X X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X X

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X X X X

Table 2.6: Types of data used in our reviewed works (Part 1).
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Data Types (DATA-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

Edit-
Meta-
Data

Content-
Based

Social-
Tags

Ext-
Tags

Collab-
Social

Web-
Mined-

Sim
Faceted

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Muelder et al. [106] 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X X X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X X

Kato & Kurabayashi [63] 2014 X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X X X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X X

Table 2.7: Types of data used in our reviewed works (Part 2).
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Editorial Meta-Data (DATA-Edit-Meta-Data)

As the name suggests, this tag encapsulates all editorial meta-data that is published along-
side a music track or album. This typically includes artist name, album and song titles, year
of release, record label, etc. Few of our reviewed works rely solely on editorial meta-data,
as this type of information is usually not sufficiently powerful in describing musical content
when it comes to designing novel tools.

Content-Based Features (DATA-Content-Based)

This type of data is extracted directly from the audio file through the use of signal processing
techniques. This is the most popular type of data amongst our reviewed works with 40 out
of 63 utilizing it in some form.

Within the field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) [32, 38], there is a significant
body of research dedicated to content-based music retrieval and recommendation. One of
the main advantages of content-based approaches is that they do not suffer from popularity
bias, and can thus help alleviate the cold-start problem4 [75] of recommendation systems.

Content-based features characterize various aspects of music, ranging from higher level
acoustic attributes such as timbre, rhythm, tempo, and mode to lower level features such as
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which were initially used for speech recog-
nition tasks [104] and gradually found their way into music modelling [95]. In fact, the
majority of the library visualization tools discussed earlier feed MFCC feature vectors into
a SOM algorithm. In addition, content-based features are often used in semantic annotation
tasks that strive to label music with genres, moods, or other tags, through machine learning
techniques [9, 10, 143].

Social Tags (DATA-Social-Tags)

The second most popular type of data in our reviewed works are social tags, used in 20
systems. Unlike content-based features, which can be difficult to understand for the average
user with no musical background, social tags are more easily accessible and meaningful,
as they are added by ordinary music listeners. Social tags can be used in many stages of
the recommendation process, ranging from the algorithmic back-end to presentational and
interactive aspects.

Services such as Last.fm have amassed enormous collections of user-made annotations.
These datasets, which are often called folksonomies [164], can act as a powerful layer over
music libraries in order to bridge the semantic gap [89] between user intentions and how
recommendation algorithms model music. The terms present in the Last.fm folksonomy
range from arguably every music genre and sub-genre imaginable, to moods, activities, and

4Music that is less popular does not have sufficient user data associated with it, and new users do not
have sufficient history with the system.
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niche musical terms popular in smaller communities. Each song/tag annotation also has a
score attached to it, which represents the percentage of taggers of the song who used the
term to annotate it [148].

That said, due their open nature, folksonomies suffer from a number of issues such as
the cold-start problem (less popular music has minimal tag information), noise (spelling
errors and tags with no relevance or meaning), polysemy (tags having different possible
meanings), and synonymy (multiple tags having the same meaning). These issues and a
variety of possible solutions to overcoming them were discussed in a seminal paper by
Lamere et al. [76].

Apart from the Last.fm folksonomy, a number of other tag datasets exist for research
in music retrieval which were built through tagging games. These games can help overcome
the cold-start problem of folksonomies by gamifying the process of annotating music with
tags and verifying the correctness of annotations. Examples of these games include Tag a
Tune [79], MajorMiner [99], and Listen Game [153].

Extracted Tags (DATA-Ext-Tags)

Aside from the above discussed dedicated tag datasets, other sources of textual data such
as lyrics, reviews, and forum posts can also be exploited in order to create descriptive tags
for musical content.

Collaborative and Social Data (DATA-Collab-Social)

This type of data represents the similarities that can be inferred between items based on
common users who have consumed them, and between users based on the common items
they have consumed. The popular collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm [35]
relies on this type of data. While this technique existed before the rise of social networks,
these networks have introduced additional information into the mix which can be utilized
both to improve recommendation accuracy and to provide user control. As we saw earlier, a
number of interactive recommenders [17, 46, 110] visualize recommendations within social
graphs and let users change the weights of each item and social link. As such, we have
grouped social and collaborative data into one tag.

Web-Mined Similarities (DATA-Web-Mined-Sim)

This tag encompasses methods of inferring similarity between items through web mining
techniques such as co-occurrence of items in web-pages or in user-created playlists. It is
worth noting that this excludes methods which compute similarity based on web mined
words. Those cases are described with the tags DATA-Ext-Tags or DATA-Social-Tags as
discussed earlier.
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Hierarchically Faceted Data (DATA-Faceted)

The previously discussed FaThumb [62] and FacetZoom [26] tools can utilize any type of
data, as long as it is hierarchically faceted. The example provided for FacetZoom is of genres
and their multiple levels of sub-genres.

2.4.2 Data Acquisition

The tags in this section concern how data was acquired. In general, there are four approaches
to collecting and preparing data in our reviewed works: (a) performing content-based anal-
ysis on audio clips, (b) incorporating or working completely off of user-provided data (c)
mining data from services and APIs such as Last.fm, and (d) using freely available research
datasets. In this section, we look at approaches (b), (c), and (d). Table 2.8 summarizes this
discussion.

User Provided Data (DATA-ACQ-User-Prov)

These tools either operate solely based on user provided data, or incorporate it along with
data acquired from other sources. Soliciting such data is usually done either through ques-
tionnaires that ask users to assign data to each item in the library, or having the user
provide a full dataset with a predefined set of formatting requirements.

The previously introduced FacetZoom [26] and FaThumb [62] interfaces, which were
designed for quick exploration of faceted data, are examples of systems that depend entirely
on user provided data, allowing the user to supply data from any domain as long as it is
hierarchically structured. Another example of user driven systems is the context-aware
recommender LifeTrak [124], which allowed the user to attach context related tags to each
song in their library at the start, and then fine tune these associations as usage continued.
MusicalNodes [27] followed a similar approach, working solely based on user-input genre
annotations for the music library.

On the other hand, an example of a tool that incorporated user provided data in tandem
with internal sources was the MusicBox [93], which allowed users to introduce their own
musical features into the 2D PCA-based visualization by extending the application’s classes
through additional code.

Datasets and APIs

Here, we list the APIs and datasets used in our reviewed works, and briefly introduce the
more popular ones:

• The Last.fm API5 (DATA-ACQ-Lastfm): An API which provides access to the
underlying data used by the Last.fm music recommendation and audio “scrobbling”

5last.fm/api
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Data Acquisition (DATA-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year

ACQ-
User-
Prov

ACQ-
Lastfm

ACQ-
Echo-
Nest

ACQ-
MSD

ACQ-
Acous-
Brainz

ACQ-
All-

Music

ACQ-
Music-
Brainz

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X X X X

Table 2.8: Tags related to methods and sources of data acquisition. Works that are based
on the author’s own data extracted directly from audio files are not included.
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service. As one of the most prominent sources of semantic annotation and similarity
data in the literature, the Last.fm API was used in 15 of our reviewed papers. Available
data includes crowd-sourced tags (up to 100 for each item) for songs and artists along
with tag weights, similar tags/songs/artists, top artists/songs/albums for each tag,
listening histories and statistics of users, and more.

• The Echo Nest6 (DATA-ACQ-Echo-Nest): A popular music intelligence company
that provides services to a number of commercial music recommenders, including Spo-
tify, which acquired the company in 2014. The Echo Nest API provided access to a
large variety of data on more than 30 million songs, including acoustic characteristics
(tempo, loudness, mode, key, energy, danceability, etc.), editorial meta-data, popular-
ity, mood, style, duration, and more. Since acquisition, the service has migrated to
the Spotify API7.

• The Million Song Dataset [11] (DATA-ACQ-MSD): A small subset of the Echo
Nest database made available for free, containing meta-data and audio analysis in-
formation for one million commercial songs that were representative of modern and
contemporary western music at the time of publication. Being able to download the
complete dataset removed the need to slowly mine the data using the Echo Nest API.
The main driving goal behind the release of this dataset was to provide a large-scale
dataset for MIR researchers, which would help them develop methods, techniques,
and interfaces that were scaleable to realistically sized commercial music collections,
rather than the typical few-thousand-large collections used in research-oriented tools.

• Acoustic Brainz8 (DATA-ACQ-AcBrainz): A crowd and expert-sourced database of
acoustic data on a large library of music, including low-level spectral features, as well
as moods, keys, scales, hierarchical genre labels, and more.

• AllMusic9 (DATA-ACQ-AllMusic): One of the most popular online databases for
editorial meta-data on music, as well as other information such as biographies and
awards, spanning more than 3 million albums and 30 million tracks.

• MusicBrainz10(DATA-ACQ-MuBrainz): An open encyclopedia of music meta-data.

6the.echonest.com

7developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api

8acousticbrainz.org

9allmusic.com

10musicbrainz.org
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2.5 Targeted Screen Size and Input Modality

In this section, we review the screen sizes that our included interfaces targetted, as well
as the input modalities they supported. Although these two aspects are somewhat interde-
pendent (e.g. an interface made for a computer screen typically requires a mouse pointer),
differentiating between them will allow us to distinguish cases were an alternative input
modality was facilitated. For instance, a 3D library visualization which is explored using a
gamepad or an iPod-sized interface controlled with a wheel.

2.5.1 Targeted Screen Size

This attribute refers to the screen size that an interface was designed for or presented on.
With that in mind, apparent ease of migration or scalability to other screen sizes is not
taken into account here. In cases were no platform is mentioned, we make a judgment based
on the included screenshots. Tables 2.9 and 2.10 accompany this discussion.

We classify screen sizes into six high-level categories. These include:

• Wall (SCR-Wall) : The largest screen size in our reviewed literature, resembling a
wall. The sole example of this is the Princeton Scalable Display Wall [90], which was
the platform for Tzanetakis and Cook’s MARSYAS3D audio browser [155]. The screen
was 8 x 18 feet large and was made up of a 4 x 2 array of projectors.

• Computer (SCR-Comp): This covers a spectrum of screen sizes typically attributed
to computers, with a range of approximately 13 inches or more in diagonal. While most
papers do not mention an exact screen size, this can be inferred from the included
screenshots and the targeted platform. This is by far the most popular type of screen in
the literature, targeted by 45 of our surveyed works. Looking at presentation methods,
this is the most prevalent screen size throughout works that do library visualization,
with 20 out of 28 targetting it. Similarly, 9 out of 10 works with node-link presentations
target computer-sized screens.

• Tablet (SCR-Tablet): Typically a little smaller than a computer screen. This tag is
exclusive to cases were it is explicitly mentioned that the interface was designed for
and tested on a tablet device. Tablets were targeted in four of our included tools.

• Car Screen (SCR-Car): Typically the size of a tablet screen. We differentiate between
these two as car interfaces usually require larger UI elements that are legible from a
longer viewing distance. The only tool among the ones reviewed that targetted this
type of screen was Pampalk et al.’s [114] 1D genre-based circular library visualization,
MusicRainbow.

• Phone (SCR-Phone): This category covers all phone-sized screens, ranging from the
older feature-phones (less than 3 inches) to the large smart-phones of the 2010s and
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Targeted Screen Size (SCR-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Car Comp Phone Tablet Wall

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X

Lübbers [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Table 2.9: Screen sizes targeted by our reviewed works (Part 1).
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Targeted Screen Size (SCR-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Car Comp Phone Tablet Wall

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Muelder et al. [106] 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X

Kato & Kurabayashi [63] 2014 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X

Table 2.10: Screen sizes targeted by our reviewed works (Part 2).
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later (up to around 6.5 inches). This is the second most popular screen size in our
collection of tools, targeted by 14 interfaces.

2.5.2 Input Modality

This attribute signifies the principal modality of interacting with a music discovery interface.
The following modalities were offered in our reviewed literature:

• Accelerometer (MOD-Accel): This type of input was implemented by one reviewed
work. The Gravity Sphere by Keränen et al. [64] depicted a music library as a SOM-
based map on a Nokia N95 smartphone (2.6 inch screen) and let users choose which
area of the map was played based on the orientation of the device.

• Eye Tracking (MOD-Eye-Track): This is another type of input that was used by only
one surveyed app. Tzanetakis et al. [157] fit a SOM-based library grid on an iPhone
screen. The app was geared toward users with special needs and explored a number
of input modalities beyond the typical mouse pointer. Among these was a system for
estimating where on the grid the user was looking. The system also included support
for pointing with a motion-tracking enabled game controller (the WiiMote), as well
as sliding a finger over the grid of music to play corresponding songs.

• Gamepad (MOD-Game-Pad): Two 3D library visualization interfaces used this modal-
ity, both of which have been discussed earlier. These were the works of Knees et al.
[66] (Figure 2.5) and Lübbers and Jarke [98].

• Phone Keys (MOD-Phone-Keys): This includes the numeric keypads on older smart-
phones and feature-phones, their navigational joysticks, and their arrow keys. The
previously discussed FaThumb (faceted exploration app) [62] and SuperMusic (social
music recommender) [82] use this way of input.

• Mouse Pointer (MOD-Mouse): Used by the majority (42) of the collected works.

• Touch (MOD-Touch): This refers specifically to finger-touch interaction. This is the
most popular input method amongst the phone-based tools we reviewed, with 12
tools supporting it. Of note here are apps that make use of touch innovatively, beyond
simple migration of mouse-based actions. For instance, for the earlier discussed Rush
[6] and Rush 2 [7] interfaces, Baur et al. devised a perpetual swiping gesture that
let the users continually choose one out of five options for the next song to add to a
playlist.

• Pen (MOD-Pen): Refers to non-finger pen interaction, which was utilized in two of
our tablet-oriented tools.
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Input Modality (MOD-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Accel Eye-

Track
Game-
Pad

Phone-
Keys Mouse Touch Pen Knob Wii-

Mote
Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Pohle et al. [120] 2007 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X X X X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Table 2.11: Input modalities available in our reviewed works (Part 1).
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Input Modality (MOD-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Accel Eye-

Track
Game-
Pad

Phone-
Keys Mouse Touch Pen Knob Wii-

Mote
Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Muelder et al. [106] 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X

Kato & Kurabayashi [63] 2014 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X

Table 2.12: Input modalities available in our reviewed works (Part 2).
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• Knob (MOD-Knob): This includes knobs and similar devices such as the iPod wheel.
All the relevant interfaces here mapped the knob input to a 1D representation of the
library. A noteworthy application here is the pressure-sensitive dial in FineTuner [13],
which laid out album arts on a horizontal stream based on their mood. At the farthest
zoom level, the albums were general representations of large areas of the collection.
With no pressure, the user could scroll through this zoom level casually and quickly.
By applying more pressure, the interface switched to more fine-grained control and
zoomed in to specific areas of the stream, eventually leading to album level browsing.

• WiiMote (MOD-Wii-Mote): Motion control with the WiiMote game controller, used
in the above-mentioned work of Tzanetakis et al. [157].

2.6 Evaluations Performed

In this chapter, we review the ways in which the creators of our reviewed interfaces evaluated
them, either during the design process, or afterwards. We look at aspects such as whether
users were involved in evaluations, settings and structure of evaluation, whether comparisons
were made between different approaches, methods of data collection, and so on. In order to
improve the structure of this chapter, the tags are presented in separate categories with each
category representing a certain aspect of evaluation. That said, tags in each category are not
necessarily mutually exclusive, as it is common for studies to employ multiple evaluation
techniques.

2.6.1 Evaluation Approach

The reviewed works follow one of three high-level approaches to evaluation. These include:

• User-based (EVAL-User): These works included users in the process of evaluation
in order to understand user-related aspects such as usability, satisfaction, quality of
recommendations, long-term retention, etc. Out of our 63 surveyed works, 38 took
this approach.

• Authors (EVAL-Author): This approach encompasses all methods that did not in-
clude prospective users, and were instead performed by the authors only. This is usu-
ally done through algorithmic tests of recommendation accuracy with simulated user
interaction, or qualitatively assessing possible usage scenarios based on case studies
by the authors. Nine of our included works fall under this category.

• None (EVAL-None): Sixteen of the papers do not report on any type of evaluation.

Tables 2.13 and 2.14 summarize all papers in relation to the above three tags. As the
focus of this survey is on the role of the user and interactivity, from this point on, all
evaluation-related tags (summarized in Tables 2.15 and 2.16) are exclusive to the 38 works
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Evaluation Approach (EVAL-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year User Author None

Rauber & Frühwirth [122]
SOMeJukeBox 2001 X

Tzanetakis & Cook [155]
MARSYAS3D 2001 X

Brazil et al. [19]
Sonic Browser 2002 X

Pampalk et al. [116]
Islands of Music 2002 X

Torrens et al. [152] 2004 X

van Gulik et al. [159]
Artist Map 2004 X

Pampalk et al. [112]
Islands of Music (Ver.2) 2004 X

van Gulik & Vignoli [158]
Artist Map (Ver.2) 2005 X

Kaji et al. [55] 2005 X

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Neumayer et al. [107]
PlaySOM & PocketSOM 2005 X

Pampalk et al. [113] 2005 X

Lübbers [97]
Sonic Radar & Sonic SOM 2005 X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Pampalk & Goto [114]
MusicRainbow 2006 X

Hilliges et al. [51]
AudioRadar 2006 X

Reddy & Mascia [124]
LifeTrak 2006 X

Pohle et al. [120] 2007 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X

Schnitzer et al. [138] 2007 X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X

Di Caro et al. [30]
tagFlake 2008 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Table 2.13: Evaluation approaches taken by our reviewed papers (Part 1).
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Evaluation Approach (EVAL-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year User Author None

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X

Sarmento et al. [133]
RAMA 2009 X

Mesnage & Carman [105] 2009 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven [27]
MusicalNodes 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Muelder et al. [106] 2010 X

Stober & Nürnberger [146] 2010 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Wang et al. [166] 2011 X

Wang et al. [165] 2011 X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Boland et al. [13]
FineTuner 2013 X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X

Kato & Kurabayashi [63] 2014 X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Allik et al. [4]
MusicLynx 2018 X

Table 2.14: Evaluation approaches taken by our reviewed papers (Part 2).
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that reported user-based evaluations. In the interest of keeping this report concise, we refrain
from explaining evaluation methods in detail, and point the reader to Lazar et al.’s seminal
book, Research Methods in Human-Computer Interaction [80] for a comprehensive review.

2.6.2 Stages of Evaluation

User evaluations can happen both during the process of designing an interface, and after
the interface and system have been built.

• Formative (EVAL-Form): These are conducted in order to iteratively improve on
various aspects of the interaction, on the road to a high-fidelity prototype or appli-
cation. This is rare amongst our surveyed works, with only five papers reporting on
it.

• Summative (EVAL-Sum): Evaluations performed on finalized interfaces. This is the
most prevalent approach in our surveyed literature.

The line between these two types of evaluation can be blurred when it comes to in-
teraction design. However, we use this tag to distinguish papers that explicitly report on
formative user studies and explain how they contributed to improving the interface.

2.6.3 Evaluation Environment

• Controlled environments (EVAL-Co-Env): These evaluations were performed in a
controlled setting, typically under the supervision of one or more experimenters who
oversaw the user’s interactions with the system. These are often referred to as “lab
studies” in the literature. This is by far the most popular type of environment in our
collected works, used in 32 out of 38 papers.

• Uncontrolled environments (EVAL-Unco-Env): Contrary to the above, this type
of evaluation happened without the supervision of experimenters. This is usually the
case for longitudinal or field studies. Eight of our surveyed papers report on tests done
in uncontrolled environments.

2.6.4 Study Length

• One-off (EVAL-One-Off): These studies evaluated the interface at single points in
time without considering longer term periods of usage; an approach that is taken by
the majority of our reviewed works (30).

• Longitudinal (EVAL-Long): Unlike one-off tests, longitudinal methods entail obser-
vation of how a system is adopted during a period of repeated usage.
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2.6.5 Comparative Study Designs

A number of our collected works compared one or more conditions, such as interfaces, design
elements, or recommendation algorithms through user evaluations.

• Within-subjets (EVAL-With-Subj): These studies have all participants experience
all studied conditions.

• Between-subjects (EVAL-Bet-Subj): With this type of study design, each partici-
pant experiences only one set of conditions.

2.6.6 Evaluation Structure

Our surveyed studies followed two general approaches toward structuring their user evalu-
ation sessions.

• Task-based (EVAL-Task-Based): In 24 of the studies, participants were asked to
perform one or more specific tasks with the interface.

• Unstructured (EVAL-Un-Struct): The remaining 14 studies did not follow a task-
based protocol, instead having the participants use the system freely for a period of
time. This includes all but one of the studies that performed longitudinal evaluations,
in which users were given tasks through e-mail [85].

2.6.7 Data Point of Origin

• Subjective (EVAL-Subj): Data that is gathered from the point of view of the user,
for example, questionnaires and interviews. This was done in 35 studies.

• Objective (EVAL-Obj): Data concerning objective aspects of usability and user ex-
perience, such as task times, error rates, usage logs, listening duration and skipping
behaviour, etc. Objective data was collected in 19 studies.

2.6.8 Data Analysis

• Quantitative (EVAL-Quan): Numerical analysis of collected data, typically in order
to statistically confirm hypotheses about the interfaces.

• Qualitative (EVAL-Qual): Analysing data from interviews and open-ended questions
and extracting salient themes, so as to gain a deeper understanding of the users’
experiences.
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User Evaluation Attributes (EVAL-)
Stages Environment Study Length Study Design Structure Data Origin Analysis

Publication
and
App Name
(if named)

Year Form Sum Co-
Env

Unco-
Env

One-
Off Long With-

Subj
Bet-
Subj

Task-
Based

Un-
Struct Subj Obj Quan Qual

Vignoli &
Pauws [163]
E-Mu
Jukebox

2005 X X X X X X X X

Kaji et al.
[55] 2005 X X X X X X

Karlson et al.
[62]
FaThumb

2006 X X X X X X X X X

Knees et al.
[66]
Islands of
Muisc (Ver.3)

2006 X X X X X X

Pohle et al.
[120] 2007 X X X X X X X X

Leitich &
Topf [86]
Globe of
Music

2007 X X X X X X X

Pampalk &
Goto [115]
MusicSun

2007 X X X X X X X

Lehtiniemi
[82]
SuperMusic

2008 X X X X X X X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X X X X X X X X

O’Donovan et
al. [110]
PeerChooser

2008 X X X X X X X

Dachselt et
al. [26]
FacetZoom

2008 X X X X X X X X

Green et al.
[45]
Music
Explaura

2009 X X X X X X

Diaz et al.
[31] 2009 X X X X X X X X

Tzanetakis et
al. [157] 2009 X X X X X X X

Goto & Goto
[43]
Musicream

2009 X X X X X X X

Bossard et al.
[16] 2009 X X X X X X X

Lübbers &
Jarke [98] 2009 X X X X X X X

Keränen et
al. [64]
Gravity
Sphere

2009 X X X X X X X X

Che & Butz
[22]
MusicSim

2009 X X X X X X

Dalhuijsen &
van Velthoven
[27]
MusicalNodes

2010 X X X X X X X X

Gretarsson et
al. [46]
SmallWorlds

2010 X X X X X X X X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X X X X X X X X X

Table 2.15: Attributes of user-based evaluations reported in the reviewed papers (Part 1).
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User Evaluation Attributes (EVAL-)
Stages Environment Study Length Study Design Structure Data Origin Analysis

Kuhn et al.
[72] 2010 X X X X X X

Holm et al.
[52] 2010 X X X X X X X X

Lehtiniemi &
Holm [84] 2011 X X X X X X X X

Saito & Itoh
[130]
MusiCube

2011 X X X X X X X

Lehtiniemi &
Holm [83] 2011 X X X X X X X X

Vig et al.
[161]
MovieTuner

2011 X X X X X X X X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X X X X X X X

Bostandjiev
et al. [17]
TasteWeights

2012 X X X X X X X X

Collares et al.
[24]
Sound-
Anchoring

2013 X X X X X X X X

Lehtiniemi &
Ojala [85]
MoodPic

2013 X X X X X X X

Verbert et al.
[160]
TalkExplorer

2013 X X X X X X X X

Zhu et al.
[171]
i2MUSE

2014 X X X X X X X X

Kangasrääsiö
et al. [61]
Intent Radar

2015 X X X X X X X X

Loepp et al.
[94]
MyMovieMixer

2015 X X X X X X X X

Bountouridis
et al. [18]
Tonic

2015 X X X X X X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X X X X X X

Table 2.16: Attributes of user-based evaluations reported in the reviewed papers (Part 2).
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2.6.9 Data Collection Methods

A variety of data collection methods were used in our surveyed works. These are summarized
in Table 2.17.

• Diaries (EVAL-Diary): Questionnaires that participants of a longitudinal study filled
either at specific times of day or any time a report-worthy experience occurred. Diaries
were used in only one of the reviewed studies [7].

• Interviews (EVAL-Interv): A popular method used in 17 studies

• Logs (EVAL-Logs): Usage logs recorded automatically by the system. These were
reported in four studies.

• Questionnaires (EVAL-Quest): Our most popular method of data collection, used
in 27 studies.

• Screen capture (EVAL-Scr-Rec): Done by three studies.

• Video recording (EVAL-Video-Rec): Video-recording the test session for further
behavioural analysis, done in two studies.

• Voice recording (EVAL-Voice-Rec): Done by one study.
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Evaluation Data Collection Methods (EVAL-)
Publication and
App Name (if named) Year Diary Interv Logs Quest Video-

Rec
Voice-
Rec

Scr-
Rec

Vignoli & Pauws [163]
E-Mu Jukebox 2005 X

Karlson et al. [62]
FaThumb 2006 X

Knees et al. [66]
Islands of Muisc (Ver.3) 2006 X

Pohle et al. [120] 2007 X

Leitich & Topf [86]
Globe of Music 2007 X

Pampalk & Goto [115]
MusicSun 2007 X X

Lehtiniemi [82]
SuperMusic 2008 X X

Lillie [93]
MusicBox 2008 X X

O’Donovan et al. [110]
PeerChooser 2008 X

Dachselt et al. [26]
FacetZoom 2008 X

Green et al. [45]
Music Explaura 2009 X

Diaz et al. [31] 2009 X X X

Tzanetakis et al. [157] 2009 X

Goto & Goto [43]
Musicream 2009 X

Bossard et al. [16] 2009 X

Lübbers & Jarke [98] 2009 X

Keränen et al. [64]
Gravity Sphere 2009 X X X

Che & Butz [22]
MusicSim 2009 X

Dalhuijsen & van Velthoven
[27]
MusicalNodes

2010 X

Gretarsson et al. [46]
SmallWorlds 2010 X

Baur et al. [6]
Rush 2010 X

Kuhn et al. [72] 2010 X

Holm et al. [52] 2010 X X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [84] 2011 X X

Saito & Itoh [130]
MusiCube 2011 X

Lehtiniemi & Holm [83] 2011 X X

Vig et al. [161]
MovieTuner 2011 X X

Baur et al. [8]
Rush 2 2011 X X X

Bostandjiev et al. [17]
TasteWeights 2012 X

Collares et al. [24]
SoundAnchoring 2013 X

Lehtiniemi & Ojala [85]
MoodPic 2013 X

Verbert et al. [160]
TalkExplorer 2013 X X X

Zhu et al. [171]
i2MUSE 2014 X X

Kangasrääsiö et al. [61]
Intent Radar 2015 X X

Loepp et al. [94]
MyMovieMixer 2015 X X

Bountouridis et al. [18]
Tonic 2015 X

Allik et al. [3]
myMoodPlay 2016 X

Table 2.17: Methods of collecting data used during user-based evaluations.
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2.7 Discussion

In the Introduction chapter, we discussed how conventional recommendation systems with
minimal user interaction can suffer from issues such as lack of transparency, lack of user
control, and pigeonholing the users into their Filter Bubbles [118]. Throughout this chapter
we reviewed the myriad ways in which researchers have targeted these issues through novel
presentation and interaction methods that strive to elevate the users’ role beyond the typical
seed-item selection.

Our reviewed tools attacked the problem of exploring unknown music libraries from
various angles. A large majority focused on providing informative overviews of the music
library to the user, in the form of 1D, 2D, or 3D spatial visualizations. The other prevalent
approach was giving the user control over various criteria of music, such as genre, instru-
ments, mood, energy, and so on. Moving beyond a small set of criteria, a number of our
surveyed works utilized social tags as the axes over which user control was granted. Another
novel way of enhancing user control was to visualize the inner-workings of collaborative rec-
ommendation algorithms and allow the user to modify weights of certain parameters and
entities (such as social connections and items). A similar technique to this was combining
different recommendation sources and specifying weights for each.

The tools we have reviewed target a range of usage scenarios. As such, in order to
understand the advantages and possible shortcomings of the current state-of-the-art, it is
worthwhile to analyse our reviewed works from the perspectives of the types of users they
targetted, the high-level tasks they supported, their intended context of use, and the levels of
user control and interaction complexity they offered. During this discussion, we will focus on
music recommendation and discovery, and draw upon the unique challenges of this domain
as discussed in Chapter 1, especially the sequential and dynamic nature of music listening
and recommendation.

A number of earlier works that brought about novel ideas for browsing large music
libraries were targetted mainly at expert users and strived to improve the efficiency of tasks
such as sound editing and design, or facilitating auditory research. Examples of this class
of work are MARSYAS3D [155] and Sonic Browser [19]. Gradually, more concepts were
introduced which were aimed at assisting novice users in browsing and exploring their large
collections of music. The earliest of these were library overview visualization techniques,
which were motivated by the fact that genre terms can be subjective and vague, and that
giving the user an overview based on acoustic similarity would better serve the user in
browsing a library and finding desirable music. While this is a helpful task to support, the
way in which library visualization attempts to build holistic overviews of a complete library
is more appropriate for personal music libraries of the early 2000s, which were much smaller
than what streaming services offer nowadays. Indeed, a careful look at Tables 2.1 and 2.2
reveals that overview visualization techniques were most popular during the period of time
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before streaming services took off and were built upon libraries of hundreds or at most a few
thousand songs. In addition, the earlier breed of interfaces conceptually separated browsing
and exploration of music libraries from the act of listening. Most of the earlier tools did
not incorporate music playback controls and did not look at music discovery and listening
as two sides of the same coin; a notion which is becoming increasingly true with modern
streaming services [92].

Therefore, from the perspective of contexts of use, these early visualization interfaces
targeted dedicated and lengthy discovery sessions, similar to how one looks for a book
or shops for a product online. Later on, visual playlist creation features were added to
visualization tools which made them more usable and accessible for music listening; however,
it remained difficult to understand the exact trajectory of such playlists, as the dimensions
of visualization most often did not carry any tangible meaning for the users [22, 93]. We
will revisit this issue later on, when discussing interface complexity.

Moving on to the late 2000s and early 2010s, in tandem with the increasing popu-
larity of subscription-based streaming services, we can see a gradual shift from browsing
oriented library overviews toward more search and recommendation oriented approaches
that strived to fit naturally within everyday music listening contexts. Contrary to the open
and exploratory nature of earlier interfaces which did not guide the user in selecting music,
later tools focused on finding ways to help the user essentially navigate a music library by
making choices, critiquing/rating recommended items, or specifying their preferences for a
number of criteria or tags of music, without overwhelming the user by presenting a map of
the full collection. As such, the high-level task supported by our reviewed tools switched
from browsing local libraries to getting recommendations from online servers while exerting
control through interactive elements in the interface. Simultaneously, the rapid proliferation
of mobile music consumption during the same time period made a number of authors pay
increased attention to mobile usability and small interfaces [6, 7, 16, 157].

Underlying this gradual shift from exploratory to more directed and guided interaction
frameworks is a paradigm shift in how users discover new favourable music. While dedicated
music discovery sessions which were the focus of earlier tools still play a role in finding new
music, a significant proportion of the users’ discovery of new likeable music has started to
happen during regular music listening on online streaming services [92]. This presents us
with a challenge and an opportunity to explore the design space of tools that attempt to
merge discovery into everyday listening, while giving the user a high degree of involvement
and agency beyond what is possible with current mainstream services.

Earlier studies, including our own, have shown that nowadays, music listening, and by
proxy discovery and recommendation, happen predominantly passively, during other activ-
ities such as work and studying [57, 109]. Previous studies have also reported the listeners’
level of engagement with music to fluctuate during the course of one listening session. Music
can frequently switch back and forth between acting as the listener’s main object of atten-
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tion, to being a barely noticed background element [50]. Likewise, the listener’s desired
engagement with and control on the music source can follow a similar trajectory [15, 57].
The ends of this spectrum are analogous to the satisficing and maximizing behaviours that
Schwartz et al. [140] explored. In the former case, the user is looking for something that is
“good-enough”, whereas in the latter, the user tries to maximize the degree to which the
selected items adhere to their preferences at the moment. In addition, our previous study
with 590 participants [57] showed that with the fluid nature of music listening, users often
desire to steer and fine-tune their stream of music even while listening during other activ-
ities that might require their attention. That said, to exert such control, users were only
willing to have a relatively small amount of interaction with their music source, similar to
the effort needed for skipping a song.

Theses observations can provide us with a number of design considerations. The fluctu-
ating attention and engagement on the satisficing/maximizing spectrum points to a need for
interfaces that facilitate a scalable amount of user control on the stream of recommended
music, depending on the amount of interaction the users are willing to have at any given
moment. Moreover, the users’ desire to fine-tune their experiences indicates a need for in-
teraction frameworks and paradigms that allow the user to adjust their musical preferences
on-the-fly based on the currently playing song with little interaction effort, rather than them
having to switch to other playlists or choose other seed songs in order to achieve their desired
change in the music. Such a fine-tuning capability can also provide a foundation for obtain-
ing novel and diverse recommendations, by allowing upcoming songs to be both similar to
and different from previous songs in certain aspects, instead of enforcing non-transparent
notions of algorithmic similarity which might be difficult for users to understand. These
design considerations also hearken back to our discussion on the uniqueness of music rec-
ommendation in Chapter 1, identifying a need for accommodating the users’ desire for a
pleasant flow of sequential recommendations, and a high level of control. With the rapid
rise of mobile music consumption, the need for supporting small screens and touch-based
interactions should be taken into account as well [57, 70, 91]. In summary, we characterize
this design space as follows:

• Targetting the context of everyday music listening and integrating discovery into it

• Targetting the novice user who does not have a musical or technical background

• Targetting small screens and finger-touch interactions

• Providing the ability to control the experience through adjusting and fine-tuning the
stream of music to fit the users’ fluid and dynamic musical preferences

• Providing the ability to obtain diverse but similar recommendations through fine-
tuning in order to achieve a pleasant flow and prevent pigeon-holing
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• Requiring minimal user interaction for fine-tuning, similar to skipping a few songs

• Providing scalable control depending on the degree of user engagement

It is now worthwhile to look back out our reviewed works and contextualize them within
the above requirements. A careful look at the screen sizes these interfaces targetted and the
input modalities they were geared toward reveals two rather distinct approaches. On one
side lie simple small-screen interfaces that offer few possibilities for user control, and on
the other end of the spectrum are more elaborate and customizable tools that typically
target larger screens and mouse-based interaction. Although the latter have been shown to
overcome some of the issues of conventional query-by-example recommender systems, they
typically come with elaborate interfaces that are more appropriate for longer sessions of
use. As such, these approaches do not match the increasingly mobile and passive nature of
music listening and discovery.

Looking back at our collected works, only 14 out of 63 target smaller phone-sized screens,
and out of these only seven were specifically designed for the modern finger-based touch
interaction, with the rest targetting pen-based interaction, older phone keypads, or iPod-
like wheels. Additionally, with a closer look at the presentation and interaction methods
employed by these 14 tools, we find that seven are based on migrating library overview
visualizations to smaller screens [64, 72, 107, 138, 157, 158, 159]. This technique relies
heavily on dimensionality reduction, and is thus inherently incapable of preserving much
of the information present in the high-dimensional feature space. Moreover, the method is
typically based on spectral audio features that describe the characteristics of sound but not
necessarily melody, genre, or mood. Thus, as evidenced by the case studies presented in
the literature [93, 116, 122], one can find similar songs placed faraway on the screen and
vice versa. In addition, it has been reported [93] that users can find it difficult to create
a mental model of the music space, that is, what types of music reside in each area and
sub-area, and what to expect from songs neighbouring the currently playing song. Another
shortcoming of this technique is the difficulty of scaling to large-scale libraries, as users have
reported issues with getting “lost” while continuously panning and zooming even libraries of
hundreds of songs [22]. This issue becomes much more pronounced when moving to libraries
which are tens of millions large. In fact, the reviewed studies all report using libraries of
a few thousand songs, with most being smaller than ten thousand. This scalability issue
would be even more prominent on smaller sized screens.

From the remaining seven small-screen interfaces that do not employ library visualiza-
tion, two were designed for older phones with keypads and one is a general purpose facet
browsing interface that did not target music and required user provided data [62]. The
other tool is an early socially focused and context-sensitive music recommender without
much in the way of novel interaction techniques [82]. Lifetrak [124] is another context-aware
recommender that was based on user provided data, and allowed the user to specify how
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important each of the five context dimensions of time, space, kinesis, entropy, and weather
must be in obtaining recommendations. There was not, however, any user control over other
semantic aspects such as mood and genre. Another small-screen app with little user control
was the potentiometer-based interface of Lehtiniemi and Holm [84], which came with two
knobs for tempo and gain, plus a limited list of five genres. Out of the remaining three apps,
two were the works of Baur et al., Rush [6] and Rush 2 [7]. As discussed previously, the
former introduced a novel continuous swipe gesture that allowed the user to steer the path
of recommendation through selecting one of five presented songs, and the latter incorpo-
rated this gesture onto a neighbourhood-based presentation of similar songs that could be
switched between several types of similarity. In a similar vein, Bossard et al.’s mobile app
[16] presented a music library through the lens of smaller neighbourhoods of similar clusters,
with the current song cluster in the centre, and similar clusters placed around in a radial
fashion, each cluster being visualized through a pie-chart like cake metaphor indicating the
genres inside.

It is evident by this discussion that, while valuable contributions have been made
throughout recent years, the design space of small-screen interactive music discovery re-
mains mostly unexplored. This is the space where high user control and efficient interaction
meet. As music consumption becomes increasingly mobile, we see a great opportunity for
future research in interaction design to tackle this space. Looking at the design considera-
tions we proposed, previous tools and especially those that target smaller screens, fall short
of providing powerful control as well as fine-tuning possibilities, while requiring little inter-
action and mental effort. In fact, very few of our reviewed studies [6, 7, 13, 124] raise and
discuss issues such as user engagement, context of use, targetted users, interface complexity,
and usability.

Another avenue of research with great potential is improved evaluation methods that
can shed light on how novel interaction paradigms can compare to mainstream solutions,
especially in real-life usage scenarios. As we saw in this chapter, 38 of the reviewed works
reported on user evaluations. However, none of these evaluation designs included compar-
isons to highly popular services such as Spotify or Apple Music. Furthermore, even though
previous research has produced valuable frameworks for evaluating recommendation sys-
tems which attempt to investigate multiple aspects of the users’ experience and satisfaction
[121], none of the music-oriented tools we reviewed utilize such frameworks, instead opting
for smaller custom questionnaires that present little opportunity for future comparisons and
reproduction.

A further improvement on evaluation designs can come in the form of longitudinal
studies that can contribute to a more holistic understanding of how novel music discovery
interfaces can be organically integrated into the users’ daily music consumption routines. As
we discussed above, this is a crucial next step for music streaming tools. Understanding the
situated use of such interfaces necessitates longer term studies that make use of experience
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sampling or diary-based methods [44, 78, 80, 128] in order to gather fresh insight into
the users’ experiences. Looking back at the 38 reviewed works that performed user-based
evaluations, a majority (30) reported on one-off studies in controlled environments only.
Furthermore, a mere four of the studies that performed longer term tests were designed for
small screens and targeted music. In addition, even amongst the reported evaluations, there
is a general lack of understanding about how these novel tools compare with what is already
popular on smartphones, and how or if they are capable of enhancing the user experience
of music recommendation beyond the status quo. This presents an opportunity for future
field studies to take a deeper look into real-life adoption of novel music recommendation
tools, away from controlled lab environments.
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Chapter 3

TagFlip: Design and Development

Our review of state-of-the-art in music retrieval techniques and interfaces that are designed
to exploit large scale libraries revealed two dominant poles in terms of the level of user
control and engagement, from simple interfaces that offer minimal user control and cus-
tomization, to complex tools that provide control on various aspects of music but target
large screens and complex interactions.

With these two extremes, music listening and discovery are often treated as two separate
tasks. However, as we discussed in the previous chapter, with the rise of online streaming on
mobile phones, music discovery is becoming increasingly interwoven with typical listening
contexts. This presents us with an opportunity to organically integrate highly user control-
lable and transparent music discovery into everyday listening, with interfaces that require
little interaction effort and mental load from the user. This is a design space that has been
less explored in previous efforts. Our review of the literature helped us characterize this
space and formulate a set of design considerations that define it. In this chapter, we discuss
how we followed these findings in order to design a novel interaction framework and ap-
plication for music discovery. With TagFlip (Figure 3.1) we target the sweet-spot between
user control and interaction effort. Our goal is to put the user back in control of the music
retrieval process while keeping the required effort minimal. Using a rich dataset of social
tags from Last.fm, TagFlip morphs the conventional seed-based recommender that is well
equipped for passive satisficing-based listening [140], into an interface that invites the user
to explore and discover new music and musical styles by specifying tags; to perhaps break
out of a comfort-zone and take a left-turn if desired. At the same time, it minimizes the
friction between listening and active discovery by diminishing both the mental load and the
physical interaction effort required from the user to initiate the discovery process, choose
various styles of music to explore, and express or change their preferences.

TagFlip describes each played song to the user through its most popular tags on Last.fm
and allows the user to easily specify which of the tags should be considered for the next
song, or the next stream of songs. Identifying the necessity of adapting to the increasing
mobility of music listening, TagFlip was designed with small screens (roughly five inches in
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diagonal) in mind. With minimal required effort, TagFlip can fit well into the periods of
idle time that we typically fill by interacting with our phones. Sitting in the bus, exercising,
taking a few moments of rest mid work, or sitting on the couch holding our phones and
paying a bit of attention to the TV are all examples of these times.

We evaluated TagFlip in two stages, once in controlled lab settings, and once in the
field. Between these two stages, TagFlip’s design was altered slightly based on our ongoing
findings, however, the main interaction framework remained the same. In this chapter, we
discuss how this technique was conceived and how the underlying data that facilitated it
was processed. In the next two chapters, we will report on our lab and field studies.

3.1 Data Processing and Platform

Among the myriad types of data that can be utilized as the basis for music recommendation,
classification, and retrieval, few are easily understandable for the average non-technical
music listener. While recommendations based on collaborative filtering or content-based
features can be accurate according to algorithmic precision measures, the data underlying
such algorithms is not translatable to easy to interpret attributes of music; as such, it does
not lend well to direct user control.

With our goal of providing a high degree of control over music libraries with minimal
mental and physical interaction effort, we looked for a semantic abstraction of music that
could provide the axes for such control. Contrary to content-based features, the massive
folksonomies [164] formed in social music tagging platforms such as Last.fm can be rich
sources of semantic music attributes that are understandable to the average user.

As we discussed earlier, there are also disadvantages to utilizing folksonomies as a foun-
dation for music recommendation, a variety of which and potential approaches to addressing
them have been discussed by Lamere [76]. Some of these issues include the cold-start prob-
lem, synonymy, polysemy, and noise. To alleviate some of these, our first step in employing
Last.fm tags in our tool was a pre-processing phase, in which we utilized the available in-
formation on the popularity of songs (listener and play count), the weights of tags, and
language processing techniques to remove meaningless or subjective tags, fix spelling errors,
identify meaningful compound terms, extract usable information out of unusable tags, and
remove subjective or vague terms.

We used the complete Million Song Dataset [11], which covers a broad range of contem-
porary music, as our starting point, and mined all the tags of all one million songs from
Last.fm using the Last.fm API. We then developed a tag processing workflow [69], in order
to improve the quality of our tag dataset. In the end, we had a cleaned set of 357 tags. This
process is explained in detail in Appendix A.
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TagFlip was built for Android using the Java language. The final tag dataset was con-
verted into a SQLite1 database and bundled with the installation file. This is while the
actual music was fully playable through the use of the Spotify SDK [144], which required
the user to login with a Spotify account that had a premium subscription. As such, the
tag dataset went through one final filtering phase in which songs that were not available in
Spotify were removed. The first version of our music library contained 100,000 songs and
1.3 million song/tag associations, with all of the songs included in the app possessing at
least five tags and at most 100.

During the development of TagFlip, extra emphasis was put on the speed of interacting
with tags. In the upcoming chapters, we will discuss how our evaluation participants found
it enjoyable to quickly select and deselect tags and observe the songs that were retrieved.
This was also evident during our formative studies, and was one of the primary driving
factors which led to bundling the tag dataset inside the application as a SQLite database,
rather than making an online query each time a recommendation list with a specific set
of tags was required. This was coupled with caching techniques that were responsible for
keeping parts of the tag dataset that were previously used inside memory so as to increase
performance. Furthermore, TagFlip uses multithreading in order to keep the tag interface
fully responsive while information is loaded from the database and album arts are down-
loaded from Spotify. Each song retrieval request, which is defined as a combination of tags,
is issued as a background thread, and as the user continues to interact with the tags, pre-
vious requests are cancelled and new threads are initiated. This way, TagFlip can smoothly
facilitate quick and consecutive interactions over a library of 100,000 songs without slowing
down or delaying the song list and album art retrieval process.

3.2 Interaction Paradigm

The core user interaction in TagFlip consists of a repeated two-phase exchange between the
system and the user. The beginning of playback resembles a conventional recommender or
search system. The user can either start from a specific song, or describe the desired music
using a combination of tags. Once a song is played, TagFlip displays its top tags (Figure
3.1(a)), and indicates which ones are being considered for retrieving future songs. The tags
are grouped into genre, mood, and “other” categories. By default, three tags are “pinned”,
two genre tags and one mood tag. These define the future direction of music playback by
constraining the library to songs that match all of them. A playlist based on this direction
is built and set for the user who does not desire further engagement. This constitutes one
phase of the exchange. The album arts of the next four songs are displayed in the bottom
right of the screen, and the number of songs that match the selected criteria is shown.

1sqlite.org
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Figure 3.1: Screenshots of TagFlip. (a) What is displayed when a song is played from library.
(b) After the user has modified the tags for the next song. (c) Viewing a list of upcoming
songs. (d) Adding tags from a full list.

Figure 3.1 depicts a version of the interface that was used in the first phase of summative
evaluations (lab study). In this version, the user could also view complete list of songs by
tapping the number of matching songs in the bottom right(Figure 3.1(c)). In addition, a
shuffle button below the number of songs did the task of randomizing the order of upcoming
songs. In the next chapter, we will explain how our later findings resulted in a number of
changes to the design before the field study.

The second phase involves the user modifying the set of tags used in finding future
songs by simply tapping on any of the tags to pin or unpin it (Figure 3.1(b)). Each tap
immediately updates the set of planned songs and this is made visible to the user through
updating the number of matching songs and the next four album arts. Once the next song is
played, the interface is updated to reflect its tags while keeping the previously pinned tags
intact (which are by design also present in the new song), and thus, the exchange continues.

As each song/tag annotation comes with a weight from Last.fm, we can rank the library
based on adherence to the set of tags specified by the user. In general, the list of upcoming
songs are those in the library that score the highest in this ranking. However, to keep the list
of recommended songs fresh, TagFlip’s music retrieval engine introduces a certain degree of
randomness into the mix by first grouping the library into several levels of desirability, and
and then retrieving a random set of songs from the highest level. If not enough songs are
found in the highest level, the second level is used, and so on.

The key factors that differentiate this core interaction paradigm in TagFlip from earlier
efforts in the literature are:

1. Fine tuning and flow: One of the key characteristics of TagFlip is how easily it
enables fine tuning based on tags of the currently playing song. In our earlier work, we
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found this to be a valuable addition to music listening and recommendation tools [57];
a way of being able to adjust the course of music without completely changing it. The
notion of flowing from the current song to the next is in fact one of the most critical design
principles of TagFlip. This flow materializes through the relationship between the current
and next songs as described by their tags. If the user adds a tag for the next song that
does not exist in the current one, it still appears on the left side of the screen and is shown
greyed out, indicating that the current song does not posses it. In addition, whenever a tag
is added from the expanded list of the current song’s tags which are not initially on the
main screen, the tag is moved up the main screen in order to keep the status of the system
and the flow between songs fully visible. Once the next song is played, the tags that are
carried over from the previous song stay at the top so as to signify the fact that they form
a relationship between the current and previous songs. Many of the participants in our lab
and field evaluations were particularly excited about this fine tuning concept, which helped
them both adjust their listening experience and find new tags adjacent to those they liked.

2. High impact interaction instances: This is crucial for achieving high control
coupled with minimal interaction effort. Each pinning or unpinning of a tag can greatly
influence the set of future songs. In addition, as most songs have several diverse tags asso-
ciated with them, one pin/unpin can drive the user to music that is similar to the previous
song in some aspects and vastly different in others. This way, the user covers a larger span
of the library than what would be possible with a conventional seed-based recommender
system, without completely changing seeds or switching between playlists.

3. Low interaction effort: In our previous studies, we found that users are interested
in meaningfully altering aspects such as the mood of their music listening session with efforts
as low as what skipping a song requires [57]. We used this as a guideline to what each tag
pin/unpin should need. The maximum number of tags displayed on the main screen (nine
unless more tags are pinned) was chosen according to Google’s Material Design guidelines
for Android, which suggest a minimum size of 48 x 48 dp2, or about 7-10 mm on each side.
Apart from tapping on tags, the only overhead of a pin/unpin compared to a song skip is
finding the desired tag on the screen, which leads us to the next factor, low mental load.

4. Low mental load: To minimize the mental effort for selecting which tags to pin/unpin,
TagFlip shows a summarized set of each song’s tags categorized into genres, moods, and
other terms. This gives the user an overview of the possibilities and obviates the need for
extensive thinking. If a user desires, they can view all other tags of a song using the “more
tags” button and pin them with the same tapping action.

5. Scalability of control: Following the satisficing/maximizing spectrum and guide-
lines provided by earlier studies [14, 57], a key design requirement for TagFlip was the
possibility to organically scale from coarse to fine-grained user control in conjunction with

2A dp is defined as a density-independent pixel, and is equivalent to one pixel on a 160 dpi screen
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low or high user engagement. By allowing the users to pin as many tags as they wish, the
system supports a range of control on the retrieved songs. With few pinned tags the sys-
tem resembles a conventional recommender or radio station, but pinning tags can rapidly
increase user control. If further control is needed, the user can quickly bring up a list of all
tags in the system as a pop-up on the main screen (Figure 3.1(d)), using the “add tags”
button, and quickly search and add tags from it. This addition is directly visible beneath
the pop-up dialog, on the right side of the screen, where tags pinned for the next song are
displayed.

6. Transparency: This is one of the key pillars of building trust and increasing user
satisfaction with recommendation systems [149, 150], the lack of which leads to the black-
box issue. The two-phase exchange in TagFlip is by nature explanatory and transparent.
The user can clearly see the effect of each pin/unpin on the number of matching songs and
the next four album arts. Furthermore, the fact that the number keeps decreasing as more
tags are pinned informs the user that the songs will match all the pinned tags, rather than
just any of them. It was proven in our lab study that this mechanism made it clear to users
how the system worked and resulted in high user-perceived transparency.

7. Small screen: Staying within the confines of smartphone screens underlined all
steps of TagFlip’s design. Apart from the necessity to acknowledge the rapid migration of
music consumption to mobile devices, adhering to such limits would simplify redesigning
the interface for a desktop environment while still conforming to the minimal interaction
effort requirements. The small screen size helped us narrow down our scope to the absolutely
critical user tasks and forced us to think in terms of “what should be left out” instead of
“what should be added”. Several usability tests during various stages of design (from low to
high fidelity prototypes, to an actual application) informed these decisions.

3.2.1 Design process and decisions

TagFlip started from the idea of the user being in control of high-level aspects of music. In its
path from paper prototype to the first working application, which took 18 months, several
design possibilities were explored and tested. Three stages of formative usability tests with
a total of 10 different participants were performed through-out this process. There were a
total of 13 initial designs on paper and wireframe, exploring different ways of allowing the
user to modify their criteria for upcoming songs. Out of these, two substantially different
design ideas made it to the medium fidelity prototyping stage which was done in a desktop
Java environment (Figure 3.2).

The final tag interaction method in the Android app closely resembles part (b) of Figure
3.2. In this design tags are grouped into moods, genres, and others. The left side of the screen
represents the current song and the right side the next song. Dragging tags from left to right
would pin them for the upcoming songs, and dragging the tags on the right side up and
down would change their importance in retrieving upcoming songs. Clicking on the small
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Figure 3.2: Screenshots of TagFlip’s medium fidelity prototypes on desktop, representing
our two final competing designs. (a) Each tag is housed within an individual block, allowing
the user to control how strongly it is considered in the next song. (b) Tags are grouped into
genres, moods, and others. The left side of the screen represents the current song and the
right side the next. Moving tags from left to right pins them for the next song. Dragging
tags up and down changes their font size and importance.

plus signs would expand each tag group and reveal less popular tags of the current song.
The major difference between this and the final design on Android was that in the latter,
only the top tags of each song were grouped, and the less popular ones were all accessible
through one tap on the “more tags” button. The tags in this list were still colour-coded
based on their type. This was done in order to reduce the number of interactions required
for viewing the rest of a song’s tags.

At this stage the main tag interaction technique remained the same while other parts of
the interface went through several stages of polish, including introducing upcoming album
arts into the main screen. We now elaborate on a few key findings of this iterative process
and the choices that were made according to them.

Planning ahead for multiple songs or a period of time: Early in our design sketches,
we accommodated the idea of being able to plan ahead beyond just the next song. Our
designs gave the user the ability to specify points in time when certain tags came into play
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Figure 3.3: One of our early design ideas for letting the user plan ahead beyond just the
next song.

or were removed, as well as specific values for how strongly they were included at each
point in time. Figure 3.3 portrays one of the several design ideas we had for this task, in
which each timestamp was shown as a block containing tag-based criteria, and scrolling the
stream of blocks down would reveal additional timestamps in the future. During heuristic
evaluations and usability tests, we found that the kind of functionality this provided was
more akin to DJ software rather than personal listening, and that our targetted users would
probably not require such a feature, especially given the amount of complexity that it added
to the interface. As such, planning was removed in later designs.

Individual tag blocks or a left/right flow: As seen in Figure 3.2, coming out of
paper and wireframe prototypes, we had two thoroughly different competing designs for
TagFlip. In one, each tag was housed in a separate square block, and there was no high
level separation between the current and next songs in the interface. Instead, each block
displayed the strength of each tag in the currently playing song and provided a slider for
choosing the strength for the same tag in the next song. This design was based on the
faders of a mixing board. Our usability tests showed this to be a confusing system image
and lacking organization, with many users not noticing the current and next separation
in each block. This led us to choosing the current presentation, where a flow from left to
right implicates a shift from current to next, resembling how we read and write in English.
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We also found it was important to clearly separate the two sides of the tag interface to
further amplify the current/next concept. This is what led to the addition of the vertical
line in-between current and next songs in the final design (Figure 3.1).

Strength of tags: One of the earliest ingredients of TagFlip’s prototypes was the ability
for the user to specify how strong the association between the retrieved music and the pinned
tags should be, as an added level of user control. This is similar to what the interactive tag
cloud systems discussed earlier provided [45, 165]. The earliest prototypes explored ways
of supporting such a task by the use of sliders, graphs, interactive bars, knobs, and text
size. However, usability tests revealed that such a functionality could lead to a confusion
between the two concepts of strength of the song/tag association and how much the users
cared about it. Also, for many users, the tags had a binary meaning; they either belonged
with a song or did not. Our tests showed that the majority of users did not care about
having this functionality. This fact, plus the added complexity that such a feature would
incur on the interface, drove us to removing it from the later versions of the design.

Figure 3.4: One of the visual encodings experimented with in order to inform users of how
each tag pin/unpin action would affect the size of the conforming set of songs. Horizontal
bars on the far right side reflected the size of the resulting set of songs, if the corresponding
tag was to be added. Once a tag was added, the bar changed colour to darker grey, and its
size indicated how much the user could expand the target set if the tag was removed.
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Communicating target set sizes: To provide full transparency and maintain the previ-
ously mentioned visual flow between songs, TagFlip employs a strict retrieval policy, where
all the target songs should include all the user requested tags. Therefore, adding too many
tags or certain unpopular combinations can lead to an empty set of songs. This could also
happen if all the songs in the set have been played without the user changing preferences. In
such a scenario, if a song has to be played (through tapping the next button or the current
song ending), TagFlip automatically removes the least popular tag in order to retrieve music
without interrupting playback. In our design process, we considered adding visual encodings
that would either prevent the user from pinning tags that would lead to an empty set, or
help the user easily rectify the problem if such a thing were to happen. As seen in Figure
3.4, one of the designs we experimented with was the use horizontal bars placed on the
right end of the screen in front of each tag. The size of each bar reflected the size of the
resulting set of songs, if the corresponding tag was to be added. Once a tag was added, the
bar changed colour, and its size indicated how much the user could expand the target set
if the tag was removed. However, our usability tests proved that this encoding was often
confused with the above tag strength concept. Hence, the encoding was completely removed.
In the final version, the interface would just inform the user that no songs were found, and
would suggest the removal of the least popular tag.

Categorizing tags into genre, mood, and other: Previous studies have shown genre
and mood to be two of the top attributes of music for users in selecting/looking for music
or managing their libraries [56, 81, 147, 162]. Therefore, we found it sensible to categorize
tags into these two, as a way of reducing cognitive load. The “other” category was added
to house terms that could not be classified as genre or mood. Context of listening has also
been reported to play an important role in music selection, but words relating to context
were not popular in our dataset, making it pointless to place them in a separate category.
We decided that the three top terms from each category could sufficiently describe a song.
Categorization was done based on lists of genres and moods which we built by combining
and cleaning various lists from the web. In cases were these lists intersected (e.g. “romantic”)
we prioritized the genre list. It is noteworthy that since user input is never dependant on
this categorization, the accuracy of these lists is not of importance; they are used solely to
organize the presentation.

Limiting the main screen to nine tags: As seen in Figure 3.2(b), desktop prototypes
of TagFlip presented all tags of the currently playing song in the main screen and made each
category scrollable. This created visibility issues with part of the pinned tags being hidden
if scrolled out of the screen, and the user having to tap the screen several times to see a full
list of all tags for the current song. To mitigate these, we limited the number of tags shown
by default for each song to nine, a number that was based on achieving sufficient touch area
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Figure 3.5: One of the earliest prototype versions of TagFlip on Android which did not
include upcoming album arts or song list.

size (as explained earlier). Where available, these were equally distributed into the three
above explained categories. If a category contained less than three tags for a certain song,
we filled the screen by including more than three tags from other categories. The user had
the possibility to view the rest of a song’s tags by clicking the “more tags” button in Figure
3.1.

Displaying information on upcoming songs: Earlier versions of TagFlip displayed
only the title and artist name of the next song, as seen in Figure 3.5. During our formative
tests, we found that users desired much more information on the upcoming set of songs
so as to better situate themselves within the tag-based flow and be aware of what kind of
music to expect. The addition of the full list of upcoming songs and the four upcoming
album arts at the bottom was the result of this finding.

The fruit of the above decisions and investigations materialized in the design depicted
in Figure 3.1, which was the first version of the tool to go through summative evaluations
in lab settings. In the next chapter, we will explain our lab study protocol, report on our
results in detail, and discuss our findings.
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Chapter 4

Lab Study

In our first stage of summative evaluations, we compared TagFlip to Spotify’s mobile app, in
a lab study designed around comparing the applications in their usability music discovery
capabilities. The study protocol was refined through pilot tests with three users, and 16
participants (8 female, median age = 26) were recruited for the main study. Nine of these
had a background in computer science, and nine had a Bachelor’s or higher degree.

We chose Spotify as a point of comparison as it is one of the most popular music
streaming/recommendation services, and most of our participants either used it regularly
or had experience with it. We decided against comparing TagFlip to an in-house made
conventional recommender (with seed attributes and like/dislikes) because it would end
up as just a less powerful version of TagFlip with no tag-based navigation, and would
presumably give us unrealistically positive results.

With this test, we intended to investigate how a tag-based interface like TagFlip can fit
in our user’s daily music consumption and discovery routines, and to that end, the sensible
route was to compare it to the state-of-the-art in commercial systems. This would help
us gain a deeper understanding of how the two substantially different methods of music
discovery compare in realistic day-to-day settings. Besides similar music recommendation
(radio stations based on songs or genres) and community made playlists, Spotify also houses
features such as weekly and daily mixes for the user, expert and computer created playlists,
top charts, artist pages and albums, and similar artists. All of these were open to participants
for use during their lab study.

4.1 Methods

We employed a within-subjects design with a mixed-methods approach [80], which consisted
of questionnaires, interviews, videos of each session (recording the phone screen and hand
movements), and usage logs (with TagFlip only). Each participant first filled a questionnaire
covering basic music listening habits such as average hours of listening per day and use of
streaming/recommendation services, and demographics.
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Then, the participants used each interface for 10 minutes (balanced order between par-
ticipants). The task was to find new songs that they liked and had not heard before (or had
heard a long time ago and forgotten about), and to save the found songs by tapping the
heart button in TagFlip, or adding them to a playlist in Spotify. Before the 10-minute main
task, each user was also given five minutes with each interface in order to get familiar with
it. During this time, the participant could ask questions about the interface from the ex-
periment conductor. After finishing the 10-minute task with each interface, the participant
filled two questionnaires according to their experience with the app they just used; one for
general usability, and one for recommendation aspects. For the former, we used the SUS
questionnaire [21], and for the latter, we built a 22 item questionnaire with 5 point Likert
scale answers, based on the ResQue framework [121]. After both tasks were performed, a
semi-structured interview was conducted, which mainly revolved around how the partici-
pants usually discovered new music, and how they would compare the two interfaces. The
study was done on an HTC One M7 phone (4.7 inch screen) which was connected to loud
speakers. For each participant, the study took roughly one hour, after which the participant
was compensated 10 Euros1.

Following the ResQue framework [121], we categorized our questions on recommenda-
tion aspects into four main constructs: (1) quality of recommendations, (2) interface and
interaction adequacy, (3) control and transparency, and (4) attitudes and behavioural inten-
tions. Based on these constructs, number of user interactions, and number of liked songs,
we formulated seven hypotheses categorized into three higher level ones and four sub-
hypotheses about each construct in our recommendation questionnaire. These seven were
designed to investigate the experiences of users with TagFlip and Spotify both objectively
and subjectively:

• The overall user rating for recommendation aspects of TagFlip will be higher than
Spotify (aggregate score based on all 22 questions) (H-Rec-All).

• TagFlip will be rated higher than Spotify in all the four constructs of recommendation.

– Quality of recommendations (H-Rec-Qual)
– Interface and interaction adequacy (H-Rec-Int)
– Control and Transparency (H-Rec-Cont)
– Attitudes and behavioural intentions (H-Rec-Att)

• The number of interactions (screen touches) per liked song will be smaller for TagFlip
(H-Num-Int).

• The number of songs liked will be larger for TagFlip (H-Num-Song).

1The study was conduct at the University of Vienna
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Table 4.1: Median responses for all the questions regarding recommendation aspects, coded
from 0 to 4. Responses to questions with negative tone were coded inversely, such that 4 is
always the best score.

H-Rec-All and its four sub-hypotheses gauge the subjective reaction from our partici-
pants. As discussed earlier, the key differentiators of TagFlip relate to precise user control,
fine-tuning, and high transparency, coupled with low interaction effort. These factors align
with the control and transparency and interface and interaction adequacy constructs from
our recommendation questionnaire (H-Rec-Int and H-Rec-Cont). We predicted that better
performance in these two categories would also lead to an overall better experience with
TagFlip (H-Rec-All), and better user rating in the other two constructs (H-Rec-Qual and
H-Rec-Att). H-Num-Int was intended for helping us objectively test whether TagFlip actu-
ally required small interaction effort for exerting high control and reaching desired music.
Finally, H-Num-Songs was born out of the assumption that a better experience with TagFlip
would lead to a larger number of liked songs.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Questionnaires

Eleven participants said they used online streaming services on a regular basis, and the
most popular service was Spotify. The medians for size of personal music collection, active
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listening hours (focused), and passive listening hours (during other activities) were 5895.5
songs, “30 minutes to 1 hour”2, and “2 - 4 hours”3 respectively.

On the usability side, both interfaces scored similarly on the SUS questionnaire4 (TagFlip:
M = 75.63, σ = 10.97; Spotify: M = 72.66, σ = 18.67) with no significant difference in a
paired-samples t-test; t(15) = 0.54, p = 0.60. For a small number of participants, the main
screen in TagFlip was not immediately clear at first glance. However, they quickly under-
stood the interaction concept and how the songs were retrieved once they started tapping
the tags and observing the next four songs and the size of the result set being updated and
decreasing with each added tag, in the bottom right of the screen.

Table 4.1 shows the median response to all the questions regarding recommendation
aspects for both interfaces, categorized into the four above-mentioned constructs. Responses
were coded into scores from 0 to 4, and negatively toned questions were coded inversely
such that higher scores are always better. For each question, the better median value is
highlighted. As shown in the table, TagFlip tops Spotify in 11 of the 22 questions, while it’s
rated lower in one. The aggregate score over all 22 questions turned out to be significantly
higher for TagFlip (TagFlip: M = 3.03, σ = 0.51; Spotify: M = 2.51, σ = 0.66; t(15) =
3.12, p < 0.01, d = 0.78). This confirms H-Rec-All.

Looking at individual constructs, TagFlip scored significantly higher in three of the four.
These were interface and interaction adequacy, control and transparency, and attitudes and
behavioural intentions. Thus, our data supports H-Rec-Qual, H-Rec-Cont, and H-
Rec-Att as well. In the quality of recommendations construct, although TagFlip scored
higher, the difference was not found to be significant, leaving H-Rec-Qual unconfirmed.
Table 4.2 summarizes these results. Response histograms for all 22 questions (divided into
the four constructs) plus the SUS questionnare are provided in section B.1 of Appendix B.

4.2.2 Objective measures

To test H-Num-Int and H-Num-Songs we analysed the videos captured from the partici-
pants’ interactions with both interfaces. We counted each touch of the screen (including a
non-interrupted scroll) as one interaction. Since the act of adding a song to a playlist in
Spotify, which was what the participants were instructed to do if they liked a song, required
three taps (compared to one tap in TagFlip) we counted each of these three tap sequences as
one interaction in Spotify. Each instance of typing in a search box anywhere in the interfaces
was also counted as one interaction.

2Asked in ranges: <15m, 15m -30m, 30m - 1h, 1h - 2h, > 2h

3Asked in ranges: < 1h, 1h - 2h, 2h - 4h, 4h - 6h, > 6h

4SUS gives a score between 0-100
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Construct TagFlip Spotify t(15) p

Quality of Recommendations M = 2.84, σ = 0.62 M = 2.50, σ = 0.61 1.88 0.08
Interface and Interaction Adequacy M = 2.98, σ = 0.70 M = 2.46, σ = 0.77 2.26 0.04
Control and Transparency M = 3.27, σ = 0.56 M = 2.41, σ = 0.97 3.86 < 0.01
Attitudes and Behavioural Intentions M = 3.20, σ = 0.55 M = 2.75, σ = 0.66 2.54 0.02
Total score over all 22 questions M = 3.03, σ = 0.51 M = 2.51, σ = 0.66 3.12 < 0.01

Table 4.2: Test results for the recommendation questionnaire (scores from 0 to 4), catego-
rized into our five constructs. Includes means and standard deviations for each app, along
with results of the paired samples t-test. Rows with statistically significant p values are
highlighted.

The number of interactions with TagFlip were smaller for all but one participant, and this
was found to be a significant effect with a paired-samples t-test; TagFlip: M = 144.56, σ =
37.00; Spotify: M = 209.56, σ = 54.64; t(15) = −5.85, p < 0.01, d = −1.48. A closer look
at our videos made it clear why such a large difference existed. With Spotify, participants
spent a lot of time switching between various charts, playlists, and radio stations; actions
that need several taps. In contrast, in TagFlip most of the interactions happened in the
main screen with the tags or the list of upcoming songs.

Beyond that, we were specifically interested in how effective the participants’ interactions
were. While it is generally difficult to objectively measure such a concept between two
fundamentally different interfaces, we chose to measure the number of interactions per
liked song as a way to approximate effectiveness. This value was found to be significantly
smaller for TagFlip (M = 25.61, σ = 15.07) than Spotify (M = 34.58, σ = 18.47); t(15) =
−2.05, p = 0.04. As such, our data supports H-Num-Int as well. Looking just at the
number of liked songs, we saw very close numbers for the two interfaces for most users
(TagFlip: M = 7.00, σ = 3.10 Spotify: M = 7.06, σ = 3.09), with no significant difference
found in a paired-samples t-test (t(15) = −0.79, p = 0.938). As such, our results do not
support H-Num-Songs.

Moving beyond our hypotheses, another measure worth looking at is the number of
tags pinned when in TagFlip, when the users transitioned between songs. With Spotify,
the user has only one point of control, which is realized through selecting a seed song for
recommendation or a pre-compiled playlist. With TagFlip, participants had an average of
2.27 tags pinned through-out their 10-minute exploration, which indicates a level of desired
control higher than what one tag can achieve. A comparison between recommendations
that led to a like by the user and those that did not, revealed a significant difference
between the number of pinned tags in the two cases; liked: M = 2.46, σ = 0.74; not liked:
M = 2.24, σ = 0.75; t(15) = 2.382, p = 0.03, d = 0.60. This can suggest that either the
songs chosen with more specific constraints turned out to be of higher quality for the user,
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or that participants were more likely to think they liked a song if they applied more control
toward retrieving it.

4.2.3 Interview results

We analysed the interviews using a grounded-theory approach to identify prevalent concepts.
The most prominent comment about TagFlip (mentioned by all participants) was the level
of control it provided to the user. Participants appreciated the fact that it was easy to
specify exactly what type of music they liked to hear as opposed to the more unpredictable
experience with Spotify. As one user put it in simple terms “You made tags useful”. Another
said jokingly, “Sometimes you have your own ideas about what your music should be. It is
not always what the powers that be think about it.” Another participant said “in Spotify,
you get a radio, like it or not!”. Some of the participants who used TagFlip second actually
complained about the fact that they could not combine criteria in Spotify, and some even
asked whether they had missed the feature in its interface. One participant said that with
Spotify, she kept trying to reach a “pleasant stream” but was not able to. With TagFlip on
the other hand, she could easily reach that state; she could choose a number of tags and then
expect to like most of the songs and “prevent radical changes”. Indeed, seven participants
mentioned that they did not like Spotify’s recommendations or playlists because of having
too little control. On the other hand, eight participants also liked the fact that Spotify
could sometimes require a smaller effort in order to find sufficiently good songs and that
some of the playlists were human-made. For instance, one user mentioned the fact that you
sometimes need some “up and down” and a “good mix”, which the pre-compiled playlists
can provide.

Another popular concept among the gathered responses, which was mentioned by 11
participants, involved the notions of fine-tuning (as explained earlier), control, and encoun-
tering intriguing tags. Our participants liked how TagFlip let them tune their experience
based on the tags of each played song. One of our users called this “local control”, com-
plaining that no other tool he had used supported it. “It helped me narrow down my mood”
was how he summarized this experience. We observed this phenomenon first-hand as well.
Participants would often see a tag and react to it with amusement or add it to the next song.
“hah, ‘sexy’, why not?!” and “‘groovy’, exactly!” were examples of this. A similar comment
noted how easily one could get diverse styles of music from TagFlip. As one participant put
it “I could easily go from blues to funk to rock to 70’s, so I got a lot more”. Other salient
themes in interview responses related to the size of the next four album arts being too small
(6 users), and appreciating the system’s transparency (5 users).

Based on how excited the participants were about TagFlip, and whether they explicitly
asked to have the app on their own phones (without us mentioning it) we classified them
into two groups (ENTH: enthusiastic, REST: rest of the users). Seven participants belonged
to ENTH. Out of the nine members of REST, another seven were still open to using TagFlip
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for active discovery, but were not as excited as ENTH members. Looking at the interview
transcripts, we found that all members of ENTH mentioned the fine-tuning and control
aspects of TagFlip, while only four of the second group did so. Using Fisher’s exact test,
this was found to be a significant effect (p = 0.03). A similar association was seen for
people who mentioned that they did not like Spotify’s recommendations (5 from ENTH
and only 2 from REST), however, this was not found to be significant (p = 0.13). We also
observed a significant difference between the groups in terms of the differences between
the number of liked songs with the two interfaces (ENTH: mean of differences between
number of liked songs in TagFlip/Spotify = 1.71, σ = 2.70; REST: M = −1.4, σ = 2.87;
t(13.44) = −2.26, p = 0.04, d = −1.23). This indicates that our enthusiastic group liked
more songs in TagFlip than Spotify, compared to the rest of the participants. In addition,
the earlier-mentioned significant difference between the number of interactions per liked
song was created by ENTH users (ENTH: mean difference in interactions per liked song
= −19.32, σ = 14.15; REST: M = −1.24, σ = 14.95).

4.3 Discussion

With TagFlip, our main goal was to foray into the less explored space of user-controlled and
transparent music recommendation on mobile devices, and test the possibility of utilizing
social tags to accommodate such control.

Out of our five hypotheses on subjective experience, four were supported in our results.
These included the aggregate user feedback for recommendation aspects (H-Rec-All), in-
terface and interaction adequacy (H-Rec-Int), control and transparency (H-Rec-Cont), and
attitudes and behavioural intentions (H-Rec-Att). A careful look at individual questions
reveals the main driving force behind these to be the way TagFlip provided means for
users to easily manipulate and fine-tune their recommendations, and how it exposed its
logic of operation to them (H-Rec-Int). This resulted in a high level of perceived control
and transparency (H-Rec-Cont). Although the improvement in the overall quality of rec-
ommendations was not found to be significant (H-Rec-Qual), the participants’ trust toward
TagFlip appears to have greatly benefited from its transparency and high control, leading to
a significant difference in the fourth recommendation construct as well (H-Rec-Att). This is
an interesting phenomenon, suggesting that the users’ trust does not depend merely on the
quality of the recommended items, but also on how much agency they had in the process.
A similar effect was reported by McNee et al. [103], who found that higher control leads to
higher loyalty, even despite more user effort and comparable recommendation accuracy.

Analysis of our lab study interviews revealed a strong relation between mentioning the
conrol and fine-tuning aspects of TagFlip and being in the enthusiastic group of participants
who asked to have TagFlip on their own phones as soon as possible. Being able to fine-tune
the stream of songs is a concept that has been largely absent from music recommenders.
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Besides minimizing the effort in both high-level and fine-tuning control, our way of pre-
senting music can also lead to spontaneous explorations when it shows an intriguing tag.
Our users often chose tags out of amusement, wonder, or sheer curiosity in looking at the
number of conforming songs for various tag combinations. As such, TagFlip also enables the
user to easily change course significantly with some tags, while keeping other tags pinned,
to simultaneously achieve overall similarity. We will further explore this behaviour around
new tags (and thus new musical styles and genres) in our field evaluation.

Moving on to objective measures, we observed considerably different behaviours in user
interaction between the interfaces. As mentioned before, most of our users’ interactions with
Spotify were directed at navigating the various UI elements, such as scrolling through lists
of songs and playlists or switching between them. These actions incurred a large number
of screen touches, significantly more than with TagFlip, where most interactions happened
in the main screen, pinning/unpinning tags or scrolling the list of upcoming songs. Data
from these observations supported our hypothesis on interaction effort (H-Num-Int), which
indicates that TagFlip was successful in keeping interaction effort minimal; one of its core
design requirements. That said, the number of liked songs with the two apps was surprisingly
close, with similarly close and relatively small standard deviations. This could hint at an
unknown factor playing a role here. Perhaps this measure is not appropriate for gauging
overall performance with the apps, as it might be rooted in an unconscious tendency to like
an equal number of songs with both. Nevertheless, we believe that the above difference in
interactions per liked song can still be meaningful and indicate a smaller effort required by
TagFlip for finding a comparable number of new songs.

Our lab study results suggested that music discovery based on social tags can be a vi-
able solution to increasing user control in music recommendation. More importantly, our
iterative design process gave us valuable insight into the users’ expectations, reactions, and
mental models regarding tag-based discovery. Our principal challenge in designing TagFlip
was figuring out the appropriate way of laying out all the required information for the user
within the confines of a mobile device, without causing cognitive overload and requiring
intricate interaction. Our ability to design this interface with high usability and user satis-
faction compared to one of the most popular commercial tools suggests that there is room
for expanding tag-based interfaces out of the academic space and integrating them into
consumer-facing services, in order to make user interaction with massive music libraries
more efficient, directed, and transparent.

4.3.1 Design considerations and remaining questions

In the previous chapter, we discussed a few of our design choices in building TagFlip. Some
of our key findings from the lab study were the following:
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Full tag-list presentation: If the user desires to start listening by specifying tags rather
than from a song, they are presented with an alphabetically ordered list of tags with the
option to search. Some users found the mental load associated with this task to be too
heavy. An interesting question would be how the list of all tags can be presented in a way
that reduces the friction of thinking about what to choose. One solution could be a sorting
of the list based on the users’ listening histories.

Control on tag strength might improve satisfaction: We discussed how tag strength
was left out of the final interface due to the confusion between it and how much users cared
about a tag or how popular it was. In our lab study, none of the participants expressed a
need for such a feature. However, perhaps its addition can increase user satisfaction through
providing higher quality recommendations. TagFlip prioritizes songs that posses all the re-
quested tags over those that have some but with higher strength. While our participants
were mostly content with the recommended material, in a couple of instances they com-
plained that in their opinion, certain song/tag associations were incorrect. Hence, future
work can investigate the importance of such a feature and whether it can enhance user
experience.

Communicating target set sizes: As we previously explained, in cases were the set
of pinned tags resulted in no exactly matching songs, the interface informed the users and
encouraged them to remove a tag. In the lab study, this design proved to be sufficient in
dealing with empty target sets. In the few times that this happened during the study, users
quickly reacted to the message by removing the tags they cared least about. However, a
more comprehensive understanding of this matter will require a longer term period of usage.

Categorizing tags helps: As seen in Figure 3.1, our presentation of tags is categorized
into genres, moods, and other. A third of our participants explicitly mentioned that they
liked this categorization, one felt it was not needed, and the rest did not have specific
opinions about it. As such, we did not find enough evidence to suggest that alternate
designs could perform better in giving the user a high level idea of the type of music that
is played.

Limiting the main screen vs. full scrolling: Although showing only nine tags on the
main screen appeared to be a reasonable choice in our usability tests, many of our users
in the final user study kept trying to scroll the list up and down instead of navigating to
the “more tags” page. An interesting design space to explore in the future would be ways
of showing all tags of the playing song in the main screen while still keeping the cognitive
load to a minimum and the flow of songs between current and next fully visible.
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Excluding certain types of music: Some of the users expressed a need for telling the
system that they did not want to hear a certain type of music, by excluding a certain
tag. From a design standpoint, a number of our earlier prototypes included this feature;
however, most of these designs were deemed difficult to understand by most users. As such,
this remains an open question design-wise. From an algorithmic point of view, The positive
nature of song/tag annotations makes this difficult to support. One solution would be to
use methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis to transform the folksonomy into a set of
topics [88, 142]. Having this information, one could then define topics as being contrary
to each other, and thus utilize the available information on each song to exclude it from a
recommended set.

Order of upcoming songs: The upcoming album arts at the bottom right of the main
screen represented the four upcoming songs in the order of top left, top right, bottom left,
and bottom right. This ordering was not clear to many of our participants during their
initial pre-task five minute introduction run through the apps. Hence, a more conventional
ordering from left to right or top to bottom may be a better choice.

Integration with conventional applications: Some of our participants tried clicking
on the album art of the current song, expecting to be taken to a dedicated page for the
album or artist, and some mentioned they were more interested in artist-based exploration
than song-based. An interesting avenue to explore is ways of integrating such functionalities
into a tag-based navigation interface, or adding the latter to the more conventional music
streaming tools.

4.4 Limitations

A potential confounding factor, which is inherent to the methodological choice we took,
is the demand characteristic effect [53, 111]. This effect describes the possible tendency
of participants to subjectively rate our tool higher because they realize we built it. Being
aware of this potential threat, we tried to alleviate it by carefully avoiding to bias our
participants in any way. For instance, we did not tell the participants that used Spotify
first about the second app that they were going to compare it to; they were only told
that we were comparing two apps. In addition, the fact that TagFlip did not end up being
rated significantly better than Spotify in the more general questions about recommendation
quality can suggest that such an effect was not strong. On the other hand, since most
participants had previous experience with Spotify’s app, a boost to usability ratings for
Spotify is also expected.
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Chapter 5

Field Study

In the previous chapter, we saw how in a preliminary lab-based study [58], participants
favoured TagFlip over Spotify’s mobile app in aspects such as interaction adequacy, control,
transparency, and trust, and a majority expressed a desire to continue using it. In addition,
users needed a significantly smaller number of interactions with their devices to find new
liked songs in TagFlip, and felt encouraged to explore genres and styles of music that were
completely new to them.

While these results are encouraging, the initial lab evaluation does not cover several
critical factors pertaining to everyday use of a music recommender, and the long-term
reasons why users would prefer or dislike it compared to current mainstream solutions
[102].

As we saw in Chapter 2, while a large number of studies that introduce novel recommen-
dation interfaces are accompanied with lab-based evaluations, very few have moved beyond
the lab settings and offered longer term field evaluations. That said, there are valuable con-
tributions in this area that helped us formulate our own longitudinal study protocol while
improving on previous methodology.

In 2008, on the cusp of the smartphone revolution, Lehtiniemi [82] reported on a five-
week user study with 42 participants, designed to evaluate the previously discussed Su-
perMusic; a Symbian OS application that offered context-aware and personalized music
recommendations on the go, along with social networking features, and explanations on
why each item was recommended. The analysed data consisted of post-hoc interviews and
interaction logs. Later on in 2010, Kuhn et al. [73] evaluated an Android-based music rec-
ommender and social music platform called Museek, which operated based on the users’
listening behaviours and social tags of music. The interface provided several different ways
of playing and discovering music, including traditional lists, similar items recommendation,
smart shuffle that avoided skipped music, 2D and 3D similarity maps, and a tag cloud repre-
senting the users’ collection of music. The authors analysed interaction logs of the app over
usage periods of five days to understand which features and playback methods of the app
were used most. Although interesting results were reported, usage logs were the only type of
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data gathered, making it difficult to gain a deeper understanding of the users’ motivations.
Another interesting recommender interface that was evaluated using longitudinal methods
is Movie Tuner [161] (Figure 2.17 in Chapter 2). Although not a music recommender, the
interface bears similarities to TagFlip as it gives users the ability to control recommenda-
tions based on the tags of the currently presented movie. The tool was made available on
the MovieLens website [126] for 14 weeks. The authors analysed activity logs plus a ques-
tionnaire filled by 160 users to both evaluate the technique overall, and compare different
choices of algorithms with between-subjects methods. Similar to Museek’s evaluation [73],
the reported results were predominantly quantitative.

Improving on the above methodologies, we utilized a within-subjects design (TagFlip
and Spotify) and a mixed-methods approach including daily diary entries, pre and post-hoc
interviews, multiple questionnaires at different stages, and usage logs (for TagFlip only),
in order to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the participants’ time with the
apps. Diary studies [80], which have not been popular in music recommendation research,
have the unique ability of recording events at a time much closer to when they occur, rather
than retroactively, as is the case with post hoc interviews or questionnaires. As such, they
can have great potential in exploring how users adopt novel tools and technologies.

Out of the works reviewed in Chapter 2, only Rush 2 [7] was evaluated using diaries,
which helped the authors closely investigate the situations in which each feature of the app
was used. However, while it is difficult to find examples of studies employing diaries for
evaluating novel music recommenders, a number of works have utilized them to investigate
behaviours related to music listening, and its effects in the long-term. In a three-day diary
study with 41 participants, Cunningham et al. [25] looked at when, where, and how the
participants encountered new music. In a month-long diary study with 121 participants,
Lamont and Webb [77] investigated the notion of favourite music, how stable this aspect
of music is for listeners, and what factors play a role in elevating a piece of music to
being a favourite. Goethem and Sloboda [42] performed diary studies with a total of 104
participants, and found that music listening can have a strong role in affect regulation
through strategies such as distraction and introspection, or promoting a happy or relaxing
mood. Similarly, Schäfer [134] conducted a ten-day diary study with 121 participants to
investigate the reasons why people listen to music. Finally, Hagen [47] focused on streaming
services, and studied the playlist related behaviours of 12 heavy users of music streaming
over the course of four sampling periods, each two to three days long. Hagen reported that
playlists are ultimately the materialization of the users’ desire for control over a vast online
library; they are means through which users demonstrate “uniqueness” and express their
identity. This resonates with our emphasis on user control in music recommendation.

Our field study was designed to help us gain a deeper understanding of the real-world
usage and adoption of TagFlip, and more generally tag-based music recommender inter-
faces. Besides utilizing diaries in order to obtain fresh feedback, our within-subjects design
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comparing TagFlip with a mainstream service during the course of two weeks, was another
unique aspect of our field study. Despite our broad search criteria, none of the studies we
reviewed in Chapter 2 compared novel music discovery tools with what is already popular
amongst users. This comparative approach brought about two major advantages. First, it
helped us put our findings in perspective and better understand the areas in which our tool
excelled or fell short in comparison to a refined and polished commercial app that represents
the conventional paradigm of less-controllable and more algorithmic recommendation. Sec-
ondly, it gave our participants a familiar point of reference, helping them better formulate
their points of excitement or frustration with our tool.

Among others, this study helped explore questions such as:

• With a week-long usage period, can we corroborate the findings of TagFlip’s lab-based
evaluation, where participants used each app for only 15 minutes?

• How does a recommender interface based on interaction with tags compare to one
based on more conventional approaches (Spotify) in terms of various aspects of user
satisfaction? Do these tools cater to different or similar use cases and scenarios?

• How do the users’ satisfaction factors evolve over the period of one week?

• Do different types of music listeners use the app in distinct ways? Will their listening
personality affect their levels of satisfaction with TagFlip?

• How do the two apps compare in the degree to which users explore diverse genres and
styles that they did not know or like prior to participating?

5.1 Design and Code Refinements

Prior to the field test, a pilot study was conducted in order to improve the study protocol
and materials, and identify technical bugs. Findings from this pilot, as well as some of the
outcomes of the lab study, also helped us make a number of important improvements to the
interface. Figure 5.1 shows TagFlip’s main tag selection interface before and after the pilot
study.

Before these revisions, the four upcoming album arts were arranged in a square, which
made their order ambiguous to some participants. In addition, users could view a full text-
only list of upcoming songs and some participants mentioned how they would like album
arts inside this list. To improve upon these elements, the upcoming album arts at the
bottom were rearranged sequentially, and were made scrollable horizontally. Since the full
list of upcoming songs could now be accessed through scrolling the album arts, we also
removed the textual list. Along with this change, the randomize button was removed as its
functionality was now supported through scrolling the album arts.
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Another change was the addition of the “lock artist” button which locked the stream
of songs to the current artist, unpinned all tags, and greyed out the right side of the tags
section in order to communicate the fact that tags were no longer deciding the course of
the music1. This made it possible for the users to explore individual artists more efficiently.
A number of other small changes were made to make controls more prominent and usable,
including, the changes made to the buttons for adding more tags of the current song and
other tags from the dataset. In addition, since the average size of mobile phone screens had
steadily increased during the time between our lab and field tests, we were able to allocate
more space to the bottom part of the screen while keeping the sizes of tag rows in the top
part intact. Figure 5.2 demonstrates the various screens of the app before the field study.

1The density of our library did not lend itself to making each individual artist’s portfolio explorable
through tags as most artists had less than 20 songs. Similarly, we did not offer album-based exploration as
our dataset did not include full albums

Figure 5.1: The main tag interaction screen of TagFlip before and after revisions for the
field study. (a) Initial design used in the lab study (b) New design for the field study, with
the upcoming album arts arranged sequentially in a scrollable horizontal list.
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In addition to design improvements, TagFlip went through another development cycle
in order to meet the requirements of an app that must operate stably outside the lab
environment. Numerous technical bugs were fixed, and basic conveniences expected from
a music player, such as stability, playback controls in a system notification, and control
through headphone buttons were implemented. As Android devices can have a variety of
different screen sizes, aspect ratios, and resolutions, the interface was built and tested with

Figure 5.2: TagFlip’s various screens after revisions for the field study: (a) Start screen, (b)
Library screen shown if user selects the top option in the start screen, (c) Tags screen shown
if the user selects the bottom option in the start screen, (d) Now playing screen housing
the main tag-based interaction, (e) Song history screen, (f) Tag history screen showing the
percentage of songs played by the user that included each tag, filterable by type of tag.
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several different devices in order to adapt well to most screens. Besides refinements to code,
enhancements were made to the tag processing and song filtering pipeline as well, which led
to an increase of roughly 20% in the number of songs available, bringing the total library
size to about 120,000 songs.

5.2 Methods

The study was performed across two sites, Simon Fraser University and University of Vienna.
Participants were recruited through convenience sampling, using posters, invitation links
sent to student mailing lists and colleagues, and word-of-mouth. As participation in a two-
week study can be a difficult commitment, we rewarded participants who finished the study
50 Canadian Dollars (35 Euros). We employed a within-subjects design to compare TagFlip
and Spotify (with a premium subscription). Each participant used each of the apps on their
own Android phone for one week, after which they switched to the other (with randomized
order of apps). As such, participants were required to have an Android phone with Android
5 or later, as well as a Spotify premium subscription. The latter was necessary both to use
Spotify to its full potential, and to be able to play music in TagFlip. If a participant did
not already have a premium Spotify subscription and had already used their trial period,
we covered the cost of a month-long subscription for them.

The study protocol was as follows:

• Pre-study session, before the two-week testing period:

– The participants were interviewed regarding their music listening and discovery
behaviours and filled a demographic questionnaire.

– The participants used each app for five minutes without the guidance of the
experimenter and then filled the SUS questionnaire [21].

• Week one:

– The participants used one of the two apps (assigned randomly) for one week.
They were told to focus primarily on discovering new music.

– Every night, the participants received a reminder containing a link to a diary
form for the day.

– After the first week, the participants received a link to a recommendation ques-
tionnaire, which they filled in regard with the app they used in their first week.

• Week two:

– The participants switched to the other app and followed the same procedure as
the first week, filling a recommendation questionnaire at the end.
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• Post-study session:

– The participants filled a comparative questionnaire which put the two apps di-
rectly head-to-head.

– The participants were interviewed to reflect on their experience and express any
final thoughts.

The demographic questionnaire and the pre-study interview focused on the participants’
music related behaviours, covering topics such as the size of the personal music collections,
how many hours per day they listened to music passively and actively, their favourite stream-
ing services, and preferred methods of music discovery.

The recommendation questionnaire, which was filled at the end of each week, was a
slightly modified version of the ResQue [121] based questionnaire used in the lab study.
Our lab study showed one of the more interesting differences between TagFlip and Spotify
to be the ways in which they motivated users to explore new genres of music. As such, a
fifth construct named diversity of discovered music was added to the questionnaire. As a
reminder, the other four constructs were quality of recommendations, interface and inter-
action adequacy, control and transparency, and attitudes and behavioural intentions. There
were a total of 24 questions, with each construct being calculated as the average response
to a number of negative and positive Likert scale questions. We used the paired-samples
t-test to compare constructs between the two apps. All questions were coded from 0 to 4
(5 response choices) and negative questions were coded in reverse. The list of all questions
included in the recommendation questionnaire can be seen in Table 4.2, which we will return
to later.

The daily diary form contained questions on several topics, including which apps the
participants used for music listening during the day, whether they used their designated
app, how satisfied they were with their experience with it (8 Likert scale questions clas-
sified into two constructs: quality of recommendations and music diversity), during which
activities they used the apps, the devices they used for music listening during the day, if
they discovered and liked any new genres of music on the day, and any other interesting
experience worth reporting (open question).

Finally, the comparative questionnaire, which was filled during the final post-study
interview session contained 12 questions, with answers given on a 10-point numbered scale
between the two apps. For half of the participants, TagFlip was placed on the right side
of the scale, and for the other half on the left. This questionnaire gave the participants
a chance to more consciously weigh the two apps against each other at the end of their
participation, and express which one they preferred to use for various music consumption
purposes. Each question covered one topic, and the topics included active listening, control,
expanding knowledge, expression, future discovery, new albums, new artists, new genres, new
songs, passive listening, transparency, and trust. The full list of comparative questions and
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the topic they covered can be seen in Figure 5.3. We will use the topic names from this
point on to refer to these questions.

In addition to the above subjective measures, we recorded and analysed usage logs from
TagFlip. These included elements such as all tag interactions, which screen listening was
started from, song skips, and so on. While this was only possible for TagFlip, it still resulted
in worthwhile information that aided us gain a more insightful understanding of the larger
picture of how the apps compared.

Based on the design of the apps and the findings of the lab-study, we formulated the
following hypotheses:

• Verifying lab study results:

– The SUS questionnaire will result in similar scores for the two apps with no
statistically significant difference (H-SUS).

– In the recommendation questionnaire, TagFlip will score significantly higher in
the constructs of interface and interaction adequacy (H-Rec-Int), control and
transparency (H-Rec-Cont), and attitudes and behavioural intentions (H-Rec-
Att).

• In the recommendation questionnaire, TagFlip will be rated significantly higher in the
new construct named diversity of discovered music (H-Rec-Div).

• Based on diary submissions, participants will discover and like significantly more new
genres with TagFlip (H-Diary-NewGen).

• Based on diary submissions, participants will find new liked genres with TagFlip on
significantly more days than with Spotify (H-Diary-NewGenDays).

• In the comparative questionnaire

– TagFlip will be significantly preferred in the following topics (refer to Figure 5.3
for topic/question associations):

∗ Control (H-Comp-TF-Cont)
∗ Expanding Knowledge (H-Comp-TF-Know)
∗ Expression (H-Comp-Exp)
∗ New genres (H-Comp-TF-Genre)
∗ Future Discovery (H-Comp-TF-Future)
∗ Transparency (H-Comp-TF-Trans)
∗ Trust (H-Comp-TF-Trust)

– Spotify will be significantly preferred in:

∗ New Albums (H-Comp-Spot-Albums)
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∗ Passive Listening (H-Comp-Spot-Passive)

The first group of hypotheses were targeted at verifying the lab study results regarding
usability and recommendation capabilities. For the former, the labs study showed no signif-
icant difference between the apps using a paired-samples t-test, and for the latter, TagFlip
was rated significantly higher in three constructs.

Based on our lab study interviews, we concluded that our novel tag-based interaction
was possibly superior to Spotify’s more conventional paradigm when it came to discovering
diverse music and new previously unknown genres. As such, H-Rec-Div was added to cover
this matter. The next two hypotheses were also formed based on the same conjecture. We
used the diaries to keep a close eye on the users’ newly discovered genres of music on a day
to day basis. H-Diary-NewGen was formulated in order to understand whether a difference
existed in the total number of new favourite genres and styles of music discovered over
the course of the whole study, and H-Diary-NewGenDays was added to investigate whether
such an effect lasted during the course of the study, or was limited to a small number of
days (due to being a result of TagFlip’s novelty, which might wear off).

Finally, the hypotheses formed around the comparative questionnaire were based on
both our lab study results and the specific designs of the apps. We previously found that
Spotify’s more traditional recommendation features lend themselves better to passive listen-
ing. Moreover, as TagFlip does not include any album-related features, we hypothesised that
the participants would significantly lean toward Spotify for album discovery. In regard with
the remaining three comparative question topics, including Active Listening, New songs,
and New Artists, we did not expect a strong preferences toward either app, as they each
have advantages and shortcomings in these areas.

In addition to these hypotheses, we explored our results for other interesting relations
and phenomena, especially with regard to the diaries, the interviews, and the usage logs.

5.3 Results

A total of 27 participants were recruited for the study. One of the disadvantages of diary
studies is the relatively high amount of non-response due to participants finding it difficult
to commit for a prolonged amount of time. In our case, each app was to be used for seven
days. One participant dropped out in the first week. After the study was finished, diary
entries and usage logs were analysed and four more participants were excluded from further
analysis, whose time spent experimenting with the apps was deemed insufficient for produc-
ing meaningful data. One or more of the following conditions were true for these: (a) used
the app on fewer than three days according to their diary submissions, (b) opened TagFlip
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on fewer than three days according to their usage logs, or (c) played fewer than 10 songs
from the main tag interaction screen2.

5.3.1 Demographics and listening habits

The remaining 22 participants (16 in Canada and 6 in Austria) had a median age of 22.5.
Nine of the participants were undergraduate students and the other 13 had an associate
degree or higher. Sixteen of the participants had a computer science or engineering back-
ground, and the other six came from diverse fields, including biology, business information,
education, and athletics. All but one participant reported that they regularly used music
recommendation and streaming services. Spotify was the most popular platform, with 12
naming it as their top service and five others using it occasionally. YouTube was second
with 14 participants mentioning it.

Our participants reported a median of 2-4 hours of passive, and 30 minutes to an hour
of active listening per day. Most respondents had a difficult time estimating the sizes of
their personal music collections, possibly because most modern streaming services do not
offer an easy way of knowing the number of songs one has saved to their library or playlists.
With the estimates our users gave, the median library size was only 512 songs, which differs

2All included participants played 20 songs or more

Table 5.1: Median responses for all the questions regarding recommendation aspects, coded
from 0 to 4. Responses to questions with negative tone were coded inversely, such that 4 is
always the best score.
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Construct TagFlip Spotify t(21) p

Quality of Recommendations M = 2.17, σ = 0.62 M = 2.36, σ = 0.51 -0.94 0.36
Interface and Interaction Adequacy M = 2.64, σ = 0.58 M = 2.18, σ = 0.55 2.59 0.02
Transparency and Control M = 2.64, σ = 0.47 M = 2.02, σ = 0.61 3.50 < 0.01
Diversity of Discovered Music M = 2.73, σ = 0.86 M = 1.75, σ = 0.84 3.76 < 0.01
Attitudes and Behavioural Intentions M = 2.43, σ = 0.67 M = 2.61, σ = 0.46 -1.01 0.32
Total score over all 24 questions M = 2.48, σ = 0.50 M = 2.24, σ = 0.44 1.47 0.16

Table 5.2: Test results for the recommendation questionnaire (scores from 0 to 4), catego-
rized into our five constructs. Includes means and standard deviations for each app, along
with results of the paired-samples t-test. Rows with statistically significant p values are
highlighted.

substantially from our earlier large-scale study, where we found the number to be around
4500 [57]. This can point to a major shift toward adopting streaming services in the past
few years.

5.3.2 Questionnaires
SUS and Recommendation Questionnaires

Similar to the results of the lab study, the SUS questionnaire gave us similar scores for both
apps (TF: M = 73.86, σ = 11.60; SP: M = 74.10, σ = 11.30), with no significant difference
observed in a paired-samples t-test (t(21) = −0.86, p = 0.932). This confirms H-SUS.

The results of our recommendation questionnaire, which was filled after each week-long
period of using an app, also partially verified the previous findings. Table 5.1 shows medians
of responses given to all questions in this questionnaire for both interfaces, categorized
into our five constructs. Responses were coded into scores from 0 to 4, and negatively
toned questions were coded inversely such that higher scores are always better. In addition,
Table 5.2 depicts the results of paired-samples t-tests between TagFlip and Spotify for all
constructs. As seen here, TagFlip was rated significantly higher in interface and interaction
adequacy, control and transparency, and diversity of discovered music. In comparison, the
lab study results had shown a significantly higher rating for TagFlip in the attitudes and
behavioural intentions construct as well. As such, our field study results confirmH-Rec-Int,
H-Rec-Cont, and H-Rec-Div, but not H-Rec-Att.

Response histograms for all 24 questions (divided into the five constructs) plus the SUS
questionnare are provided in section B.2 of Appendix B.

Comparative Questionnaire

The questions included in the comparative questionnaire are shown in Figure 5.3. Responses
were given on a 10-point scale and coded from -4.5 to 4.5, with negative numbers indicating
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a preference for Spotify, and vice versa. The figure depicts average scores from our partici-
pants, and results of the one-sample t-test against a score of 0 (indicating no preference).

The results here mostly echo those seen in the recommendation questionnaire and thus
help validate it. The participants favoured TagFlip significantly in four of the questions.
These were expression, transparency, expanding knowledge, and control. In addition, TagFlip
was favoured for discovering new genres, albeit the effect was not statistically significant.

On the other hand, Spotify was significantly favoured for new albums and passive listen-
ing. The participants preferred Spotify for finding new artists as well, but not significantly.
This is while, similar to what we observed with the attitudes and behavioural intentions
construct from the recommendation questionnaire, trust and future discovery leaned very
slightly toward Spotify.

Given the fact that TagFlip completely lacks album-based organization, it is not sur-
prising that Spotify was heavily favoured for discovering albums. In addition, the heavy
preference for Spotify in passive listening can indicate that current approaches to music
recommendation are fairly powerful when users do not desire interaction with their devices.
This also resonates with the interviews we did in the lab study, where participants found
Spotify to be more appropriate for passive sessions. On the other hand, it is also interesting
to see how heavily pronounced the aspect of expanding one’s knowledge of musical genres
with TagFlip was for our participants; a sentiment that was previously not revealed in the
lab study, and the comparative questionnaire helped uncover.

Returning to our hypotheses, we find H-Comp-TF-Cont, H-Comp-TF-Know, H-
Comp-Exp,H-Comp-TF-Trans,H-Comp-Spot-Passive, andH-Comp-Spot-Albums
confirmed.

5.3.3 Diaries

Our participants submitted a median of seven diary entries for both apps, with a total of 310
(TF: 157, SP: 153) diary entries. As they were not forced to use their designated apps, the
median number of days the users reported to have actually used them on was six for both
apps. Looking at individual submissions, in 11% of the entries submitted during TagFlip’s
week and 9% of those filled while testing Spotify participants reported that they did not
listen to music for various reasons (not having time, not being in the mood, etc.). When they
did listen to music, the participants reported that they did not use their designated apps,
TagFlip and Spotify, in 12% and 4% of the relevant diary entries respectively. While the
difference between apps is rather substantial, it is not surprising, as most of our participants
were regular Spotify users. The most frequently used service outside of the ones tested was
YouTube, which was mentioned in 93 diary entries. Offline music players were second with
36 mentions. Interestingly, using Spotify was mentioned in 47 of the entries filled while
testing TagFlip, further demonstrating that our participants continued their regular music
listening habits during the experiment.
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Figure 5.3: Results of the comparative questionnaire. Averages, standard deviations (blue),
and 95% confidence intervals (grey) for scores given for each question, with a range between
-4.5 to 4.5 are displayed. Negative numbers indicate a preference for Spotify, and vice versa.
Results of a one-sample t-test against an average of 0 (no difference) are also shown.

Activities

Spotify was used much more during other activities (51% of the entries) than TagFlip
(31.5%). Commuting (27%), web surfing (23%), studying (22%), and housework (17%) were
the top activities accompanying Spotify. For TagFlip, commuting was still at the top of the
list with 26%, however, studying (25%), web surfing (20%), and driving (11%) were second
to fourth. Similar to the comparative questions, Spotify’s higher percentage of use during
other activities can indicate a preference toward Spotify during times when interaction is
not desired or possible. In addition, the fact that housework did not end up in the top
four activities for TagFlip can indicate a certain tendency to interact with the app more,
as housework is the kind of activity that can make interaction with the music source quite
inconvenient.

Devices

Most of the listening happened on smartphones, which is expected, as participants were
evaluating smartphone apps. However, it is still worthwhile to review the differences between
the apps. During Spotify’s week, smartphones were used on 60% of the days and computers
were second with 33%. Meanwhile, during TagFlip’s week smartphones were at 65% and
computers at 26%. This could suggest that participants sometimes used Spotify’s desktop
application instead of the phone app during the corresponding week.
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Quality and diversity

The diary contained eight Likert scale questions based on the two constructs of quality
of recommendations and diversity of discovered music. We chose only two constructs so
as to limit the size of the diary form and not risk overwhelming the respondents. The
choice of constructs was informed by the pilot study and the lab study results, where
users rated TagFlip lower in the quality construct, but tended to mention discovery of
new and intriguing tags/genres as one of the highlights of their experience with it. This
is also an element that can be highly influenced by the novelty of TagFlip’s interface and
approach; an effect that a longer period of usage could help diminish. As such, the diary
studies represented an opportunity to investigate how these two factors evolved over time.
The questions constituting each construct were formulated differently from those within
corresponding constructs in the recommendation questionnaire and were asked in random
order.

The questions were:

• Quality of recommendations:

1. Using the app3 today, I discovered new music that I liked.

2. I was frustrated by some of the recommendations on the app today.

3. I felt like I was wasting my time trying to get good recommendations from the
app today.

4. Compared to other apps I know, the app gave me better recommendations today.

• Diversity of discovered music

1. Using the app today, I felt encouraged to explore new styles of music.

2. Today the app helped me find new genres of music that I liked.

3. Most of the music I found today with the app was of styles and genres I was
already familiar with.

4. Using the app today, I only looked for styles of music I already knew.

Figure 5.4 depicts the daily progression of average responses to these constructs. All
responses were coded between 0 and 4. Reaffirming the results of the recommendation
questionnaire, diversity was rated considerably higher for TagFlip. Quality was rated higher
for Spotify, albeit, with a smaller difference. The plots paint a clear trend for Spotify,
where both constructs see a gradual increase. With TagFlip, it is difficult to discern a
trend. However, quality has a visible dip in the middle and rises by the end, while diversity
peaks in the beginning, which could be explained by the previously mentioned novelty

3This was replaced with application name in the actual form
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Figure 5.4: Seven-day progression of responses given to the Likert scale questions in the
diary, investigating the two issues of quality of recommendations, and diversity of discovered
music.

factor of tags. Performing a paired-samples t-test on the participants’ average responses
to the two constructs over the full period of their experiences with the apps, we found
diversity to be rated significantly higher for TagFlip (t(21) = 4.88, p < 0.001). As for the
quality construct, while Spotify was rated higher, the effect was not found to be significant
(t(21) = −1.42, p = 0.170). As discussed earlier, submission of daily diary entries proved
to be a difficult commitment for some participants, leading to incomplete data. Only 11
participants filled a diary for all seven days of using both apps. For this reason, we did not
perform deeper statistical analyses such as a repeated measures ANOVA on these questions.

New genres or tags

The diary asked whether the participants discovered any new genres of music that they
ended up liking but had not heard of or were not interested in before. The answer was
positive on a median of 2 days for TagFlip (M = 1.95, σ = 1.76) and 0 days for Spotify
(M = 0.73, σ = 0.94), leading to a significant difference (t(21) = 3.41, p = 0.001) and
confirming H-Diary-NewGenDays. On average, participants could name a median of 2
newly liked genres or tags for TagFlip (M = 3.41, σ = 3.44) and 0 for Spotify (M = 0.55,
σ = 0.96). This difference too was found to be statistically significant (t(21) = 4.32, p <
0.001), confirming H-Diary-NewGen. Indeed, all our results indicate that TagFlip was
more effective in steering the participants toward more diverse styles of music. However, the
difficulty of identifying what genre songs belong to in Spotify (and most other mainstream
services) can also play a part here. No such information is displayed in Spotify’s interface
unless the user can deduce it based on the name of the current playlist or radio station.
Thus, even when our users realized that the music they were hearing in Spotify sounded
different and fresh, they were sometimes unable to name the genre, and mentioned this
problem a few times in the diaries. Not knowing the genre will in turn make it difficult for
users to come back and look for the specific kind of music on later use.
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Another noteworthy aspect of these outcomes is the fairly large standard deviations.
For instance, with TagFlip, six users did not find any new and favourable genres or tags,
while another six users mentioned five or more. Observing this broad spread, we investigated
possible relations between finding new liked genres and overall satisfaction with the apps.
Results of the Pearson correlation signalled a significant positive association between the
number of new favourable tags discovered and rating TagFlip higher in the diversity (r(22) =
0.43, p = 0.044) and quality (r(22) = 0.60, p = 0.003) constructs of the recommendation
questionnaire , as well as expressing a desire to continue using TagFlip over Spotify for
future music discovery in the comparative questionnaire (r(22) = 0.46, p = 0.030).

Other reasons for use

The diaries asked whether the participants had any reasons to use the app beyond taking
part in the study. A total of 34 entries mentioned such motives for using TagFlip, and 40 for
using Spotify. The top reasons for TagFlip were to find specific types of music (10 mentions),
curiosity about the tags (8), and to discover obscure or fresh music (6). For Spotify, being
regular users of it and wanting to listen to personal libraries and playlists was mentioned
13 times. Other top motives included the large library (4) and curiosity (4). We find the
fact our participants had motives beyond participating in the study for using TagFlip a
testament to its ability to fulfil a need in their music consumption routines.

To peek into the details of the everyday dealings of our participants with the apps,
we also included a question in the diary that asked about any noteworthy experiences the
respondents might have had on the day. We will review these results later on when we
discuss our interviews.

5.3.4 Usage logs

Usage logs were recorded so as to provide us with objective data on our users’ interactions
with TagFlip. It is important to note that it was not possible for us to record usage logs for
Spotify as we did not have access to its source code. Therefore, we are no able to compare
the results presented in this section between the apps. That said, the logs gathered from
TagFlip can still offer fascinating insight into how our participants adopted to its tag-based
paradigm.

Table 5.3 presents a brief summary of interactions and playback statistics. In analysing
the usage logs, we looked mainly at the users’ tag-based interactions, and how they affected
their reported experiences. The users’ median number of tags selected on the main screen
for the next song (min = 1,max = 4) was found to have a significant positive correlation
with their responses to the quality construct from the recommendation questionnaire. This
factor also had strong positive but non-significant correlations with all other recommenda-
tion constructs, as well as most of the comparative questions. A deeper analysis of the data
revealed significant positive associations between the users’ total number of distinct tags
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Statistic (over 7 days) Median Mean Stdev Min Max
Number of plays (non-distinct) 122.50 165.63 157.65 23 728
Number of distinct songs played 102.00 122.27 90.59 20 335
Median number of tags selected for next song
(flipped to the right side)

2.25 2.39 1.00 1 4

Total number of distinct tags selected 22.00 23.04 10.96 8 46
Genre tags 11.00 11.23 5.91 3 22
Mood tags 5.50 6.04 3.58 1 14
Other tags 4.50 5.77 3.76 2 16

Total number of distinct tags selected divided
by all plays

0.17 0.21 0.14 0.03 0.61

Genre tags 0.08 0.10 0.77 0.02 0.32
Mood tags 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.17
Other tags 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.22

Number of tag select/deselect actions on main
screen divided by all plays

0.31 0.39 0.33 0.00 1.44

Select actions 0.13 0.20 0.19 0.00 0.80
Deselect action 0.15 0.19 0.15 0.00 0.65

Number of tag select actions minus deselect ac-
tions divided by all plays

0.01 0.01 0.09 -0.22 0.16

Table 5.3: Interaction statistics for TagFlip over the seven-day testing period for our 22
participants. The data behind this table consisted of average values for each participant
over seven days.

selected during the seven days divided by all song plays4 and rating TagFlip higher in three
of the comparative questions, namely, control (r(22) = 0.43, p = 0.048), expanding knowl-
edge (r(22) = 0.58, p = 0.005), and discovering new albums (r(22) = 0.50, p = 0.018). The
noteworthy point here is that discovering albums is one of the only two comparative ques-
tions where TagFlip is actually rated significantly lower on average. Interestingly, limiting
the scope of this test to genre tags amplified the results, leading to eight more significant
associations with the comparative questions, including the important topic of preferring
TagFlip for future music discovery over Spotify (r(22) = 0.53, p = 0.011).

Another component we investigated was the users’ degree of engagement with the main
functionality of the app, the tag interaction. We formulated this as the total number of
tag select and deselect actions divided by total song plays. Our data exhibited a significant
positive correlation between this and the comparative question on expanding one’s knowl-
edge of music (r(22) = 0.61, p = 0.002). To better understand this engagement, we looked
at the difference between tag select and deselect actions for each user. A positive differ-

4This is to normalize the statistics over all participants. As a measure of time spent with the app, we use
the total number of plays, including repeating plays of the same song.
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ence here would indicate a higher tendency to select tags displayed on the screen rather
than remove them. Thus, a higher number here can indicate that the user was more willing
to accept tags that the system selected by default. This time, in addition to expanding
musical knowledge (r(22) = 0.46, p = 0.030), there was a significant positive association
with the comparative question on using TagFlip rather Spotify for future music discov-
ery (r(22) = 0.46, p = 0.030). These results suggest that willingness to experiment with
tags (especially genres), and a certain openness to unknown or system-selected tags, were
deciding user traits when it came to enjoying TagFlip.

Spending time with newly discovered genres/tags

While presenting our results on the diary entries earlier, we discussed how our participants
reported on finding a much larger number of new liked genres with TagFlip compared to
Spotify, and how this factor had significant correlations with their positivity toward TagFlip.
Our usage logs gave us the opportunity to investigate how much these self-reported newly
discovered genres and tags were actually listened to by each user.

Our logs showed that the participants listened to an average of 34 songs (σ = 33.29)
while having intentionally selected5 one of their newly discovered tags. This constituted a
large fraction of the total number of songs each participant listened to, with a per user
average of 21% (σ = 26%). Additionally, choosing to listen to more music from these fresh
genres was significantly correlated with several satisfaction factors, including the constructs
of attitudes (r(22) = 0.55, p = 0.008), and quality (r(22) = 0.73, p < 0.001) from the
recommendation questionnaire. The fact that these two constructs are actually the ones
which were rated lower for TagFlip overall (Table 5.2) can have meaningful implications
toward the kind of user who had a more pleasant experience with the app, that is, those
who were more adventurous in listening to new genres of music.

Tag distances

To take our analysis one step further, we studied the users’ tag combinations at each song
transition. As explained earlier, in TagFlip’s dataset, each song-tag pair has a weight which
represents the percentage of users in Last.fm who attached the specific tag to the song,
to all users who annotated the song. Using these weights, each of the 357 tags can be
represented as a vector in the high-dimensional space of all songs. Thus, for each pair of
tags, we can compute a distance equal to one minus their cosine similarity in the song
space. We examined the average pairwise distance between the selected tags at each song
transition. We call this measure boundary pushing.

5Not selected by the system by default
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Although TagFlip allows the user to combine any set of tags, the music library is fairly
small compared to mainstream services, not to mention the fact that some pairs of tags
are inherently distant from a musical standpoint, e.g. country and trance. Hence, trying
to push the boundaries and combining tags with large distances, while possibly intriguing
for the user, can sometimes lead to retrieval of music that does not sound close to any
of the selected tags, let alone all. Case in point, average boundary pushing showed a sig-
nificant negative correlation with multiple user satisfaction aspects, including transparency
(r(22) = −0.65, p = 0.001) and trust (r(22) = −0.51, p = 0.001) from the comparative
questionnaire, and the constructs of interaction (r(22) = −0.42, p = 0.05) and diversity
(r(22) = −0.46, p = 0.030) from the recommendation questionnaire. The fact that all of
these (except for trust) are actually areas where TagFlip outperforms Spotify in overall
results makes these observations on boundary pushing all the more important.

5.3.5 Interviews

The pre-study interview was short and covered essential topics regarding the participants’
music listening and management behaviours, along with how often and through what meth-
ods they usually discovered new music. The post hoc interview attempted to gain a deeper
understanding of how they compared the two apps. The interviews were audio recorded,
transcribed, and then analysed using grounded theory methodology to extract the most
salient themes and ideas. As mentioned earlier, the diaries also included an open-ended
question inquiring about any interesting experiences the participants might have had on
the day. Results from this question are discussed here as well.

Pre-study interview

A total of 17 participants out of 22 used Spotify either regularly or occasionally prior to
the study. The most prominent tool for discovering music amongst our participants was
YouTube with 16 mentions, with Spotify coming in second with 12 mentions. Fourteen
participants mentioned that discovery on YouTube happened naturally while listening to
favourite tracks (through clicking on YouTube’s recommendations), as opposed to them
actively allocating time for discovering music. As for Spotify, the discover weekly and daily
mix lists were our participant’s most favoured recommendation feature and were mentioned
seven times. Next were community or Spotify-made pre-compiled playlists (4), and manual
exploration through similar artists (3). This is while the song radio, which uses the con-
ventional approach of recommending based on one seed song was not popular among our
participants at all. Two brought it up, saying they have stopped using it as they had to skip
too many songs. The third most prevalent way of discovering music for our participants
was through social networks or friends, with seven mentions. That being said, even though
most participants occasionally listened to new music and added it to their collections while
listening, only eight reported to be particularly interested in dedicating time to music dis-
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covery regularly, with 10 explicitly mentioning how they usually preferred their own libraries
to unfamiliar music. These results further support our discussion in Chapter 1, where we
posited that in the age of streaming, music listening and discovery cannot be considered
two separate tasks, rather, users discover music regularly through the same platforms which
they use for listening to music, and during similar usage contexts.

Post-study interview

Participants found TagFlip’s way of describing songs through tags as an invitation toward
exploring tags previously unknown to them. The most dominant theme in our post-study
interviews, mentioned by 20 participants, was encountering intriguing or surprising tags
such as “animals” and “glitch”. Nineteen said they were curious enough to explore these
tags and 16 ended up liking some of them. In fact, for numerous participants, this became a
routine method of discovery and contributed to a generally more diverse listening experience
than with Spotify (14 mentions), with many participants complaining that with the latter
app, they would usually end up listening to the same kinds of music repeatedly.

One user explained that when she did not have a specific song in mind she would start
from a broad tag such as “chill”. Once the music started, she would tap “more tags” to
see the rest of the playing song’s tags, and look for tags that appeared interesting and
previously unknown to her. This way, she was able to find several “neighbouring tags for
chill”. Another participant described his method of discovery as usually picking a mood
to start with, and then looking for new genres in the recommended songs, whereas with
Spotify one must usually know the genre first; “you pick a genre and hope that it’s good”.
Another user remarked how Tagflip helped her “get out of the bubble of her familiar songs
and styles.”

Users also appreciated how they could achieve this diversity gradually. One gave us the
example of how with the way mainstream apps work, she would never consider switching
from “pop” to a genre such as “screamo”, which sounded strange and undesirable. With
TagFlip though, she could slowly traverse a pathway between them, using the more obscure
tags accessible through the “more tags” button. This would ease her transition to more
diverse music much more effectively than “typing screamo in Spotify”. These results clearly
demonstrate that TagFlip helped our participants overcome the Filter Bubble [118] issue of
traditional recommendation, while still being able to control the music in such a way that
it would not deviate substantially from their taste. As one participant put it:

“With Spotify you get these set lists of songs but with TagFlip its a lot more
randomized than Spotify, and I think the people that use it will be looking for
this kind of randomization. They’d be looking for more variety but within a
constrained set. So it’s like music that they haven’t heard before, but that they
know they will like because of these common constraints, these common traits.”
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Many participants expressed similar notions, favouring TagFlip to Spotify when it came
to discovering fresh and novel music. One participant compared Spotify’s various lists and
stations to “funnels” :

“[In Spotify,] all of the options are too focused; Like, the moods are too focused,
the radios are too focused. [It] feels like Spotify is trying to ‘shove you into these
funnels’ and just lets you pick your funnel. This is why I like the ‘discover weekly’
because it’s more diverse. I don’t want to be forced to pick my mood.”

In fact, as we touched on earlier, the discover weekly feature mentioned in the above
quotation was the most popular discovery tool in Spotify for our participants. That said,
several of them complained about the fact that once they had listened to what the app
had to offer for the week, they would have to wait until next week for a new set of diverse
recommendations.

The second most prominent concept (18 mentions) was the degree of control TagFlip
facilitated, making it possible to retrieve very specific kinds of music efficiently. In a similar
sentiment, nine participants complained about a lack of recommendation customization
options in Spotify, making user control one of the main distinguishing factors between the
apps. One participant explained:

“[With TagFlip,] you can specify exactly what you want and you get to explore
more different songs, whereas with Spotify it’s more limiting. It’s as if Spotify
has checked off a bunch of tags for you already, and there’s no way for you to
remove anything”.

Another user pointed out that with Spotify, he mostly listened to his own playlists
because “there is no good way of expressing” the exact kind of music he wanted to hear. In
a similar vein, one user gave us an example of looking for instrumental and upbeat music
and how simple this is with TagFlip, whereas with Spotify, one would have to find a pre-
compiled playlist with those characteristics “if you are lucky”. One interesting anecdote
described a situation where the participant wanted to demonstrate to a friend the evolution
of music from the 80s to the 2000s, and was able to easily accomplish this using year tags.
As we saw earlier with the questionnaires, apart from higher control, the way TagFlip’s
interface exposes the underlying logic resulted in increased transparency as well. This aspect
was mentioned by five participants during the interviews. Along these lines, one participant
found the fact that the interface displayed the number of songs that matched all the selected
tags fascinating, saying he would rather know if very few songs conformed to his selections
rather than not know at all.

Control and transparency would not mean much if the tags failed to correctly capture the
music. However, most participants found the tags to be sufficiently accurate (15 mentions).
Participants’ complaints regarding tag accuracy related mostly to longer sessions of listening
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without changing the tags or unpopular tag combinations (4), where the music would start
to drift away from the selected set of tags. This is caused by the rather small size of the
library. TagFlip’s list of recommendations are randomized, but the most conforming songs
are always placed near the beginning, with the later ones being less likely to satisfy all
constraints. Four participants also mentioned that some of the tags were ambiguous, for
instance, “love” [76].

Fourteen participants explained that their experience with TagFlip was much more
active than with Spotify. While a couple of users attributed this partly to how TagFlip can
require more setup effort due to a lack of pre-compiled playlists or personalization, most
(13) reflected that the main reason was the fun of exploring with tags. Many users liked
how they could freely select any combination of tags, even when the resulting list of songs
was not necessarily large. Our users commended TagFlip for the variety of available tags
and how, as one user put it, it “encourages you to be more creative and imagine things
you wouldn’t have imagined before. For example, you probably cannot find a heavy metal
love song easily in Spotify.” Likewise, another user remarked that with Spotify, it feels as
if it is “predetermined” what kinds of tags and genres would normally go together, whereas
with TagFlip, one can “delve deep” and choose to have “rock with all of a sudden rnb or
something like that”. Comparing the interactive and engaging aspects of the apps, one user
reflected:

“I interacted a lot more with TagFlip, just because there’s more possibilities to
explore different songs. With Spotify, once I’m done browsing through my ‘dis-
cover weekly’, since I only listen to my own songs, the only interaction is shuffle
shuffle shuffle through my songs. I don’t really actively look for new songs.”

On a related note, one interesting comment drew our attention to TagFlip’s “gamifica-
tion” aspect, with the participant explaining that unlike Spotify, it gives the user a feeling
of “active involvement”.

Another salient theme was the participants’ general curiosity about the tags and what
they sounded like (10 mentions). As one participant put it, “I feel like that was part of the
fun, to find something I don’t know and just kinda click on it”. Another user likened the
exploration of each tag to a question that she wanted answered, saying:

“In Spotify it kinda like chooses things for you, so you are forced to go with the
flow. Whereas in TagFlip, you can be like, ‘oh I feel like listening to this tag,
and oh what is this tag, what is this’; like, there are so many questions and you
want to keep discovering.”

A participant who described himself as being knowledgable in musical styles with an
eclectic taste, explained how TagFlip aided him in expanding his knowledge of music, and
requested a feature where tags would each come with a small description about their roots
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and the kind of music they describe, as he sometimes had to Google them to find out more.
Several participants also found it compelling just to know each song’s tags, with one telling
us about how he looked for such information in Spotify after using TagFlip, but was not
able to find any.

On the critical side, the majority of our participants (18) found TagFlip’s library of
music to be too small, too old, or both. Our library is based on the Million Song Dataset
[11], which despite offering a varied range of genres, was conceived in 2011. As such, users
looking for contemporary music may find it difficult to enjoy the collection. This issue is
possibly amplified by our sample’s relatively young age. Another negative theme concerned
the start-up experience. Currently, TagFlip’s start screen gives the users an option between
starting from tags or the music library, and 18 users reported that they primarily did
the former. Ten users asked for a better interface for starting from tags (currently, this is
a simple list), and seven participants desired a more elaborate “home” screen that would
include features such as tag suggestions and personalized recommendations. Another similar
concept was how TagFlip often requires more effort to start (10 mentions), as opposed to
Spotify which provides several choices in the home screen. Some participants (7) alleviated
this by regularly starting from their history screen. On a related matter, seven participants
mentioned how they liked Spotify’s 1-click paradigm, which minimizes the friction between
opening the app and listening to something “good enough” without the need to select tags.
One participant found it especially difficult to express their preferences in terms of tags,
saying:

“I felt a little more anxious to try and figure the tags that fit with I wanted to lis-
ten to rather than picking a station [in Spotify], which is easy, like ‘coffeeshop’.”

The same participant described a certain sense of obsession toward checking out every
tag, going as far as listening to all the tags alphabetically, and being worried that she did
not have enough time within the duration of the study to experience all of them. This
resonates with Schwartz’s notion of “paradox of choice” [139], wherein an abundance of
options can make the decision-making process quite challenging. Interestingly, no other
participant found the broad array of tags to be an issue.

Other prominent themes from the post-study interview included participants enjoying
the discover weekly and daily mix features of Spotify (17 mentions), finding TagFlip’s history
feature useful (8), finding Spotify more visually appealing (6), using Spotify’s radios (6) and
pre-compiled playlists (4), and a desire for playlist management (4), tag list management
(4), and recommended playlists in TagFlip (4).

When asked about the possibility of future use, seven out of 22 participants said they
would continue using TagFlip as it was, without any improvements to the interface or
library, and eight others said they would continue to use it if certain issues were fixed. For
six of these users, the most necessary improvements were the size and age of the library.
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Earlier we mentioned that the diary form included an open-ended question to capture
the participants’ daily experiences. This question also garnered results that echoed what we
obtained with the interviews. For TagFlip, which had 33 submitted responses, coming across
intriguing tags and wanting to explore them was the most popular theme with 21 mentions.
The diary method helped us capture these tag encounters more effectively, removing the
need for our users to remember the tags in the post-study interview. Participants also
reported technical issues (4 mentions), tags occasionally not fitting the recommended music
(3), and existence of some redundant tags (2). A smaller number of responses (15) were
submitted for Spotify. Top concepts included discovering interesting genres (4), and finding
strongly liked songs or playlists (3).

5.4 Discussion

Our findings from the field test reaffirmed most of the previous lab results. Our participants
rated TagFlip and Spotify highly and almost equally on the SUS usability scale, even though
the majority of them were either regular users of Spotify, or had prior experience with it.
This, along with encouraging results from other parts of the field study, further solidify the
notion that TagFlip’s design has managed to effectively fuse together a high degree of user
control with strong usability and simple interactions on a small screen; the type of control
that has been traditionally only present in more intricate interfaces.

Results of the recommendation questionnaire also confirmed findings from the lab for
the most part, with users rating TagFlip significantly higher in the constructs of control and
transparency, interface and interaction adequacy, as well as the new construct of diversity
of recommendations. This time however, we did not observe a higher rating for TagFlip in
attitudes and behaviour intentions, which concerns the future use of the app and the users’
trust in it. That said, even though Spotify was rated slightly higher in the attitudes and
behavioural intentions and quality of recommendations constructs, neither of these differ-
ences were found to be significant. This, coupled with the fact that the recommendation
questionnaires were answered after a longer period of use than the lab study, make these
results especially encouraging.

The main shortcoming of TagFlip was found to be its older and much smaller library
(120,000 songs) compared to Spotify’s tens of millions of songs. As mentioned earlier, this
limited collection possibly also hurt one of TagFlip’s more enjoyable aspects for our partici-
pants, which was the possibility to combine any group of tags, even greatly different genres.
It is reasonable to speculate that with a week-long period of use, the participants began to
experience the limitations of the library more, which led to less enthusiastic future attitudes
than with the lab-based evaluation. That said, according to our comparative questionnaire,
our participants still heavily preferred TagFlip to Spotify when it came to expressing the
kind of music they would like to discover, expanding their knowledge of musical genres,
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control, and system transparency. This is while Spotify was rated significantly higher in
only two categories of the comparative questionnaire, passive listening and discovering new
albums. The latter was in fact Spotify’s strongest advantage besides its huge library of mu-
sic, as many of our participants liked the minimal setup effort Spotify required for starting
a listening session, and the lack of comparable functionality was clearly missing in TagFlip.
One possible solution to this could be a more powerful start screen that eases the users
into the experience by suggesting pre-selected sets of tags based on their listening history.
Another improvement can come in the form of a “similar songs mode”, which when acti-
vated by the user, would resemble the operation of a conventional recommender with no
tag interaction required. With this addition, the interface can become much more useful for
passive listening than in its current form. This mode can utilize all the tag data available
for each song to calculate a more holistic measure of pair-wise song similarity than what a
smaller number of user selected tags can achieve.

While the questionnaire results indicated a degree of success in alleviating the three
major issues of music recommenders mentioned in Chapter 1 (transparency, user control,
and pigeonholing), the diary entries and the interviews helped us identify more precisely the
overarching week-long trends, as well as our users’ main points of excitement and frustration
with the apps. Looking at the progression of the constructs of diversity and quality over
seven days of dairy submissions, as seen in Figure 5.4, we see a clear upward trend for
Spotify in both constructs. For TagFlip, quality falls in the middle and starts to rise by
the end, while diversity demonstrates a visible peak in the beginning. The novelty of the
interface could be an important factor here. It appears as if on the earlier days participants
were more inclined to explore the tags, especially since all of them reported to not have
used a similar tool before. As for quality, a learning effect might be in play, where near the
end of the test period, the users started to understand how many and which tags to select
in order to get more favourable recommendations. A similar learning effect could explain
Spotify’s upward trends. Although most of our participants were regular users of Spotify,
many of them rarely used it for music discovery. As they were instructed to concentrate on
music discovery during the study, it is plausible to believe that they began to warm up to
its discovery features as the study progressed.

The mid-week dip in TagFlip’s rating for quality of music can indicate the need for a more
gradual and guided on-boarding experience to build the participants’ trust in the system as
they learn how to exploit its features. Similar notions have been reported in previous studies.
As Konstan and Reidl [68] found, in the early days of usage, users of recommender systems
are more likely to require more tailored recommendations based on their previously known
items. McNee [103] found a similar effect, reporting that users go through an initial period
of evaluating the system based on recommendations for items they already know. Once this
trust-building period has passed, users start to explore the system for novel discoveries.
To accommodate this behaviour, we can combine a holistic measure of song similarity (as
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explained earlier) with the present tag-based interaction, in order to recommend “safer”
and more familiar sounding recommendations early on, and thus establish trust with the
users. Once a period of time has passed, the system can gradually grant more control to
the user by reducing the weight allocated to the holistic song-similarity parameter.

Another intriguing behaviour that the diaries helped us unravel was the participants’
propensity to explore new styles of music with TagFlip. Cross-analysis of the diary submis-
sions and TagFlip’s usage logs demonstrated that newly found genres constituted a substan-
tial portion of our users’ listening time with TagFlip. This notion was evident during the
interviews as well. Indeed, even though high control and customizability was acknowledged
by more users, it was primarily when the participants spoke about exploration of tags that
they sounded particularly enthusiastic. Few participants reflected with similar excitement
on their experience with Spotify. This was an impression that manifested in the diaries as
well.

Previous research has argued that access to massive catalogues of content can inherently
lead to more diverse and experimental consumption [5]. Datta et al. [28] specifically inves-
tigated music consumption in the age of streaming, and found that users listened to much
more diverse genres, along with a much larger number of distinct songs. Our results paint
a rather different picture, suggesting that mainstream methods of presentation and recom-
mendation, such as Spotify’s stations and playlists, can fall short of providing the optimal
environment to fully exploit massive music libraries, especially with regard to expanding the
users’ tastes in music and introducing them to fresh and possibly likeable genres and styles.
Indeed, the majority of our users had this specific complaint about Spotify, finding them-
selves listening to the same genres of music, and often the same exact recommended tracks,
repeatedly. Liikkanen and Åman [92] observed an analogous effect with Spotify in terms
of discovery and serendipity6, despite its myriad features geared toward discovery. In fact,
it has been argued that rather than help uncover niche items and products, recommender
systems often end up promoting the already popular ones [37].

To further understand the underlying reasons behind the above phenomenon, we need
to dissect the typical interaction scenarios with the two tested apps. As mentioned earlier,
for most of our participants, the discover weekly and daily mix playlists where the main
and often sole means of discovering new music with Spotify. While these approaches strive
to recommend music with the highest probability of being favourable based on the users’
listening profiles, they mostly stick to safe genres and styles with minimal diversity and
surprise, and thus contribute to further strengthening of the “Filter Bubble” [118] and
pigenholing the users. That is not to say the concepts of diversity and novelty are ignored
in conventional non-interactive recommenders; however, most such research has fallen in
the domain of algorithmic precision [59], rather than interfaces and the users’ attitudes and

6An unexpected but welcome encounter
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intentions [100]. Even though introducing diversity into recommendation lists can improve
user satisfaction, it can also lead to frustration and distrust by leading to music that is less
aligned with the users’ known preferences [100], especially if the system is not transparent.

With that in mind, we believe that the key differentiator of TagFlip when it comes to
diversity and freshness of recommended music is how users themselves are most often the
initiators of diversified exploration. This, in turn, can reduce the likelihood of dissatisfaction
if a recommended song is not liked. While the ease of tag pinning and unpinning in TagFlip
plays an integral role in bringing the users to this state of willingness and curiosity, present-
ing the users with relevant information about the music they already like is equally crucial.
When our participants found new or previously disliked genres in the list of tags for a song
they liked, they felt persuaded to give these genres a try. This is why concepts related to
expanding one’s knowledge of musical genres and exploring new tags were rated consistently
and significantly higher for TagFlip in all questionnaires and mentioned frequently in the
interviews. In order to extend the boundaries of one’s taste in music, one would first need to
know what else is out there, and what other genres might be worth a visit. In comparison,
for a similar scenario to take place on an interface such as Spotify’s, the users would have
to first spend time researching the genre, mood, and other characteristics of their favourite
music, and then directly type them in a search box or scroll through lists of pre-compiled
playlists to find them. As one participant put it succinctly, “Spotify gave me more songs in
the genres I already knew, but TagFlip gave me more genres”.

Our results also gave us ideas about the type of user who is more likely to enjoy a tag-
based system like TagFlip. Prior to the study, our expectation was that participants with
broader tastes in music, who enjoyed discovering songs from a variety of genres and tags
would have more pleasant experiences with TagFlip. A close scrutiny of our results along
with the listening demographics and pre-study interviews revealed that there was one more
piece to the puzzle. In general, participants who deemed themselves to be music aficionados
with expansive knowledge of musical genres turned out to enjoy TagFlip less than those who
were curious but less knowledgable. Datta et al. [28] observed a similar behaviour regarding
adopting music streaming services, that is, participants who had lower variety in their own
music collections before switching to streaming ended-up discovering more diverse music
post-adoption, compared to those who already owned large eclectic libraries. Our studies
suggest that our tag-based method of discovery can elevate this experience to new heights
for this group of users.

At this point, as we did with the lab study, it is worthwhile to briefly summarize our
findings from the field study in the form of considerations for the design of future tag-based
music discovery interfaces:
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5.4.1 Design consideration and remaining questions
Song similarity vs tag-based retrieval

Providing the users control over a holistic measure of song similarity that works in tandem
with the selected tags can help reduce the cognitive load associated with selecting the
“correct” tags to retrieve similar sounding music. This holistic measure can be based on all
the tag information available for each song.

Building trust with “safe” recommendations

It can be helpful to provide “safer” recommendations in the early days of usage in order to
build trust, at the expense of reduced user control. This could be achieved with the above
explained holistic measure running behind-the-scenes.

What else might users like?

Our results suggest that users are more likely to experience new genres of music if they are
presented with information (tags) on their liked songs, and allowed to easily act on this
information. This helps increase their knowledge of musical genres, and encourages them to
break out of their musical Filter Bubble [118].

Home screen to ease users in

A “home” screen that provides personalized recommendations based on the users’ listening
history could further strengthen the above aspect, and address the set-up effort reported by
our participants. This home screen should recommend not just songs, artists, and albums,
but also new tags that users might be interested in, so as to further guide them in their
process of discovering fresh genres and styles of music.

Boundary pushing

Overall, our data suggested strongly that users who frequently attempted to mix highly
unrelated genres (boundary pushers) had a less positive experience with TagFlip. While a
sufficiently large library can address this issue, it is also important for tag-based interfaces
to implement effective and transparent safeguards against this type of behaviour. Visual
cues can be added to the interface to indicate which tags go together well, and which ones
do not.

Awareness of forthcoming music

Following the above line of thought, elements can be added to the interface that let the
the more curious users foresee how each tag selection can shape their upcoming stream of
music beyond the next song. In a sense, each selection of a tag carves the user a path to a
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different area of the music library which can be described using the most prominent tags of
the songs contained within it.

5.5 Limitations

From the perspective of methodology, we found a limitation of our field study to be its
length. As we saw in Figure 5.4, our users’ ratings for the constructs of quality and diversity
in the multiple choice questions of the diary did not show a clear trend for TagFlip. A
longer period of usage could have helped these two factors stabilize. Besides, as most of
our participants were students, their school commitments sometimes prevented them from
spending sufficient time with the apps, with many turning in fewer than 14 diaries during
their two-week experiment. A longer test period could have helped minimize this issue as
well.

In addition, as discussed before, most of our participants where either regular Spotify
users, or had prior experience with the service. As we observed with the diary submissions,
most users continued to use Spotify for significant periods of time even during their week of
testing TagFlip, while not many users reported the opposite. This habituated use of Spotify
can skew our data in favour of this app to a certain degree.

Finally, although our sample of 22 allowed for within-subject statistical tests, a larger
number of participants would have allowed us to more confidently study and compare dif-
ferent groups of users based on their ratings for the apps. Considering the logistic and
monetary requirements of a larger study in which all participants are paid 50 CAD, we
decided to settle for a smaller number of participants. We believe one of the strengths of
our study to be the deeper qualitative analysis, which combined with the quantified data,
helped us better indentify the role a tag-based music discovery tool can have in our users’
music consumption routines.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The primary goal in designing TagFlip was to increase user involvement and control in the
process of music recommendation, while keeping the user’s mental and interactive effort
as small as possible, and fitting the design in a small phone-sized screen. We started by
identifying the advantages and shortcomings of current state-of-the-art in interactive music
discovery and recommendation, and recognizing a less-explored design space at the intersec-
tion of high user control and minimal interaction effort. We characterized this space as one
that targets novice music listeners with no musical or technical background, and strives to
naturally fuse discovery of favourable and fresh music into typical everyday music listening
scenarios. We discussed how this design space becomes more and more relevant as music
listening turns increasingly mobile and shifts to streaming rather than offline libraries.

With the positive results of our lab and field evaluations, we believe TagFlip has for
the most part succeeded in realizing our design goals and introducing a novel tag-based
method of music listening/discovery. The consensus among our combined 38 participants of
the lab and field studies was that our tool fills an important space that is unsupported by
conventional recommender services. In our lab study, seven out of 16 participants asked to
have the app on their own phones as soon as it was available. Similarly, in the field test, seven
out of 22 participants said they would continue using the app without any improvements to
the size of the library, and many others expressed a desire to continue using it if the library
size was increased and more recent music was added. Considering the fact that Spotify’s
library is more than 500 times larger than ours and its mobile interface has been refined for
years, we find it encouraging that TagFlip could perform as well in usability, and come out
on top in most recommendation aspects.

In our lab study, we had participants compare TagFlip to Spotify’s mobile application, in
terms of usability and music recommendation capabilities. In subjective user feedback, ag-
gregate rating from the recommendation questionnaire, as well as the constructs of interface
and interaction adequacy, control and transparency, and attitudes and behavioural intentions
were rated significantly higher for TagFlip. In addition, the objective measure of number of
interactions with the device per liked song was found to be significantly smaller for TagFlip,
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indicating that the app required less effort from users for discovering a comparable number
of new liked songs.

Based on our design process and lab evaluation, we reported on a number of design
considerations and open design questions regarding tag based music listening and discovery
interfaces. Among other things, we found that grouping tags into categories such as genres
and moods can help give the user a holistic understanding of the played music; that providing
a way to exclude certain types of music based on tags might help enhance user experience;
that having a very clear separation between tags of the current song and constraints for
the next is crucial; and that facilitating control on importance of each tag or allowing their
exclusion might improve perceived recommendation quality but comes at the expense of
added complexity and confusion.

Our intention with the lab study was to gain a preliminary understanding of the ca-
pabilities of TagFlip compared to what people use in their daily lives. In our next stage
of evaluation, we tested TagFlip as part of the users’ daily music consumption routines
for one week, and studied how it was used and how naturally it fit [102]. Our field test
results corroborated most of our lab findings [58], and revealed fresh new insight into real-
world adoption of the app and the interaction framework. Our participants rated TagFlip
significantly higher than Spotify in three of our five recommendation constructs, including
control and transparency, interface and interaction adequacy, and diversity of discovered
music. This is while similar to the lab study, Spotify was not rated significantly higher in
any of the recommendation questionnaire constructs. In addition, when asked to directly
compare the two apps in the comparative questionnaire, our respondents favoured TagFlip
significantly in four out of our 12 questions, including expressing their musical preferences,
transparency, expanding their knowledge of music, and control. This is while Spotify was
preferred significantly in finding new albums and passive listening, the first of which can be
fully expected based on TagFlip’s design. In their diaries, our participants reported to have
discovered and liked a significantly larger number of new genres of music with TagFlip. This
was verified through our usage logs, which also revealed that these new genres constituted
a significant portion of our users’ listening times. Our interviews revealed that the most
enjoyable aspect of tag-based exploration for our participants was the possibility of coming
across intriguing or surprising tags, as well as the ability to easily combine any set of tags
together. This allowed the participants to leave the boundaries of their musical comfort
zones and perhaps take a left turn. Moreover, our participants found the level of customiza-
tion and control made possible by tags to be much superior to that of Spotify, and gave us
several accounts of how they enjoyed it.

Based on the results of our field study, we reported on a number of additional design
considerations for future tag-based music discovery interfaces. Among others, we found
that an additional holistic measure of similarity working in harmony with the selected tags
can contribute to reducing cognitive load and help better support passive listening; that
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providing safer recommendations in the initial days of usage can help increase trust in the
system; that recommending personalized tags to the users in a “home” screen could help
reduce the initial effort of finding something to listen to; and that providing additional visual
cues to the user in order to develop awareness toward how each tag selection can impact
the upcoming stream of songs can help alleviate issues which can be caused by pushing the
system too far through combining incompatible tags.

Our lab and field study results indicated great potential for tag-based interactive music
discovery interfaces in improving three main issues that music recommenders can suffer
from, namely lack of transparency, lack of user control, and pigeonholing, while keeping
the interface easy to use on small screens with little interaction effort. First and foremost,
what we take away from our endeavour is that there is immense potential within the field
of interactive recommendation, especially music listening on mobile devices, which has yet
to be exploited. Looking at the evolution of commercial music recommendation tools, we
see the same general interaction framework continue to live on for the largest part of the
past decade with minimal innovation, whereas excellent progress has been made on the
algorithmic side. At the same time, on the academic front, we see a continued focus on tools
that target dedicated discovery sessions and provide complex interfaces and interactions.

Another outcome of our work that we found most intriguing and exciting was the vastly
more diverse and varied listening experiences our participants had with TagFlip compared
to Spotify. Many of our participants believed that this experiment helped them identify
new territories of music that they would not have considered before. While we expected
this effect to an extent, what we observed was much more substantial. What made this
observation possible was our triangulation of data, with our interaction logs helping verify
our users’ claims in the diaries of having found these new tags and revealing how significant
of a portion of their listening was spent having explicitly selected these tags.

Furthermore, we gained insight into user traits that might positively affect attitudes
toward an exploratory and interactive tag-based music discovery interface such as TagFlip.
Our results revealed that participants who were curious and enthusiastic about discovering
fresh genres and styles of music but did not posses significant experience and expansive
music libraries enjoyed TagFlip substantially more than those who were generally less en-
thusiastic about music, or those that were already familiar with most of the genres out there.
This could indicate a possibility and potential for adapting music listening and discovery
interfaces to users by activating controllable and customizable tag-based tools if the user is
more likely to enjoy them.

Besides achieving a promising design, another differentiating element of this work is the
methodology undertaken, which involved a journey from understanding user needs as well
as strengths and shortcomings of previous approaches, to user-centred iterative design, and
finally two stages of summative evaluations in the lab and the field. In this process, our
varied methods of data gathering, consisting of questionnaires, interviews, video captures,
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diaries, and interaction logs, helped us reach a more comprehensive and holistic picture
regarding our users’ attitudes toward our proposed design. Looking back at the literature,
it is difficult to find previous work that studies a novel music discovery or recommendation
method with a comparable amount of emphasis and care put toward usability, user attitudes,
and understanding how the approach compares to the mainstream or how it might be
adopted in real-world usage contexts.

6.1 Limitations and Future Work

Besides the methodological limitations discussed in previous chapters, we faced a number
of other issues through-out our process of designing and evaluating TagFlip.

As touched on earlier, the main shortcoming of TagFlip according to our participants
was the size and age of its library. This issues was brought up frequently in both our lab
and field study interviews. While during the 15 minutes of use in lab settings this problem
was less pronounced, for many of our field study users, this factor weighed heavily on their
experience, and caused a drop in their ratings for TagFlip. As such, performing the field
study with a library more comparable to that of Spotify, although financially and logistically
difficult, could have led to more valid results. That said, having received positive results
despite this important shortcoming is in itself encouraging.

The quality of the dataset could also be improved through assigning more tags to less
popular songs. This can be achieved through methods such as auto-tagging [34], which
strive to assign tags to untagged music through machine learning techniques that typically
operate based on content-based features of music. Another similar limitation related to our
tag data concerned synonymy. Although we meticulously cleaned the Last.fm data from half
a million tags to 357, we did not perform synonym modelling, as it would introduce further
challenges to maintaining the transparency and tag-flow of the system if synonyms of tags
were used to retrieve songs which did not necessarily have the same exact tags as the chosen
ones. That said, finding a way to accommodate synonymy between tags could improve the
users’ experiences with certain types of tags, especially those related to mood, e.g. “sad”
and “melancholy”. A similar problem that modelling synonyms could solve is the ability
to exclude certain tags from recommendation, which was requested by a small number of
participants. With the current state of the dataset, the absence of a tag for a song does not
necessarily indicate that the song and tag do not match.

Another issue was TagFlip’s lack of music management features such as playlist creation
and offline listening. Even though the study was focused on discovery, our participants
still desired such features. Hence, including more of the functionalities expected from a
conventional music player could lead to a more realistic and fair comparison with Spotify.

A promising avenue for future research is the exploration of some of the design ideas that
we proposed, including providing the ability to specify which tags are of more importance to
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the user, what general area of the library each tag selection could lead to, a “home” screen
that would eliminate the longer setup times brought up by some of our users through
recommending tags to explore, and so on.

Encouraging and inviting users toward diversified explorations of content libraries is
another interesting possible topic for future research. As we observed, one effective way of
achieving this kind of deliberate exploration with music is to tell the users more about the
music they like, and let them easily explore neighbouring types of music. While TagFlip is
one implementation of this idea, the design space remains mostly unexplored for smaller
screens and new domains of interaction such as smart assistants. Moreover, while our focus
was on music, there is a core idea here of encouraging users toward fresh genres and styles
of media, be it movies, books, music, or video games that can be explored further in future
research. From an evaluation standpoint, future work can delve deeper into how users adopt
and internalize these new genres of content over longer periods of time.
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Appendix A

Tag Cleaning Workflow in Detail

A.0.1 1. Tag Quality Calculation

At this stage, a tag quality score is computed for all tags. We used the formula in Equa-
tion A.1 to calculate tag quality Q(t) per tag t. Over all songs s, we sum the contribution of
all (tag, song) pairs in the dataset to a tag’s overall quality Q(t). The Last.fm weight w(t, s)
is the percentage of taggers of a song who applied a certain tag to the song, listeners(s) is
the number of users who listened to a song, and playcount(s) is the total number of times a
song has been played. The overall quality Q(t) can be normalized over the highest quality
tag in the dataset. Therefore, the more occurrences a tag has and the more popular the
songs in which it appears in are, the higher its tag quality will be. Due to the fact that
highly popular songs get significantly more listens than less popular ones, listeners(s) and
playcount(s) showed an extreme long-tail distribution. As such, we used logarithms in the
formula to lessen the effects of this phenomenon.

Q(t) =
∑

all songs s

w(t, s)× (log(listeners(s)) + log(playcount(s))) (A.1)

2. Decomposition

The Decomposition step takes all tag/item pairs from the input dataset, changes the case
of all characters to lower case and reduces multiple spaces to one space. Next, all tags are
decomposed into single words1 in order to perform spell-correction in future steps. Later on,
multi-word tags are reconstructed from these words according to the initial dataset. Quality
of words that appear only as part of another tag is set as the quality of the tag they are
derived from. When a word appears more than once (coming from different original tags),
its quality is set as the maximum of all its parents’ qualities.

1The length of Last.fm tags can range between one and 67 words.
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3. Pre-Filtering

The Pre-Filter step is intended to reduce the computation time of the work-flow by removing
extremely rare words (those with very low quality) from the computation. This step is
important if the size of the dataset ranges in the hundreds of thousands of tags (so that
there are tens of thousands of unique words). It is possible to add those words back into
the workflow after one has finished work on refining the parameters in later steps, for one
long computation phase. This increases the amount of salvaged words due to the fact that
a lot of spelling errors and uncommon word forms are really rare.

4. Spell-correction

This step corrects spelling errors and consolidates various forms of the same word. This
is accomplished by creating a character 2-gram set for each word (rock turns into [_r, ro,
oc, ck, k_]) and computing the Jaccard index between different sets. The Jaccard index
is the fraction of common 2-grams from both sets (intersection) over the number of total
unique 2-grams occuring in both sets (union). If two words are similar enough, the lower
quality word will be replaced by the higher quality one. This method has the advantage
of complete language independence. This is especially important in complex datasets like
Last.fm, where any language can be used. Thus, we used 2-grams instead of the popular
language dependent method of stemming.

There are two customizable thresholds in this step; one dictates the required degree of
Jaccard similarity between two words for a replacement to happen, and the other is a
threshold on word quality, which is used for designating a subset of the words as “correct”.
These words are safe from being replaced, and can replace other similar words. To compute
the similarity between a pair of words, the first step is the decomposition of the two words
into 2-gram sets, an example of which is shown in Algorithm ??. The Jaccard Index between
these two sets is computed using Equation A.2 .

J(A,B) = |A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

(A.2)

// Words for the similarity computation
a = rock;
b = roock;
// The 2-gram sets of each of those words
A = { r,ro,oc,ck,k };
B = { r,ro,oo,oc,ck,k };
// The Jaccard index of the two example sets as shown in A.2
J(A, B) = 5/6 = 0.83;
// The similarity between those two words is 83.3%

Algorithm 1: Example similarity computation

More specifically, spell correction has the following procedure:
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1. The user sets a word quality threshold and a similarity threshold.

2. All words above or equal to this threshold will be added to the list of correct words.

3. For each word in the correct words list, the similarity to all other words (except the
words in the correct words list) in the dataset will be computed using Algorithm ??.

4. Each word which has a similarity above or equal to the threshold will be added to a
replacement list.

5. If there are multiple replacements for the same word, the word with the highest word
quality will be used as the correct word.

6. The replacement list will be applied to the dataset.

5. Multi-word tag detection

The Multi-Word Tag Detection step consists of two different algorithms for detecting fre-
quent and unique multi-word tags. The frequent version counts all occurrences of all word
sequences and normalizes them to [0,1]. With this algorithm frequent groups such as “hard
rock” have a high value. The unique version uses again the Jaccard Index as measure, which
is computed as the sum of co-occurrences divided by the sum of all single word occurrences.
This algorithm gives high values for groups where the words in the group occur mostly in
this combination and not individually.

6. Post-filtering

After multi-word tags are re-constructed, tag quality is computed again for all tags. In this
step we once again removed the lower quality tags with a threshold that was based on the
distribution of quality scores.

8. Manual polishing

This step is intended for manually editing the post-filtered tags and alleviating issues such
as polysemy and synonymy in the final dataset. Here, we also translated tags from different
languages to English and removed words that did not appear to have any meaning with
regard to music.

9. Information salvaging

The last step uses the post-filtered and polished tags as a basis for finding useful tags in
the rest of the dataset. The salvager uses two different equations which are the greedy
method (Equation A.3) and the conservative method (Equation A.4). The greedy salvager
is used for all cases but with single word tags of a length shorter than three characters.
This is because when word length is this short, the greedy salvager might salvage wrong
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or misleading tags. For instance, the music genre “emo” is salvaged out of the previously
removed tag “emoticon", which means wrong information is introduced into the dataset, as
these two tags are not related.

Example: “rock" and “emo" are in the final tag list. “emo-song”, “emoticon”, “tree” and
“poprock” have been previously removed in Pre-Filtering. The salvager would turn “emo-
song” into “emo” , “emoticon” and “tree” will be removed and “poprock” would turn into
“rock".

Greedy regular expression : ”. ∗ TAG. ∗ ” (A.3)

Conservative regular expression : ”\sTAGs\” (A.4)
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Appendix B

Response Histograms

This appendix contains histograms for responses given to questionnaires across both the
lab and field studies from chapters 4 and 5. Questions with negative tone have been coded
inversely, such that higher scores are always better.

B.1 Lab Study (Chapter 4)

B.1.1 SUS Questionnaire

Figure B.1 depicts histograms for responses given to the SUS questionnaire in TagFlip’s lab
study.

Figure B.1: Response histogram for SUS questionnaire (lab study), N = 16
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B.1.2 Recommendation Questionnaire

Figures B.2, B.3, B.4, and B.5 demonstrate histograms for responses given to the four
constructs of the recommendation questionnaire in TagFlip’s lab study (N = 16).

Figure B.2: Response histogram for the quality of recommendations construct (lab study),
N = 16

Figure B.3: Response histogram for the interface and interaction adequacy construct (lab
study), N = 16
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Figure B.4: Response histogram for the control and transparency construct (lab study), N
= 16

Figure B.5: Response histogram for the attitudes and behavioural intentions construct (lab
study), N = 16
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B.2 Field Study (Chapter 5)

B.2.1 SUS Questionnaire

Figure B.6 depicts histograms for responses given to the SUS questionnaire in TagFlip’s
field study.

Figure B.6: Response histogram for SUS questionnaire (lab study), N = 22
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B.2.2 Recommendation Questionnaire

Figures B.7, B.8, B.9, B.10, and B.11 demonstrate histograms for responses given to the
four constructs of the recommendation questionnaire in TagFlip’s field study (N = 22).

Figure B.7: Response histogram for the quality of recommendations construct (field study),
N = 22

Figure B.8: Response histogram for the interface and interaction adequacy construct (field
study), N = 22
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Figure B.9: Response histogram for the control and transparency construct (field study), N
= 22

Figure B.10: Response histogram for the attitudes and behavioural intentions construct (field
study), N = 22
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Figure B.11: Response histogram for the diversity of discovered music construct (field
study), N = 22
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Appendix C

Supplementary Video

A video file accompanies this dissertation, which briefly demonstrates various screens and
functions of the TagFlip Android app.

Filename:

tagflip video.mp4
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